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1. OFFICIAL NOTICE 
 

In accordance with the Industrial Property Act, 2001 and Industrial Property 
Rules, 2001 

 

Preliminary 

Section 1 to 3 

 

Part III 

Section 24 to 33 (Marks, Collective Marks, Trade Names and Acts of 

Unfair Competition) 

 

Part IV 

Sections 34 to 44 (General Provisions- as applicable to Part III) 

 

 

 

 

Sd/- 

(Sonam Penjor)  

              REGISTRAR OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 



All application, notices, statements or other documents or any fees required by the 

Regulations or the Rules will be received at the Industrial Property Registry, Royal 

Government of Bhutan, Thimphu 
 

Fees 

Fees may be paid in cash or Bank drafts drawn on a local Bank, made payable the  Registrar 

of Industrial Property. Until further notice the fees in cash may be paid at the Regional Trade 

& Industry Office, Thimphu under the head “Fees for administration of Industrial Property 

Regulations (FAIPR) 
 

Industrial Property Attorneys 

Under section 35, read with Rule 60, the following persons are registered as Industrial 

Property Attorneys: 

1. Mr. Prakash Rasaily, Clues & Colleague, Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang P.O. 

Box 503, Thimphu 11001 BHUTAN: Telephone: 00975-2-325572. 

2. Mr. Yishay Dorji, Yishay & Associates, Thegchen Lam, P.O.Box 995, Lower 

Motithang,  Thimphu,  Bhutan. Telephone: 00975-2-325722. 

3. Mrs. Sonam Uden, Blue Lotus IP Service, Thimphu, Bhutan. Tel- 00975-2- 

325722 

4. Mr. Cheda, Langjophakha, Thimphu, Telephone: 00975-17633828, email: 

meetcheda@gmail.com 
 

Marks limited to colours 

Where it is indicated in the application, for registration of the mark to be limited to certain 

colours, such colours are not published, but the claims are mentioned. 
 

Application Details 

The number of the application is indicated before the date of filing, followed by the 

particulars of the applicant. The address for service in case of a foreign applicant is also 

given. The conditions/limitations subject to which the mark is accepted are also indicated. 

Since the registry follows the multiclass application system, the relevant goods/services and 

classes are shown together. 
 

Opposition 

Notice is hereby given that any person interested may, within three months from the date of 

this publication, give to the Registrar notice of opposition to the registration of the mark, on 

Form 10 along with the prescribed fee. 
 

2. NEW NOTICES 

 
The registry would like to notify our client to follow the 12th Edition of the NICE 

Classification of Goods and services in classifying the goods & services owing to changes 

and additional classes being included in this edition. 

mailto:meetcheda@gmail.com


 

 

To assist the Registrar in expediting the acceptance of trademark application for 

registration, agents and clients are reminded to ensure that the specification of goods 

& services set out in the application forms conform with the International Classification 

of Goods & Services (11th edition of the nice classification) as stated above. 

 
Following INID Codes are used in the Journals 

INID is an acronym for Internationally agreed Numbers for Identification of            

bibliographic       Data 

 

(210)- Serial number of applications  

(220)- Date of filing of application 

(310) (320) (330)- Priority 

(511) – NICE classification for goods and services 

(526) – Disclaimer 

(540) - Reproduction of marks 

(571) – Description of mark 

(731) – Name and address of the applicant  

(750) – Address for correspondence or agent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: The Registry does not guarantee the accuracy of its publication or undertakes any               

responsibility for errors and omissions or their consequences. 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

(210) Application Number: BT/M/0001/168974 

(220) Application Date :20/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name: LÖWENBRÄU AG 

(731) Applicant Address: Nymphenburger Strasse 7 

80335 MÜNCHEN, Germany 

(750) Representative: Kastanjelaan 400 NL-5616 

LZ Eindhoven 

(526) Disclaimer:  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 
 

(540): LÖWENBRÄU 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 32  Beer, beverages without alcohol. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/894425 

(220) Application Date :18/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ViaSat, Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : 6155 El Camino Real 

Carlsbad, CA 92009, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 12275 El Camino Real, Suite 

200 San Diego CA 92130-2006 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): VIASAT 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 9  Communication terminal equipment, namely, modems, receivers, radios, simulators 

and networks for satellite and terrestrial communication terminals. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1153738 

(220) Application Date :09/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: Apple Inc. One Apple Park 

Way MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino, CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): COCOA 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Computer programming software for use as an advanced object oriented 

programming tool and manuals sold therewith. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1329416 

(220) Application Date :29/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : DURU BULGUR GIDA 

SANAYI  VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI 

(731) Applicant Address : Organize Sanayi Bolgesi 

Pk:3 Merkez Karaman, Turkey 

(750) Representative: Tunus Cad. 85/3-4 

Kavaklidere, Cankaya TR-06680 Ankara 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Brown, beige, red, white and 

yellow. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): DURU 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 29  Meat, fish, poultry and game; processed meat products; dried pulses; soups, 

bouillon; processed olives, olive paste; milk and milk products, butter; edible oils; dried, preserved, frozen, 

cooked, smoked or salted fruits and vegetables; tomato paste; prepared nuts and dried fruits as snacks; hazelnut 

spreads and peanut butter; tahini (sesame seed paste); eggs and powdered eggs; potato chips.  

30  Coffee, cocoa; coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages; pasta, stuffed dumplings, 

noodles; pastries and bakery products based on flour; bakery desserts, desserts based on flour and chocolate, 

frozen desserts, mousse desserts, flavoured gelatine desserts, chilled desserts, and/or ice desserts; honey, bee 

glue for human consumption, propolis for food purposes; condiments for foodstuff, vanilla (flavoring), spices, 

sauces (condiments), tomato sauce; yeast, baking powder; flour, semolina, starch for food; sugar, cube sugar, 

powdered sugar; tea, ice tea; confectionery, chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers; chewing gums; ice-cream, 

edible ices; salt; cereals and cereal products; molasses for food. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1387002 

(220) Application Date :20/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : RADISSON 

HOSPITALITY BELGIUM BV/SRL 

(731) Applicant Address : Avenue du Bourget 44 

B-1130 Brussels, Belgium 

(750) Representative: 2200 IDS Center, 80 South 

Eighth Street Minneapolis MN 55402 

(526) Disclaimer : "HOTEL GROUP". 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): RHG RADISSON HOTEL GROUP 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 43  Hotel, resort and temporary accommodation services; restaurant, bar, catering and 

banquet services; provision of conference, meeting, event, convention and exhibition facilities; making hotel, 

resort and accommodation reservations for others; providing hotel, resort and accommodation information 

and reservation services by means of a computer information network; hotel services featuring an incentive 

program providing special guest services, amenities and awards to members. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1506989 

(220) Application Date :20/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : RADISSON 

HOSPITALITY BELGIUM BV/SRL 

(731) Applicant Address : Avenue du Bourget 44 

B-1130 Brussels, Belgium 

(750) Representative: 2200 IDS Center, 80 South 

Eighth Street Minneapolis MN 55402 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Radisson 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 43  Renting of temporary accommodations on behalf of others-- hotel reservations for 

others; hotel and resort services; restaurant, catering and banquet services; computer services, namely, 

providing on-line information in the field of hotel and restaurant services, rendered by means of a global 

computer network. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1511858 

(220) Application Date :30/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : FAST RETAILING CO., 

LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : 10717-1, Sayama, 

Yamaguchi City Yamaguchi 754-0894, Japan 

(750) Representative: KUBOTA,  9th floor 

Kamiyacho Prime Place, 1-17, Toranomon 4-chome, 

Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0001 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 

(540): LifeWear 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 16  Paper and cardboard; packaging containers of paper; garbage bags of paper for 

household purposes; paper washcloths; printed matter; catalogues; general feature magazines; books; 

pamphlets; paintings and calligraphic works; photograph stands; stationery; pastes and other adhesives for 

stationery or household purposes; ink ribbons; printing type. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544329 

(220) Application Date :19/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Philip Morris Products 

S.A. 

(731) Applicant Address : Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-

2000 Neuchâtel, Switzerland 

(750) Representative: Konsumstrasse 16A CH-3007 

Bern 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34  Wired vaporizers for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; 

tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-your-

own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes); smokers' articles, namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette 

cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco 

products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes 

or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for use in 

electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitutes for 

traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine-containing aerosol; oral vaporizing 

devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smokers' articles for electronic cigarettes; parts 

and fittings for the aforesaid products included in this class; devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and 

cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1573736 

(220) Application Date :29/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Radisson Hospitality 

Belgium BV/SRL 

(731) Applicant Address : Avenue du Bourget 44 

B-1130 Brussels, Belgium 

 
 

 

(540): RADISSON BLU 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(750) Representative: 2200 IDS Center, 80 South 

Eighth Street Minneapolis MN 55402 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(511) Goods/Services : 36  Management and rental of short-term furnished apartments. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1617490 

(220) Application Date :20/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Radisson Hospitality 

Belgium BV/SRL 

(731) Applicant Address : Avenue du Bourget 44 

B-1130 Brussels, Belgium 

(750) Representative: 2200 IDS Center, 80 South 

Eighth Street Minneapolis MN 55402 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): PARK INN 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 36  Rental of real estate and property; management and rental of furnished apartments. 

  

43  Management and rental of short-term furnished apartments; hotel reservations; lodging and boarding 

services; hotel accommodations, lodging and boarding services; cafes, cafeterias, canteens, catering services, 

restaurants, and snack bars. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1618380 

(220) Application Date :09/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : CONG TY CO PHAN 

DAU TU  A&B VIET NAM 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 45, Nguyen Son 

Street, Ngoc Lam Ward, Long Bien District Ha Noi, 

Viet Nam 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): SAOLA 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 32  Beer, mineral water, carbonated drinks, non-alcoholic beverages, fruit-based 

beverages, fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1624635 

(220) Application Date :07/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Orthomol 

pharmazeutische Vertriebs GmbH 

(731) Applicant Address : Herzogstr. 30 40764 

Langenfeld, Germany 

(750) Representative: Alsterufer 3 20354 Hamburg 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): orthomol 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 5  Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietetic preparations adapted for 

medical use; dietetic food preparations adapted for medical use; dietetic beverages adapted for medical 

purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; liquid 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

vitamin supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; powdered fruit-flavored dietary 

supplement drink mix; medicated food supplements; mineral food supplements; mineral dietary supplements 

for humans; nutritional supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; glucose dietary supplements; protein 

dietary supplements; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; mineral nutritional 

supplements; food supplements consisting of amino acids; yeast dietary supplements; food supplements 

consisting of trace elements; dietary supplements consisting of vitamins; dietary supplements for humans; 

dietary supplements for humans not for medical purposes; food supplements; health food supplements for 

persons with special dietary requirements; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; food for medically 

restricted diets; food supplements for non-medical purposes; probiotic supplements; vitamin and mineral 

supplements; vitamins and vitamin preparations; mixed vitamin preparations; vitamin preparations in the 

nature of food supplements; health food supplements made principally of minerals; health food supplements 

made principally of vitamins; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; mineral food preparations for medical 

purposes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1626213 

(220) Application Date :05/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Jack Daniel's Properties, 

Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : 4040 Civic Center Drive, 

Suite 528 San Rafael CA 94903, United States of 

America 

(750) Representative: 4040 Civic Center Drive, 

Suite 528 San Rafael CA 94903 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): BLACK JACK 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 33  Alcoholic beverages, namely, pre-mixed alcoholic cocktails. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1634327 

(220) Application Date :19/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Dayforce US, Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : 3311 East Old Shakopee 

Road Minneapolis MN 55425, United States of 

America 

(750) Representative: Taft Stettinius & Hollister 

LLP, 80 South 8th Street, Suite 2200 Minneapolis 

MN 55402 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): DAYFORCE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Electronic materials, namely, books, magazines, newsletters, press releases, data 

sheets, and brochures featuring legal and regulatory compliance information; computer software, namely 

computer software for use in performance management, employee and task scheduling, management, 

reporting and analyses all for use in association with human resource management, payroll processing and 

employee information management. 

  

16  Printed materials, namely books, magazines, newsletters, press releases, data sheets, and brochures 

featuring legal and regulatory compliance information; newsletters and reports in the field of human resources; 

printed instructional, educational and teaching materials, namely, textbooks, workbooks, user manuals and 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

guides featuring topics in human resources, payroll, time and attendance, and employee scheduling, and 

employee benefits. 

35  Payroll tax preparation and filing services; payroll processing services for the full gross earnings to net 

pay calculations, namely, payroll checks including withholding of employer and employee taxes, pre and post 

tax deductions and processing payroll wage attachments on order of a court or government agency; providing 

information in the field of human resources; providing information via the internet in the field of human 

resources, namely, information relating to employment, payroll, compensation, talent management, employee 

benefits, time and attendance, scheduling, employees, contingent workers, recruiting, background and 

substance screening, and regulatory compliance; processing of employee life and work event transactions as 

part of human resources management, namely, information relating to employment, payroll, compensation, 

talent management, employee benefits, time and attendance, scheduling, employees, contingent workers 

recruiting, and regulatory compliance; providing information via the internet in the field of human resources, 

namely, information regarding preparation of payroll checks including withholding of employer and employee 

taxes, pre and post tax deductions, and processing of wage attachments and disbursements; providing 

information via the internet in the field of human resources, namely, information relating to payroll checks, 

payroll taxes, wage attachments and disbursements, fund transfers, time and attendance, and employee 

scheduling, and employee benefits; human resources management in the nature of benefits administration, 

enrollment and eligibility services for employers and employees relating to employee health, insurance, 

welfare, transportation, educational assistance and retirement benefits. 

 

36  Financial services provided to employers, namely, issuance of paychecks to employees, transfers of funds, 

and deposits to accounts with respect to payroll and payroll disbursements, payroll taxes, payroll deductions, 

unemployment compensation, wage attachments and benefits, and remittance to appropriate recipients of 

funds to which they are entitled as a result of payroll wage attachments ordered by a court or government 

agency; payroll tax debiting and crediting services; tax payment processing services, namely, processing 

federal, state and local payroll withholding taxes and remittance of taxes to the appropriate taxing authorities. 

  

41  Training in the field of human resources, payroll, time and attendance, and employee scheduling and 

employee benefits; educational services, namely, conducting in-person and online classes, seminars, 

conferences, and workshops, and distributing course materials in connection therewith, in the fields of human 

resources, payroll, time and attendance, and employee scheduling, and employee benefits. 

  

42  Providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in performance management, employee and task 

scheduling, management, reporting and analyses; providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in 

human resources management; providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in payroll processing, 

and for use in employee information management. 

  

45  Pre-employment background investigations; providing information on compliance with laws and 

regulations relating to human resources, payroll, time and attendance, and employee scheduling and benefits; 

providing information via the internet for employers and employees in the nature of laws and regulations 

relating to human resources, payroll, time and attendance, and employee scheduling and benefits. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1634720 

(220) Application Date :20/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Radisson Hospitality 

Belgium B.V. / S.R.L. 

(731) Applicant Address : Avenue du Bourget 44 

B-1130 Brussel, Belgium 

(750) Representative: 2200 IDS Center, 80 South 

Eighth Street Minneapolis MN 55402 

(526) Disclaimer :  

 
 

 

(540): RADISSON 

COLLECTION 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(511) Goods/Services : 43  Hotel, bar and restaurant services; services for the reservation of rooms. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1701954 

(220) Application Date :30/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : FAST RETAILING CO., 

LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : 10717-1, Sayama, 

Yamaguchi City Yamaguchi 754-0894, Japan 

(750) Representative: KUBOTA, 9th floor 

Kamiyacho Prime Place, 1-17, Toranomon 4-chome, 

Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0001 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): LifeWear 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 41  Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops [training] relating to 

volunteer activities, welfare activities, and charitable activities; educational services relating to charitable 

activities; education services relating to environmental matters; arranging and conducting of entertainment 

events or campaign relating to social action program or charitable activities; publication of newsletters in the 

field of philanthropy via e-mail; providing electronic publications; multimedia publishing of electronic 

publications; organization of competitions or other sporting and cultural events for charitable purposes; 

arranging and conducting of presentations or exhibitions of records, production, reports or statistics relating 

to social, cultural, economic or educational activities for educational or entertainment purposes; arranging and 

conducting of entertainment events to award prizes to companies or individuals for a large amount of 

charitable donations; educational and instruction services; arranging, conducting and organization of 

seminars; publication of fashion magazines for entertainment purposes; entertainment services; providing 

online images and videos, not downloadable, via a computer network; game services provided online from a 

computer network; reference libraries of literature and documentary records; providing sports facilities; 

providing amusement facilities; rental of sports equipment; providing online instructional videos, not 

downloadable; arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops [education], congresses, colloquia, distance 

learning courses and exhibitions for cultural purposes; organization of educational events; organizing and 

conducting of entertainment or educational events for raising awareness of separating recyclable materials, 

recycling, and reducing waste; organization of sports events and competitions; art exhibitions; publication of 

books; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training. 

 

 

45  Charitable services, namely, providing clothing to needy persons; providing donations of clothing to the 

poor and those in need as part of sustainability activities for charitable purposes; providing shoes to needy 

persons for charitable purposes; providing advice and information regarding fashion; providing information 

relating to fashion services for individuals via the Internet; consulting services relating to fashion; personal 

wardrobe styling services; providing information relating to clothing and fashion coordination services for 

individuals; rental of clothing; rental of personal ornaments for wearing; providing information relating to 

rental of clothing and personal ornaments for wearing; rental of hair ornaments; online social networking 

services; providing information relating to friends search or introduction for users via the Internet; caring for 

babies [excluding services provided at facilities]; rental of safes; kimono dressing assistance; providing 

facilities for wedding ceremonies, including planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; funerary 

undertaking; providing grave spaces or charnel houses; legal information services; providing information 

relating to legal services relating to social insurance claims; investigation or surveillance services for checking 

background profiles; fortune-telling; pet sitting; housework services rendered to meet the needs of individuals; 

providing information relating to guardianship services; rental of altars. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1710522 

(220) Application Date :22/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : EIZO Corporation 

(731) Applicant Address : 153 Shimokashiwano-

machi, Hakusan-shi Ishikawa 924-8566, Japan 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Computer monitors; video monitors; monitors built into arcade amusement 

machines; monitors built into arcade game machines; personal computers; liquid crystal display monitors; 

televisions; electronic notice boards; digital signage; graphic boards; recorded computer programs; 

downloadable computer programs; computer software for controlling images displayed on a monitor; 

computer software for quality control (QC) of monitors; integrated circuits; monitor stands; luminance 

sensors; colorimeters; video signal distributors; video signal splitters; video signal converters; apparatus for 

wireless data transmission between a computer and computer peripherals; switching apparatus for selectively 

using multiple computers; video telephones; electric cables; mouses [data processing equipment]; remote 

controller for televisions; cameras; apparatus for recording data; signal transmission apparatus; video servers; 

Internet servers; computer servers; communication servers (computer hardware); computer software for 

controlling and managing access server applications; monitor hoods; 3D spectacles; panel protectors for 

monitors; mounting brackets adapted for small electronic devices or electronic devices for virtual desktops; 

mounting brackets adapted for computer monitors; touch screen pens; keyboards. 

  

37  Repair or maintenance of monitors or televisions; repair or maintenance of electronic notice boards or 

digital signage; repair or maintenance of graphic boards; repair or maintenance of electronic circuits or 

integrated circuits; repair or maintenance of monitor stands; repair or maintenance of luminance sensors or 

colorimeters; repair or maintenance of video signal distributors or video signal splitters or video signal 

converters; repair or maintenance of apparatus for wireless data transmission between a computer and 

computer peripherals; repair or maintenance of switching apparatus for selectively using multiple computers; 

repair or maintenance of video telephones; repair or maintenance of digital video cameras or video 

surveillance cameras; repair or maintenance of apparatus for recording data; repair or maintenance of signal 

transmission apparatus; repair or maintenance of computer servers; repair or maintenance of monitor hoods; 

repair or maintenance of 3D spectacles; repair or maintenance of panel protectors for monitors; repair or 

maintenance of mounting brackets adapted for small electronic devices or electronic devices for virtual 

desktops; repair or maintenance of mounting brackets adapted for computer monitors; repair or maintenance 

of touch screen pens; repair or maintenance of computer keyboards. 

  

38  Telecommunication, other than broadcasting; communications by mobile telephones; communications by 

computer terminals; providing Internet chatrooms; providing online forums; communications by cellular 

phones; computer aided transmission of messages and images; telecommunications routing and junction 

services; streaming of data; providing access to databases; electronic bulletin board services 

[telecommunications services]; transmission of electronic mail; video-on-demand transmission; 

videoconferencing services; radio communications; message sending; rental of telecommunication 

equipment; rental of message sending apparatus; providing information in the field of telecommunications. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

  

42  Design of monitors or televisions; design of electronic notice boards or digital signage; design of graphic 

boards; design of computer programs or computer softwares; design of electronic circuits or integrated 

circuits; design of monitor stands; design of luminance sensors or colorimeters; design of video signal 

distributors or video signal splitters or video signal converters; design of apparatus for wireless data 

transmission between a computer and computer peripherals; design of switching apparatus for selectively 

using multiple computers; design of video telephones; providing computer software via the Internet; providing 

computer software for monitor management; design of cameras; design of apparatus for recording data; design 

of signal transmission apparatus; rental of web servers; server hosting; design and development of operating 

software for computer networks and servers; hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global 

computer network; design of monitor hoods; design of 3D spectacles; design of panel protectors for monitors; 

design of mounting brackets adapted for small electronic devices or electronic devices for virtual desktops; 

design of mounting brackets adapted for computer monitors; design of touch screen pens; design of computer 

keyboards. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1728513 

(220) Application Date :30/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Cheerflor 

Cosmetics Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 35, Wuhua Road, 

Heyetang Industrial Zone, Yiwu City Zhejiang 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 238, Second Floor, 

Creative Plaza, 300 Jiangdong East Road, Jiangdong 

Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

(540): COLORROSE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Cosmetics; perfumes; nail varnish; eyebrow pencils; lip gloss; toothpaste; 

incense; perfumed powder for cosmetic use; cosmetics for animals; shampoo. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1753998 

(220) Application Date :28/04/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Messe Frankfurt GmbH 

(731) Applicant Address : Ludwig-Erhard-Anlage 1 

60327 Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

(750) Representative: Elisabethstr. 34/II 80796 

München 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  018788707  03/11/2022  EM 

 

 

 
 

 

(540): messe frankfurt 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Electronically downloadable publications, books, brochures, texts, pictures, 

programs; software, namely, apps for mobile devices; all the aforesaid goods for or in relation to trade fairs 

and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes. 

  

16  Printed matter, particularly newspapers, periodicals, magazines, cards, catalogues, pamphlets, handbooks, 

prospectuses, placards and photographs; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); all the 

aforesaid goods for or in relation to trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

  

35  Advertising; marketing research; telemarketing; personnel management consultancy, employment 

agencies; organization and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and special shows for commercial or 

advertising purposes; business management, particularly in respect of organizing and conducting trade fairs, 

exhibitions, special shows and selling events; presentation of business companies and their products and 

services, also via the Internet; sales promotion for others; merchandising (sales promotion); demonstration of 

goods for publicity purposes; arranging of commercial and business contacts, also via the Internet; rental of 

advertising space and advertising material; business consultancy and advisory services, particularly in respect 

of organizing and conducting trade fairs, exhibitions, special shows and selling events; compilation and 

maintenance of data in computer databases; publication of printed matter (also in electronic form) for 

advertising purposes; searches about business topics in computer databases and in the Internet; business 

advice, also in the Internet; providing information in commercial matters; all the aforesaid services for or in 

relation to trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes. 

  

36  Temporary rental of offices. 

  

39  Transport; transportation logistics; freight and cargo transportation; freight forwarding services; 

transportation and delivery of goods; storage of goods; rental of transportation means, in particular transport 

vehicles; advisory services relating to transport; consultancy services relating to storage; all the aforesaid 

services for or in relation to trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes. 

  

41  Education; providing of training; entertainment; cultural activities; organization and conducting of 

exhibitions and special shows for cultural, educational or tuitional purposes; organization and conducting of 

instructional events, of congresses, seminars, conferences, symposia and workshops (education); arranging 

and conducting of colloquiums; organization and conducting of competitions (education and entertainment); 

providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of printed matter (also in electronic 

form), except for advertising purposes; publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, also in the 

Internet; all the aforesaid services for or in relation to trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising 

purposes.  

 

43  Services for providing food and drink; catering, rental of furniture; rental of chairs and tables; rental of 

rooms for holding functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, seminars and meetings; rental of meeting 

facilities; rental of booths for exhibitions and trade fairs; all the aforesaid services for or in relation to trade 

fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1762418 

(220) Application Date :19/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : BioNTech SE 

(731) Applicant Address : An der Goldgrube 12 

55131 Mainz, Germany 

(750) Representative: Theatinerstraße 16 80333 

München 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  30 2023 109 791  19/06/2023  DE 

 
 

 

 

(540): AYMCETLA 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 5  Pharmaceutical preparations; vaccines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1769813 

(220) Application Date :05/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : BRISK PADEL 

EUROPE, S.L. 
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(731) Applicant Address : Calle Omerlades, número 

2º, A, 1º E-07012 PALMA DE MALLORCA/ILLES 

BALEARS, Spain 

(750) Representative: C/ Bretón de los Herreros, 66-

1º B E-28003 Madrid 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Blue (Dark Blue Pantone 

5255 C); Pink (Flamingo Pink Pantone 198 C) and 

whiteBackground in Blue (Dark Blue Pantone 5255 

C); The letter "b" in Pink (Flamingo Pink Pantone 

198 C); and BRISK in white 

(310)(320)(330):  018866124  24/04/2023  EM 

 

 

 
 

(540): b BRISK 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 28  Rackets; strings for rackets; grips for rackets; racket covers; racket cases; covers 

for rackets; tennis rackets; protective covers for rackets; gut for rackets; tennis racket bags; strings for rackets; 

grip tapes for rackets; synthetic ropes for use with rackets; covers especially adapted for tennis rackets; 

vibration dampeners for tennis rackets; string-shaped materials for use in sports rackets; padel tennis nets; 

padel tennis balls; sporting goods; sports equipment and articles; paddles for playing platform tennis; wrist 

guards for sports.  

 

35  Business advisory services; retail sale of sports articles; retail services for sports equipment; editing of 

advertising texts; promotion of sales; wholesale services for sports goods; wholesale services for sports 

equipment; retail services in the field of clothing; Retail services relating to clothing accessories; retail services 

online for clothing; retail services connected with the sale of clothing and clothing accessories. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770100 

(220) Application Date :08/08/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : SUZHOU DAKE 

MACHINERY CO., LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : NO. 45 SONGBEI 

ROAD, SUZHOU INDUSTRIAL PARK, SUZHOU 

CITY 215000 JIANGSU PROVINCE, China 

(750) Representative: 10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 

Fuxingmennei Street 100031 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  72515423  29/06/2023  CN; 

72518826  29/06/2023  CN; 72524645  29/06/2023  

CN; 72535514  29/06/2023  CN; 72536578  

29/06/2023  CN and 72541723  29/06/2023  CN 

 

 
 

(540): SUPER SUPER INGCO 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 6  Unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; props of metal; angle irons of metal; 

reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; elbows of metal for pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; collars of 

metal for fastening pipes; clips of metal for cables and pipes; sleeves [metal hardware]; pipes of metal; valves 

of metal, other than parts of machines; buildings, transportable, of metal; fittings of metal for building; 

building materials of metal; fences of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; scaffolding of metal; railway material 

of metal; bands of metal for tying-up purposes; ropes of metal; steel wire; buckles of common metal 

[hardware]; wall plugs of metal; screws of metal; nails; small hardware of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; 

hinges of metal; non-electric door bells of metal; metal padlocks; keys of metal; locks of metal, other than 

electric; safes [strong boxes]; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; vice claws of metal; hooks [metal 

hardware]; tool chests of metal, empty; labels of metal; bells for animals; rods of metal for welding; anchors; 

identification bracelets of metal; weather- or wind-vanes of metal; tree protectors of metal; traps for wild 

animals; works of art of common metal; iron ores; monuments of metal. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 7  Agricultural machines; lawnmowers [machines]; aerating pumps for aquaria; forage harvesters [machines]; 

milking machines; electric hair clipping machines for animals; woodworking machines; saws [machines]; 

paperboard making machines; machines for making diaper-pants of paper; printing machines; hand weaving 

looms; power looms; sizing machines; tea processing machines; electromechanical food preparation 

machines; tobacco processing machines; leather-working machines; stitching machines; bicycle assembling 

machines; brick making machines; engraving machines; machines for making electric batteries; cord making 

machines; enamel making machines; machines for making bulbs; packaging machines; machines for making 

coal briquettes; electric kitchen machines; washing machines [laundry]; centrifugal mills; glue applying 

machines; glass-working machines; fertilizer making machines; electromechanical machines for chemical 

industry; mine borers; cutters [machines]; oil-well pumps specially for petroleum; mixing machines; 

disintegrators; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; pneumatic hammers; trimming machines; foundry 

machines; metalworking machines; steam engines; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; wind-

powered electricity generators; machines for making needles; machines for making zippers; stands for 

machines; cutting machines; machines for making wires and cables; tools [parts of machines]; machines and 

apparatus for polishing [electric]; drilling heads [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-

operated; angle grinders; machines for electronic industry, namely, machines for the manufacture of 

semiconductors, memory chips, liquid crystal display devices, circuit boards and computer hardware; optical 

cold-processing machines; separating machines, in particular machines for separating gas; paint sprayers; 

dynamos; motors, other than for land vehicles; pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; compressed air 

machines; cylinders [machine parts]; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; bearings [parts of 

machines]; belts for machines; electric welding machines; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; high 

pressure washers; vacuum cleaners; filter presses; electric shoe polishers; electroplating machines; electric 

door openers.  

 

8  Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; hand-operated agricultural implements; hand-operated garden 

tools; instruments and tools for skinning animals; harpoons; manicure sets; bits [parts of hand tools]; 

perforating tools [hand tools]; riveters [hand tools]; hand-operated lifting jacks; hand-operated guns for the 

extrusion of mastics; graving tools [hand tools]; trowels for mason; secateurs; sabres; table cutlery [knives, 

forks and spoons]; handles for hand-operated hand tools; hand-operated hand tools.  

 

9  Downloadable computer software programs for data management, for on-line shopping and for processing 

electronic payments for others; downloadable computer software programs for use in software development, 

machine learning, and facial and speech recognition; counters; apparatus to check franking; counterfeit coin 

detectors; ticket dispensing terminals, electronic; voting machines; face identification apparatus, namely, 

biometric scanner for the security identification of persons; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, 

thermic]; weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus; electronic notice boards; navigational 

instruments; electric and electronic video surveillance installations; cameras [photography]; surveying 

apparatus and instruments; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; speed checking apparatus for 

vehicles; pressure measuring apparatus; chemistry apparatus and instruments; electric measuring devices; 

lasers, not for medical purposes; optical apparatus and instruments; materials for electricity mains [wires, 

cables]; semi-conductors; electronic chip cards; condensers [capacitors]; electric switches; electric couplings; 

electric plugs; control panels [electricity]; covers for electric outlets; video screens; remote control apparatus, 

namely, remote control apparatus for power tools and household electric appliances; optical fibers [light 

conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning rods; electrolysis apparatus for laboratory use; fire 

extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use 

against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protective masks; gloves for 

protection against accidents; knee-pads for workers; electric theft prevention installations; electric locks; 

eyeglasses; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; animated cartoons; safety boots for industrial use; 

electric sockets; industrial contactor starters, electrical; ear plugs for divers; biometric fingerprint door locks; 

industrial endoscope cameras; rearview cameras for vehicles; sensor; alarms; cabinets for loudspeakers; 

printers for use with computers; rechargeable batteries; car driving recorders; bathroom scales; computer 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

network switches; computer network bridges; network routers; radio receivers and transmitters; radio signal 

tuners; electric door bells; intercoms; video phones; video monitor; air analysis apparatus; wireless routers. 

  

11  Electric lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; sun lamp tube; lights for vehicles; germicidal lamps 

for purifying air; oil lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; cooling 

appliances and installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; fans [air-conditioning]; electric hair dryers; 

electric heating apparatus; fog machines; taps; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; automatic watering 

installations; bath installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purification installations; electric 

radiators; gas lighters; light bulbs; searchlights; electric torches; refrigerating appliances and installations; air-

conditioning installations; water purifying apparatus and machines; pocket warmers; air purifier for household 

purposes; electric water purifier for household purposes; humidifiers for household purposes; electric kettles; 

extractor hoods for kitchens; gas burners; heat guns; cocks for pipes and pipelines; disinfectant apparatus; 

electrically heated clothing. 

  

35  Online advertising on a computer network; business management assistance; advertising; organization of 

exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 

and services of others; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for 

others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; personnel management consultancy; 

administrative services for the relocation of businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; 

office machines and equipment rental; bookkeeping; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; rental 

of sales stands; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; 

wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; employment 

agency; commercial information agency services; marketing; provision of an online marketplace for buyers 

and sellers of goods and services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770101 

(220) Application Date :08/08/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : SUZHOU DAKE 

MACHINERY CO., LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : NO. 45 SONGBEI 

ROAD, SUZHOU INDUSTRIAL PARK, SUZHOU 

CITY 215000 JIANGSU PROVINCE, China 

(750) Representative: 10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 

Fuxingmennei Street 100031 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  72662149  06/07/2023  CN; 

72673396  06/07/2023  CN; 72674497  06/07/2023  

CN; 72677065  06/07/2023  CN; 72677067  

06/07/2023  CN and 72683595  06/07/2023  CN 

 

  
 

(540): SUPER TOTAL 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 6  Unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; props of metal; angle irons of metal; 

reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; elbows of metal for pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; collars of 

metal for fastening pipes; clips of metal for cables and pipes; sleeves [metal hardware]; pipes of metal; valves 

of metal, other than parts of machines; buildings, transportable, of metal; fittings of metal for building; 

building materials of metal; fences of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; scaffolding of metal; railway material 

of metal; bands of metal for tying-up purposes; ropes of metal; steel wire; buckles of common metal 

[hardware]; wall plugs of metal; screws of metal; nails; small hardware of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; 

hinges of metal; non-electric door bells of metal; metal padlocks; keys of metal; locks of metal, other than 

electric; safes [strong boxes]; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; vice claws of metal; hooks [metal 

hardware]; tool chests of metal, empty; labels of metal; bells for animals; rods of metal for welding; anchors; 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

identification bracelets of metal; weather- or wind-vanes of metal; tree protectors of metal; traps for wild 

animals; works of art of common metal; iron ores; monuments of metal. 

  

7  Agricultural machines; lawnmowers [machines]; aerating pumps for aquaria; forage harvesters [machines]; 

milking machines; electric hair clipping machines for animals; woodworking machines; saws [machines]; 

paperboard making machines; machines for making diaper-pants of paper; printing machines; hand weaving 

looms; power looms; sizing machines; tea processing machines; electromechanical food preparation 

machines; tobacco processing machines; leather-working machines; stitching machines; bicycle assembling 

machines; brick making machines; engraving machines; machines for making electric batteries; cord making 

machines; enamel making machines; machines for making bulbs; packaging machines; machines for making 

coal briquettes; electric kitchen machines; washing machines [laundry]; centrifugal mills; glue applying 

machines; glass-working machines; fertilizer making machines; electromechanical machines for chemical 

industry; mine borers; cutters [machines]; oil-well pumps specially for petroleum; mixing machines; 

disintegrators; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; pneumatic hammers; trimming machines; foundry 

machines; metalworking machines; steam engines; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; wind-

powered electricity generators; machines for making needles; machines for making zippers; stands for 

machines; cutting machines; machines for making wires and cables; tools [parts of machines]; machines and 

apparatus for polishing [electric]; drilling heads [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-

operated; angle grinders; machines for electronic industry, namely, machines for the manufacture of 

semiconductors, memory chips, liquid crystal display devices, circuit boards and computer hardware; optical 

cold-processing machines; separating machines, in particular machines for separating gas; paint sprayers; 

dynamos; motors, other than for land vehicles; pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; compressed air 

machines; cylinders [machine parts]; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; bearings [parts of 

machines]; belts for machines; electric welding machines; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; high 

pressure washers; vacuum cleaners; filter presses; electric shoe polishers; electroplating machines; electric 

door openers. 

  

8  Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; hand-operated agricultural implements; hand-operated garden 

tools; instruments and tools for skinning animals; harpoons; manicure sets; bits [parts of hand tools]; 

perforating tools [hand tools]; riveters [hand tools]; hand-operated lifting jacks; hand-operated guns for the 

extrusion of mastics; graving tools [hand tools]; trowels for mason; secateurs; sabres; table cutlery [knives, 

forks and spoons]; handles for hand-operated hand tools; hand-operated hand tools. 

  

9  Downloadable computer software programs for data management, for on-line shopping and for processing 

electronic payments for others; downloadable computer software programs for use in software development, 

machine learning, and facial and speech recognition; counters; apparatus to check franking; counterfeit coin 

detectors; ticket dispensing terminals, electronic; voting machines; face identification apparatus, namely, 

biometric scanner for the security identification of persons; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, 

thermic]; weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus; electronic notice boards; navigational 

instruments; electric and electronic video surveillance installations; cameras [photography]; surveying 

apparatus and instruments; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; speed checking apparatus for 

vehicles; pressure measuring apparatus; chemistry apparatus and instruments; electric measuring devices; 

lasers, not for medical purposes; optical apparatus and instruments; materials for electricity mains [wires, 

cables]; semi-conductors; electronic chip cards; condensers [capacitors]; electric switches; electric couplings; 

electric plugs; control panels [electricity]; covers for electric outlets; video screens; remote control apparatus, 

namely, remote control apparatus for power tools and household electric appliances; optical fibers [light 

conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning rods; electrolysis apparatus for laboratory use; fire 

extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use 

against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protective masks; gloves for 

protection against accidents; knee-pads for workers; electric theft prevention installations; electric locks; 

eyeglasses; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; animated cartoons; safety boots for industrial use; 
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electric sockets; industrial contactor starters, electrical; ear plugs for divers; biometric fingerprint door locks; 

industrial endoscope cameras; rearview cameras for vehicles; sensor; alarms; cabinets for loudspeakers; 

printers for use with computers; rechargeable batteries; car driving recorders; bathroom scales; computer 

network switches; computer network bridges; network routers; radio receivers and transmitters; radio signal 

tuners; electric door bells; intercoms; video phones; video monitor; air analysis apparatus; wireless routers. 

  

11  Electric lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; sun lamp tube; lights for vehicles; germicidal lamps 

for purifying air; oil lamps; cooking apparatus and installations; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; cooling 

appliances and installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; fans [air-conditioning]; electric hair dryers; 

electric heating apparatus; fog machines; taps; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; automatic watering 

installations; bath installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purification installations; electric 

radiators; gas lighters; light bulbs; searchlights; electric torches; refrigerating appliances and installations; air-

conditioning installations; water purifying apparatus and machines; pocket warmers; air purifier for household 

purposes; electric water purifier for household purposes; humidifiers for household purposes; electric kettles; 

extractor hoods for kitchens; gas burners; heat guns; cocks for pipes and pipelines; disinfectant apparatus; 

electrically heated clothing. 

  

35  Online advertising on a computer network; business management assistance; advertising; organization of 

exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 

and services of others; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for 

others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; personnel management consultancy; 

administrative services for the relocation of businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; 

office machines and equipment rental; bookkeeping; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; rental 

of sales stands; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; 

wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; employment 

agency; commercial information agency services; marketing; provision of an online marketplace for buyers 

and sellers of goods and services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770192 

(220) Application Date :14/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : AL FURAT FZE 

(731) Applicant Address : Jafza One Jebel Ali Free 

Zone, P.O. Box 449804 Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

(750) Representative: PO BOX 66046 DUBAI 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  AE/404943  29/08/2023  AE 

 

  
 

(540): ELEGANCE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34  Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigarettes, cigars, 

cigarillos, tobacco for roll cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes 

(not for medical purposes); flavored tobacco; snuff tobacco; electronic cigarettes; lighters; smokers articles 

including absorbent paper for tobacco pipes, cigarette cases, cigar cutters, cigar holders, gas containers for 

cigar lighters, cigarette filters, cigarette holders, mouthpieces for cigarette holders, cigarette paper, cigarette 

tips, pocket machines for rolling cigarettes, firestones, humidors, pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes, pipe racks 

for tobacco pipes, tobacco pouches, snuff boxes, spittoons for tobacco users, tips of yellow amber for cigar 

and cigarette holders, tobacco jars, mouthpieces of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders, ashtrays for 

smokers, cigarette tubes; herbs for smoking; matches; match boxes; match holders; substances for smoking, 

none being for medical or curative purposes; electronic smoking pipes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770261 

(220) Application Date :30/05/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : McCain Foods Limited 
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(731) Applicant Address : 8800 Main Street 

Florenceville-Bristol NB E7L 1B2, Canada 

(750) Representative: Scotia Plaza, 40 King Street 

West, 40th Floor Toronto ON M5H 3Y2 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2232763  10/01/2023  CA 

 
 

(540): McCain 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Virtual reality software for education in the field of food, cooking, nutrition and 

recipes; educational software containing topics of instruction in the field of cooking, nutrition and recipes; 

Proof of Attendance Protocols (POAPs) and non-fungible token (NFT) badges; computer programs featuring 

food for use in online virtual worlds and food ordering and delivery in the real world; computer games; 

computer programs featuring badges for use in online virtual worlds; computer programs featuring stickers 

for use in online virtual worlds; virtual reality games. 

  

29  Processed fruits, vegetables, legumes and pulses; vegetable products; vegetable-based products; fruit 

products and fruit-based products; processed fruit and vegetable products, namely, frozen, chilled, dehydrated, 

battered and processed fruits and vegetables; processed potatoes and potato products, namely, baked, roasted, 

fried, French fried, battered, extruded, packaged and frozen, chilled, mashed, dried, instant, baby potatoes; 

processed fruit specialties, namely, chips, croquettes and pancakes made of fruits and/or vegetables; processed 

potato specialties, namely, chips, potato wedges, diced hash browns, hashbrown patties, lattice-cut chips, 

potato patties, diced potato cubes, potato puffs, potato skins and shells, stuffed potato skins and shells, potato 

croquettes, instant potato flakes, mashed potato mix, potato pancakes, hashbrowns and peeled potatoes; 

breakfast patties containing primarily eggs and also containing meat, vegetables or cheese; soups; vegetable-

based dumplings; onion rings; vegetable-based snack foods; fruit-based snack foods; frozen appetizers 

consisting primarily of poultry, meat, vegetables or seafood; frozen prepared meals, prepared meals and 

entrees, consisting primarily of fish; frozen prepared meals, prepared meals and entrees, consisting primarily 

of vegetables; frozen prepared meals, prepared meals and entrees, consisting primarily of poultry; frozen 

prepared meals, prepared meals and entrees, consisting primarily of meat; vegetable-based dips and spreads; 

fruit-based dips and spreads; jellies, jams, compotes; milk substitutes; snack foods, namely, fruit-based snack 

bars, fruit-based meal replacement bars, vegetable-based meal replacement bars, soups; vegetable-based snack 

dips; fruit-based snack dips; vegetable-based spreads, legume-based spreads; non-dairy spreads, namely, 

vegetable-based spreads; non-dairy spreads, namely fruit-based spreads; potato crisps; cheese substitutes, 

cream cheese substitutes, butter substitutes, sour cream substitutes, yogurt substitutes and beverages based on 

yogurt substitutes; meat substitutes; frozen and prepared non-dairy desserts, namely, desserts made of fruits, 

frozen fruits, and fruit salad. 

  

30  Pizza; snack foods, namely, cereal and rice based snack foods, namely, snack foods containing or 

consisting of dough, pasta, pastry, pizza, garlic bread and garlic fingers, and dough enrobed snack foods 

consisting of a dough-based wrapper with pizza filling; appetizers, namely, appetizers having a cereal and rice 

base, namely, appetizers containing or consisting of dough, pasta, pastry, pizza, garlic bread, and garlic 

fingers, and dough enrobed appetizers consisting of a dough-based wrapper with pizza fillings; frozen and 

prepared desserts, namely, bakery goods, bakery desserts, pies, cakes, pastries, fruit and ice cream pies, and 

frozen confections; frozen and prepared pastries; ice cream; frozen prepared meals, namely, meals containing 

or consisting primarily of pasta, pizza or rice; breakfasts foods, namely, French toast, pancakes, waffles, 

cereals, oatmeal and creamed wheat cereals; prepared sandwiches, namely, filled wraps and bread with filling; 

prepared meals and entrees, namely, cereal and rice based prepared meals and entrees, namely, entrees 

containing or consisting of pasta, pizza, rice, sandwiches, and dough enrobed entrees consisting of dough-



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

based wrapper with pizza filling; taquitos, spring rolls, quesadilla rolls, flour-based dumplings, samosas; 

taquitos, spring rolls, quesadilla rolls, flour-based dumplings and samosas, consisting of vegetables, meat, 

fish, poultry, cheese, and potato, being served as appetizers; sauces used as dips; breads; bread-type products, 

namely, pizza crust, pie crust, banana bread, muffins, beer bread, biscuits, cornbread, pancakes, scones, cakes, 

waffles and soda bread; doughs; flatbread, pita, bread sticks, crackers; cookies; filled baked dough products 

in the nature of dough-enrobed foods consisting of a dough-based wrapper with filling consisting primarily of 

meats, poultry, seafood, fruits, legumes, grains, vegetables and/or cheese; stuffed bread and stuffed dough 

both being primarily made of bread and dough; snack foods consisting primarily of grains; snack foods, 

namely, cereal-based or grain-based snack bars, cereal-based or grain-based meal replacement bars; ice cream, 

sorbets and edible ices; condiments, namely, mustards, relishes, chutneys, vinegars, salsas, pesto, salad 

dressings and mayonnaise; pastries, confectionery made of sugar, chocolate, fruit or grain; frozen 

confectionery; pasta and noodles; sauces; processed grains.  

 

31  Fresh (pre-cut) fruits and vegetables; fresh potatoes, baby potatoes, and sweet potatoes; chilled fresh 

potatoes, baby potatoes, and sweet potatoes; packaged fresh potatoes, baby potatoes, and sweet potatoes; fresh 

vegetables.  

 

35  Organization and management of discount card loyalty schemes; sales promotion through the 

administration of customer loyalty coupons; advertising the goods and services of others through all public 

communication means; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through promotional contests 

provided over the Internet; wholesale distributorship services featuring foods for use in food service channels 

of trade, namely, distributorship services provided to retailers and wholesalers in providing foods for 

subsequent resale; vending machine services featuring food. 

  

41  Providing education on food, cooking and nutrition; entertainment services in the field of food, cooking, 

nutrition and recipes; organization of contests. 

  

42  Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for enabling members of an online community to 

receive and access digital files authenticated by non-fungible tokens [NFTs]. 

  

43  Food preparation services; take away food and drink services, prepared to customer specifications; catering 

for the provision of food and beverages; restaurant, catering and café services; off-site catering services 

provided by retail food trucks; providing general interest information in the field of cooking; providing recipes 

and information on food; preparation and provision of food and drink for consumption in retail establishments, 

prepared to customer specifications; preparation and provision of food and drink for immediate consumption, 

prepared to customer specifications. 

  

44  Regenerative agriculture services; providing nutritional information about food. 
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(540): Magic Portal 
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(511) Goods/Services : 9  Interactive touchscreen terminals; laptop computers; downloadable mobilephone 

software applications; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; 

computer programs, recorded; tablet computers; smart rings; smartwatches; smartglasses; tv computer all-in-

one; wearable computers; notebook computers; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; face identification 

apparatus; pedometers; stands adapted for mobile phones; folding screen smartphones; smartphones; 

protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for smartphones; wearable activity trackers; network routers; 

equipment for network communication; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; portable media 

players; virtual reality headsets; smartphone camera lenses; cabinets for loudspeakers; camcorders; television 

apparatus; wearable video display monitors; earphone; video monitors; car televisions; cameras 

[photography]; selfie lenses; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; 

connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; usb cables for cellphones; sensor; smartphone screens; 

electronic chips; video screens; chargers for smartphones; batteries, electric; mobile power supply 

(rechargeable batteries). 
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(540): YOUNGKIT 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 9  Mobile phone screen protectors; mobile phone ring holders; mobile phone ring 

stands; protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for smartphones; dashboard mats adapted for holding 

mobile telephones and smartphones; holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; in-car telephone 

handset cradles; covers for smartphones. 
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(540): T-OPT 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 4  Alcohol [fuel]; fuel with an alcohol base; ethanol [fuel]; fuel oil; fuel gas; diesel 

oil; oil-gas; biomass fuel; additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; petroleum, raw or refined; kerosene; engine 

oils; lubricating oil; lubricants; lubricating grease; gear oil; grease for belts; motor oil; industrial oil; industrial 

grease; moistening oil; industrial wax.  

 

7  Belts for motors and engines; oil filters; air filters for automobile engines; air filters for motors; filters for 

motors; filters for engines; fuel filters; filters being parts of machines or engines; filters being parts of motors. 
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9  Batteries, electric, for vehicles; accumulators, electric; mileage recorders for vehicles; navigation apparatus 

for vehicles [on-board computers]; parking sensors for vehicles; rearview cameras for vehicles; simulators for 

the steering and control of vehicles; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; speed checking apparatus for 

vehicles; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; voltage regulators for vehicles. 

  

11  Air conditioners for vehicles; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for vehicles; filters for air 

conditioning; air filtering installations; lights for vehicles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; light bulbs for 

directional signals for vehicles; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; defrosters for vehicles; heaters 

for vehicles; radiator caps; vehicle headlights.  

 

12  Brakes for vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; brake shoes for vehicles; headlight wipers; windscreen 

wipers; windshield wipers; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; anti-theft 

alarms for vehicles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; brake discs for vehicles; brake linings for 

vehicles; bumpers for automobiles; horns for vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle seats; vehicle wheels; windows 

for vehicles; air pumps [vehicle accessories]; axles for vehicles; anti-skid chains for vehicles; automobile 

tyres; bearings [parts of vehicles]; bodies for vehicles; bonnets for vehicle engines; couplings for land vehicles; 

covers for vehicle steering wheels; cup holders for vehicles; drive chains for land vehicles; engine mounts for 

land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; fitted dashboard covers for vehicles; freewheels for land vehicles; 

fuel tanks for vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; head-rests for vehicle seats; hydraulic circuits for 

vehicles; hoods [folding roofs] for vehicles; motors for land vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; 

propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; reversing alarms for vehicles; rims for vehicle wheels; safety belts 

for vehicle seats; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; side view mirrors for vehicles; solid tyres for vehicle 

wheels; steering wheels for vehicles; transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land 

vehicles; treads for vehicles [roller belts]; turbines for land vehicles; valves for vehicle tires; vehicle bonnet 

pins; vehicle hood pins; vehicle running boards; vehicle suspension springs; vehicle wheel spokes; pneumatic 

or hydraulic linear actuators for land vehicles. 
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(540): WE ARE 26 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 1  Chemicals used in industry, science, and/or manufacturing processes; synthetic 

materials for absorbing oil; detergent additives for motor fuel; chemical additives for motor fuel, for lubricants 

and for greases; oils and fluids for hydraulic power transmission; fluids for hydraulic circuits; hydraulic oils; 

transmission fluid; brake fluid; anti-freeze solution; coolant for vehicle engines; unexposed films; tanning 

materials; artificial sweeteners; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.  

 

3  Cosmetic products; soaps; cosmetic preparations; perfumes; pre-shave and after-shave lotions; shaving 

creams; shampoos, hair rinsing lotions; dentifrices, mouthwashes; dental rinsing products, breath freshening 

products; dental bleaching creams; dental whitening products (strips and pastes); non-medicated denture 

cleanser tablets; deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; hand creams, foot creams; treatment creams, 

beauty creams; facial cleansing creams; facial masks; anti-wrinkle creams; anti-aging lotions and moisturizers; 

skin care oils; skin care gels; skin cleanser preparations for face and body; make-up removing products; 
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sunscreen lotions and sun care creams; cosmetic sprays for the skin; wipes impregnated with baby cosmetics; 

baby wipes; cotton swabs for cosmetic use; cotton wool for cosmetic use; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; 

make-up products for the face; hair lotions, hair sprays; make-up products, make-up removing products; make-

up foundations, foundations, eye shadows, mascaras; eye contour creams; eye shadows, blush, concealers 

(cosmetics); eye shadows, face powders, cosmetic pencils; decorative transfers for cosmetic use; lip care 

preparations; lip glosses; lip pomades; lipsticks; lip liner pencils; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 

preparations for household use; powdered laundry preparations; synthetic household detergents; polish 

(creams) and waxes for footwear; polishing agents for preservation of leather; leather waxes; cream for leather; 

pastes for polishing leather. 

  

4  Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; motor oils and fuels; gasoline (fuel); natural petroleum; gasoline for 

motors and engines; kerosene; liquefied petroleum gas; raw or refined petroleum; motor oils, industrial oils, 

fuel oils, refined oils; diesel oil; diesel fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; biofuel; natural gas; non-chemical additives for 

engine gasoline; candles; waxes. 

  

5  Pharmaceutical products and preparations; creams, balms and sprays for the treatment of rheumatic pain, 

muscle sprains, bruises; molding wax for dental use; hygienic products for medical use; eye care medicines; 

medicinal tea; food additives for medical use or dietetic food additives for medical use; food for babies; 

vitamin preparations; beverages enriched with added vitamins (for medical purposes); babies' diapers of paper; 

nutritional drinks for consumption as meal substitutes for medical purposes; foodstuffs made with minerals 

for medical purposes; products for air purification; vehicle deodorizers; adhesive dressings, liquid dressings 

for skin wounds, dressings for household or personal use; first-aid creams, gels, liquids and sprays for the 

treatment of wounds, burns, blisters, itching and sunburn; antiseptic and antibacterial treatments; filled first-

aid kits; diaper rash treatment ointments; skin care ointments; dental adhesives; tissues impregnated with 

pharmaceutical lotions; calcium supplements in chewable solid form; sanitary tampons, sanitary panties and 

pads; hygienic lubricants; breast-feeding pads; eye drops, eye drops for contact lenses; medical blood testing 

strips; antibiotic preparations; disinfectants for sterilization; nutritional, dietetic and/or food supplements.  

6  Key rings and chains of metal; figurines; festive ornaments of common metal other than tree ornaments; 

statues, statuettes, sculptures and trophies made of common metals; badges of metal for vehicles; all the 

aforesaid goods made of common metals or their alloys; license plates of metal for vehicles; number plates, 

of metal; printed metal covers for collection purposes (pogs). 

  

7  Aerated beverage making machines; electric can openers; electric knives, electric food processors; 

dishwashers; washing machines for household use; spin driers; vacuum cleaners; automatic electronic 

dispensers; electric generators; bulldozers; tractor loaders; steamrollers. 

  

8  Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); electric and non-electric razors, including razor blades; cutlery, 

forks, spoons; pocket knives; pincers; scissors; flat irons. 

  

9  Eyeglasses, sunglasses, diving and swimming goggles, cases, cords and chains for sunglasses and 

eyeglasses; binoculars; magnets and decorative magnets; directional compasses; electronic monitoring 

instrument clusters; electronic control mechanisms for automobile propellants; electronic control mechanisms 

for automobile bodies and chassis; remote door locking systems; Hi-Fi audio systems and components; 

apparatus for recording, transmitting, editing, mixing and reproducing of sound and images; radios; television 

apparatus; flat screens; liquid crystal display screens; high-definition and plasma screens; home-cinema 

system apparatus; video recorders; compact disc players; portable CD players; DVD players; MP3 players; 

players containing music in digital format; cassette players; mini-disk players; loudspeakers; headphones; 

earphones; microphones; remote controls, voice-activated remote controls; navigation apparatus; PDAs 

(personal digital assistants); computers; data processing apparatus; computer keyboards; computer screens; 

modems; computer carrying cases; computer mice; mouse pads; electronic pocket translators; dictating 

apparatus; electronic notebooks and agendas; scanners; printers; photocopiers; facsimile machines; telephone 
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apparatus; telephone answering machines; video telephones; cellular telephones; cases for cellular telephones; 

devices for handsfree use of mobile phones; earphones and headsets for cellular telephones; keyboards for 

cellular telephones; cellular telephone straps; special bags for carrying cellular telephones; mobile telephone 

handsets which include a camera feature; photographic cameras and video cameras integrated into cellular 

telephones; smart watches; calculating machines; credit card readers; cash exchanging machines; automated 

teller machines; automated teller machine (ATM); video cameras, portable video cameras with built-in 

videocassette recorders (camcorders); photographic equipment, photographic apparatus, cameras 

(cinematographic apparatus), projectors, exposed films, photographic slides, flash-bulbs (photography); 

special cases and cords for photographic apparatus and instruments; electric batteries and cells; karaoke 

apparatus and programs for karaoke; video game disks; voice-activated or manually-activated remote controls; 

software (recorded computer programs), including software for games; computer programs; data bank 

management software; screensaver software; magnetic, digital or analog recording media, recorded or not, for 

sounds or images; video disks, video tapes, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, DVDs, floppy disks, optical disks, 

compact disks, mini-disks, CD-ROMs, all the aforesaid goods being blank or pre-recorded with music, sound 

or images (which may be animated); holograms; magnetic cards (encoded), including gift vouchers; memory 

adapters (computer equipment); smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; memory sticks (blank or prerecorded); 

integrated circuit cards (smart cards); microchip or magnetic credit cards, microchip or magnetic phone cards, 

microchip or magnetic cards for cash dispensers, microchip or magnetic cards for automated teller and money 

exchange machines, microchip or magnetic prepaid cards for mobile phones, microchip or magnetic travel 

and entertainment cards, microchip or magnetic check guarantee and debit cards; coded credit cards; digital 

dashboards; alarms; remote control apparatus for opening and closing vehicle doors; windsocks (for indicating 

wind direction); photovoltaic cells and solar electric panels; gauges; distance-measuring apparatus; apparatus 

for measuring and displaying speed; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic road 

maps; audio receivers, sound amplifiers; computer software and hardware, including set-top boxes, which can 

convert, supply, receive and transmit audio and video data; disk drives for computers; rechargeable batteries; 

protective helmets for sports; magnetic identification bracelets; electronic tickets; tickets in the form of 

magnetic cards; virtual reality headsets for game consoles; downloadable computer software for enabling 

consumers and businesses to manage digital collectibles using blockchain-based software technology and 

smart contracts featuring players, games, recordings, statistics, information, photos, images, game sequences, 

highlights and experiences in the field of soccer. 

  

10  Personal diagnostic apparatus for medical use; medical measurement apparatus and instruments; massage 

apparatus for personal use; physical exercise apparatus for medical use; imaging apparatus for medical 

diagnosis; condoms; support bandages; ice and thermal bags for medical use; devices for monitoring glucose 

for medical use; devices and equipment used in minimally invasive surgery; orthopedic products (internal 

subcutaneous implants only), excluding any form of footwear or insoles; wound closure products; blood typing 

and screening equipment; artificial implants. 

  

11  Air conditioning installations and apparatus, including air filters for air conditioning units; flashlights; 

flashlights for lighting; table lamps; decorative lamps; lamp shades; fog lights; incandescent lamps; light 

bulbs; lighting apparatus; lights for bicycles; searchlights; lanterns; refrigerators; freezers; ovens; cookers 

(cooking stoves); gas stoves; electric cookers; barbecue grills, cooking ranges, microwave ovens; electric 

coffee machines; electric kettles; electric bread toasters; electric deep fryers; electric laundry or hair dryers; 

drying machines; water filters; drinking water fountains; air conditioning apparatus, air-cooling fans for 

personal use; toilet seats; sterilization devices for medical use; solar collectors for heating. 

  

12  Bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, electric bicycles, electric vehicles, electric scooters, particularly electric 

skateboards and scooters; automobiles, recreational vehicles (including SUVs), trucks, vans, motor homes, 

buses, minibuses, trailers, refrigerated vehicles; camping cars; airplanes; boats; air balloons, dirigible balloons 

[airships]; tires, materials and kits for repairing tires and inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing 

tires and inner tubes, valves for tires, tire inflation apparatus, non-skid devices for vehicle tires such as spikes 
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and snow chains; wheels, wheel rims, spacers for wheel rims, hubcaps; solid tires for vehicle wheels; vehicle 

wheel spokes; accessories for vehicles, namely, sun screens, roof racks, ski racks, bicycle racks, seat cushions 

and covers for vehicles; protective covers for vehicles (vehicle accessories); protective covers for tail lights; 

spoilers for vehicles; convertible tops; retractable roofs for vehicles; spoilers; grille guards; air bags for 

vehicles; safety belt cushions; steering wheels; number plate holders; alarm systems for motor vehicles; 

padding for automobile safety belts; rearview mirror covers; baby carriages, strollers; safety seats for babies 

and children (for vehicles); anti-skid chains. 

  

14  Jewelry ("joaillerie"); necklaces; jewelry; precious stones; jewelry articles made of crystal; gemstones; 

watches; wristwatches; clocks; wall clocks; chronographs; chronometers, cases for watches, pendulums; 

medallions, pendants, brooches; bracelets, bracelets of leather; silicone bracelets (jewelry); pins (jewelry); 

team and player pins (jewelry); tie clips and tie pins; cuff links; medals; commemorative medals of precious 

metal; medallions, trophies, statues and sculptures of precious metal; decorative pins (jewelry) for hats, all of 

precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; coins; medals and badges for clothing of precious metal; decorative 

key holders; lanyards [key cords]; medallions, not of precious metal; collectors  printed caps (pogs) made of 

precious metal. 

  

15  Musical instruments; musical boxes; electric and electronic musical instruments. 

  

16  Money clips for holding bank notes; tablecloths of paper; towels of paper; bags of paper; invitation cards; 

greeting cards; cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; gift-wrapping paper; coasters of paper, doilies 

and place mats of paper; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic shopping bags; food wrappers; labels of 

paper or cardboard, hand towels of paper; tissues of paper for removing make-up; boxed tissues; handkerchiefs 

of paper; writing materials and school supplies (except apparatus); magnetic boards; typewriters; paper for 

typewriters, paper for copiers and letter paper (stationery); envelopes, themed pads of paper; notepads; writing 

books; scribble pads; binders, archiving boxes; document sleeves, book covers; bookmarkers; lithographs; 

framed or unframed paintings (pictures); painting pads, drawing pads, books of games, crosswords and 

puzzles; luminous paper; self-adhesive labels, not of textile; crêpe paper; tissue paper, staples; staplers; flags 

of paper; bunting of paper; writing instruments; nibs; pencils; pens; pen sets; pencil sets; felt pens, felt-tip 

pens; ballpoint pens; felt-tip markers; ink; inking pads; rubber stamps; paint boxes; coloring and drawing 

pencils; chalks; decorations for pencils (stationery articles); printing blocks; magazines; newspapers; books 

and journals, particularly concerning athletes and sports events; printed teaching material; schedules (for 

recording results); event programs; event albums; photograph albums; autograph books; address books; diaries 

(planners); diaries (personal journals), road maps; entry tickets; airplane tickets and boarding passes; bank 

checks; printed timetables; circulars and pamphlets; comic strips; collectable trading cards; collectable trading 

cards in the field of sports; stickers for cars; stickers; sticker albums; calendars; posters; photographs; 

postcards; stamps; commemorative stamp sheets; advertising signs and banners of paper or cardboard; 

transfers (decalcomanias); office requisites (except furniture); correcting fluids; rubber erasers; pencil 

sharpeners; stands for pens and pencils; paper clips; thumbtacks; drawing rulers, adhesive tapes for stationery; 

adhesive tape dispensers; stencils; stencil plates; clipboards; notepad holders; bookends; stamps (seals); credit 

cards without magnetic coding; suitcase labels; passport holders; cords for identity cards of paper; neck 

pouches of paper or plastic for packaging; lanyards for holding visiting cards. 

  

18  Leather and imitations of leather; leather straps; umbrellas, parasols; sports bags (other than those adapted 

for products they are designed to contain); sports bags with wheels; duffel bags; leisure bags; traveling bags; 

backpacks; carrier bags; school bags; bags for hanging on belts; handbags; leather bags; ball-shaped leather 

bags; beach bags; garment bags for travel; suitcases; belts for suitcases; tote bags; briefcases of leather; toiletry 

cases (vanity cases) (empty); toiletry bags; key cases made of leather; business card cases; identity card 

holders; luggage tags of leather; document cases; wallets; purses (coin purses); check holders; clothing for 

pets; collars for pets; leashes for animals. 
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20  Mirrors; souvenir statues, statuettes, figurines, ornaments, trophies of wood, wax, plaster or plastics; 

registration plates, not of metal; identification cards, badges, bracelets and key cards (not encoded), all the 

aforesaid goods of plastic materials; cushions; furniture (furnishings); seats and chairs for indoor and outdoor 

use; shelves; carts (furniture); display stands for merchandise; fixed towel dispensers (not of metal); clothes 

hangers; fans for personal use; inflatable advertising objects made of plastic; frames for photographs; 

collector's printed plastic caps (pogs); tool boxes of plastic. 

  

21  Household or kitchen utensils and containers (non-electric); portable cooking kits for outdoor use; glass 

bottles (containers); spoons for mixing (kitchen utensils); fruit presses (non-electric) for household needs; 

cutting boards for the kitchen; trays for household needs; ice buckets; manual mixers (shakers); shakers; sugar 

bowls; beer mugs, beer jugs, mugs, cups and drinking glasses; decanters; plates and dishes, coasters for glasses 

or bottles, saucers, glasses; teapots; household gloves; corkscrews; bottle openers; bottle cap removers; 

bottles; insulating flasks; non-electric containers for food and beverages; combs and hair brushes; 

toothbrushes; dental floss; flossing devices; interdental stimulators; statues, sculptures, figurines, ornaments 

and trophies of terracotta or glass; decorative bottles for cosmetic use; drying racks for laundry; waste paper 

baskets; piggy banks (not of metal); souvenir table plates; feeding bowls and cages for pets; commemorative 

plates.  

 

24  Bed linen; sheets; eiderdowns [quilts]; bed covers; pillowcases; curtains of textile materials or of plastic 

materials; shower curtains; linen; dish towels for drying; blankets; handkerchiefs of textile; wall hangings of 

textile materials; flags; flags for cars (not of paper); banners of textile materials; pennants; table linen of 

textile; labels of cloth; hand towels of textile materials; sleeping bags; children's sleeping bags (bunting bags); 

banners of textile materials or of plastic materials. 

  

25  Clothing; shoes; headwear; shirts; knitwear (clothing); pullovers, sweatshirts; slipovers; tee-shirts; vests; 

jerseys; dresses; sports dresses; skirts; sports skirts; underwear; swimsuits, two-piece swimsuits (bikinis); 

tankinis; dressing gowns (robes); shorts; trousers; sweaters; stocking caps; caps; hats; scarves; headscarves; 

long scarves; shawls; visors; peaked caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets; sports jackets; stadium jackets; 

blazers; waterproof clothing; coats; uniforms; neckties; wristbands (clothing); wristbands against perspiration; 

bandeaux (clothing); gloves; aprons; bibs (not of paper); pajamas; play suits for infants and children; clothing 

for babies; socks and stockings; garters; belts; suspenders; sandals, flip-flops; sports shoes, namely, outdoor 

shoes, hiking shoes, basketball shoes, cross-training shoes, cycling shoes, indoor sports shoes, footwear for 

track and field athletics, tap shoes, football shoes (indoor and outdoor), football boots, canvas shoes, tennis 

shoes, street sports shoes, sailing shoes, aerobic shoes; clothing for athletic use, namely, fleece sweaters, 

jogging suits, sports knitwear, sports pants, polo shirts, sweatshirts, running pants, football style jerseys, rugby 

style jerseys, socks, bathing suits, warming tights and stockings, tracksuits, functional underwear, jerseys, tops 

with integrated bra, leotards, snow suits, snow jackets, snow pants. 

  

26  Braids; tassels (haberdashery); ribbons; ribbons for clothing; buttons; needles; sewing boxes; brooches 

(clothing accessories); decorative pins and needles not of precious metal; ornament pins for hats not of 

precious metal; hair bands; hair pins of non-precious metal, hair ribbons; bands for clothing (suspenders); 

competitors' numbers; shoe ornaments not of precious metal; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile 

articles (haberdashery). 

  

27  Covering for sports grounds made of artificial turf; artificial turf; carpets; doormats; mats; linoleum and 

other floor coverings.  

 

28  Games and toys; finger trainers; balls for games; table-top games; tables for indoor football; dolls and 

plush toys; miniature replica football kits being toys; vehicles (toys); jigsaw puzzles; balloons; inflatable toys; 

playing cards; confetti; gymnastic and sporting articles; appliances for gymnastics; football equipment, 
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namely footballs, gloves, knee, elbow and shoulder pads, shin guards and football goals; kick-at-goal walls; 

bags and covers specially adapted for transporting sporting articles; party hats (toys); hand-held electronic 

games adapted for use with television receivers only; joysticks for video games; video game consoles; 

apparatus for video games; game consoles; electronic game machines with liquid crystal displays; hand-held 

electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; game pads; steering wheels 

and dancing mats for video games; foam hands (toys); robots (toys) for entertainment, arcade games; scale 

model airplanes; toys for pets; scratch cards for playing lottery games; kites; roller skates; scooters (toys); 

skateboards.  

 

29  Meat; fish; poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 

canned fruits and vegetables; deep-frozen meat, fish and poultry; edible oils and fats; potato chips; French 

fries; prepared walnuts; preserved soybeans for food; jams; marmalades; jellies; canned fish and meat; milk 

and milk beverages with milk predominating; drinking yogurts; milkshakes; dairy products; cheeses; soy milk 

(milk substitute); soups; broths. 

  

30  Coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea; cocoa; sugar; honey; molasses, yeast; coffee substitutes; flours; soy 

flour; soy sauce; cereal-based preparations; cereals; bread; marzipan; pastries; cakes, cookies (biscuits); 

crackers; candy; edible ices; confectionery; chocolate confectionery; chocolate; rice; dried cereal flakes; corn 

chips; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; salt; natural and low-calorie sweeteners; pizzas; pizza 

crusts; pizza dough; hamburgers (sandwiches); sandwiches; hotdogs (sandwiches); cheeseburgers 

(sandwiches); ice (hard or soft); tea-based beverages; iced tea; chocolate-based beverages.  

31  Foodstuffs for animals; grass seeds; fresh fruits; fresh berries; fresh vegetables; flowers; natural turf; 

natural turf for sports fields. 

  

32  Non-alcoholic beverages; juices, beverages containing juice and flavored with juice; concentrates, syrups 

and powders for making non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; energy drinks, isotonic drinks, 

hypertonic drinks, hypotonic drinks; diet beverages; flavored, iced drinks, non-carbonated and non-alcoholic; 

beverages enriched with added vitamins (not for medical purposes); beers; lagers and ales; strong beer (stout); 

low-alcohol beers; non-alcoholic beers. 

  

33  Alcoholic beverages, except beers. 

  

34  Matches; lighters for smokers; cigarette cases, ashtrays, smokers' articles. 

  

35  Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; employment agency services; 

personnel recruitment; advertising services through sponsorship; sales promotion of media rights; promotion 

of sports events in the field of soccer; online advertising services; information and advisory services in relation 

to commercial business management and commercial administration provided online or via the Internet; 

advertising and promotional services; dissemination of advertising and promotional materials; provision and 

rental of advertising space and advertising material; publication of advertising material and texts; rental of 

advertising time in film credits; television advertising, radio advertising; promotion of sports events in the 

field of football; promotion of the goods and services of third parties; company sponsorship research 

(sponsoring via advertising promotion) in relation to football competitions; compilation of advertisements for 

use as web pages on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication devices; providing space on web 

sites for advertising goods and services; providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 

services; online auction services; collection of directories for publication on the Internet and on wireless 

electronic communication networks; promotional marketing services; services provided by an agency for 

sports promotion and public relations; market study services; marketing research services; public opinion 

polling services; organization of events, exhibitions, trade fairs and shows for commercial, promotional 

purposes; organization of advertising for trade fairs; data bank management services; compilation of statistics; 

collection of data, statistics and other information on sports performances; organization advice and business 
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management; business consulting for companies; organization of promotional competitions; providing 

commercial information; advertising for sports events in the field of football; retailing services, including 

online retailing services, in relation to articles of common metals, tools and utensils, optical, audiovisual, 

magnetic, electric and electronic apparatus and equipment, medical apparatus and equipment, lighting, 

heating, cooking, refrigeration, drying and ventilation apparatus and equipment, vehicles and accessories 

therefor, articles of precious metals, jewelry and horological and chronometric instruments, badges and pins, 

musical instruments, articles of paper and cardboard, printed and stationery articles, tickets for sports events, 

articles of leather and imitation leather, luggage and bags, umbrellas, furniture, promotional and exhibition 

articles, textile articles, clothing, headgear and footwear, ribbons, cords and derivatives, floor coverings, 

games, toys, sports articles, food and foodstuffs, non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, solvents, paraffin, 

wax, bitumen and petroleum, motor spirits, oils, lubricants, transmission fluids, brake fluids, antifreeze 

solution, coolant fluids, hydraulic fluids, fats, gasoline, gasoline for engines, diesel fuel, mazut, fuel gas, 

combustible gas, biofuel, hubcaps, tires, tire casings, alloys for wheels, sun screens, roof rails, carriers for 

transporting sports equipment, seat covers, car covers, potato chips, French fries, milk, milk beverages, 

drinking yogurts, milkshakes, dairy products, cheeses, soy milk (milk substitute), non-alcoholic beverages, 

mineral and aerated waters, energy drinks, isotonic drinks, fruit and vegetable drinks and juices, beers, lagers 

and ales, alcohol-free beers, coffee, tea, cocoa, cakes, cookies (biscuits), crackers, candy, edible ices, 

confectionery, chocolate confectionery, chocolate, corn chips, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), 

hamburgers (sandwiches), cheeseburgers (sandwiches), sandwiches with fish, meat or vegetables, hotdogs 

(sandwiches), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in stores or on the Internet 

or via wireless electronic communication; retail services for foodstuffs and beverages; retail sale of food and 

beverages enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase these food and beverages; retailing services 

for food in restaurants, school dining rooms, cafeterias, bakeries, delicatessens, company dining rooms, 

specialty food stores (ice cream stores, yogurt stores, cafés, cookie stores); retail services, including online 

retail services, in connection with fuel, kerosene, fuel gas, bio-fuel, motor oils and greases, lubricants and 

greases, hydraulic transmission oils and fluids, fluids for hydraulic circuits and hydraulic oils, enabling 

customers to view and purchase those goods in stores or via the Internet or via wireless electronic 

communication; commercial administration services for the processing of sales made on the Internet or on 

wireless electronic communication devices; business administration services, namely, billing; sales 

promotion, namely creation of preferential programs for customers; ticket sale promotion services; customer 

loyalty services and customer club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; 

compilation of data into a central file, namely still or animated images; retailing service for footwear, 

headwear, eyewear articles, articles of apparel, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, balls for 

football games, works of art, trophies, toys and non-downloadable virtual accessories; services providing 

online marketplaces for the sale and purchase of virtual goods via Internet sites; services for organizing and 

conducting events and exhibitions for commercial purposes in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual 

reality, consumer electronics and video games; online retailing service for virtual reality and augmented reality 

software and hardware; online retailing service for virtual reality content and digital content, especially, pre-

recorded music, video, images, text, audiovisual content and virtual reality and augmented reality game 

software.  

 

36  Insurance services; financial services; monetary affairs; real estate management; payment management; 

issuing of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty, that can hold personal information about the 

identity of the card holder and enabling control of access to sports stadiums; issuance and management of 

credit cards and travelers' checks; banking services; automatic teller machine services (ATM); processing of 

electronic payments carried out by means of prepaid cards; mobile commerce payment services; credit and 

investment services; check guarantee card services; financial services relating to cyber cash; electronic wallet 

services (payment services); electronic fund transfer services; processing of standing orders (including giro 

accounts); telegraphic transfer services (banking); online and remote bill payment services; trading of financial 

derivatives; foreign currency exchange services; safe deposit services; remote online home banking services; 

checking account services; deposits of valuables; subscription services for stocks and bonds (creating an 
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online virtual environment for stock trading); financial consultation; stock and bonds brokerage; fiduciary 

services for corporates and individuals; financial sponsorship of sports events; provision of online information 

in relation to financial, banking, insurance and investment services; Internet banking; payment services via 

wireless electronic communication apparatus and equipment; credit card, debit card and electronic check 

transaction processing services; retail banking, namely, loans and leasing, mortgages and lending against the 

net value of real estate, personal loans and student loans and credit margins relating thereto, business and 

commercial credit and related factoring services, real estate loans, financing and leasing of equipment, 

management and syndication of mortgages and loans, financing and leasing of automobiles, negotiation of 

financial products, investment deposit, financial guarantees (deposits); currency and exchange services, letters 

of credit and documentary credit, commission and trading services, asset management; digital currency 

(cryptocurrency) asset management services; financial services with respect to financial trading and exchange 

of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital assets and blockchain, digitized assets, digital 

tokens, cryptographic tokens and utility tokens; facilitating transfers of electronic cash equivalents.  

 

37  Service station services, namely cleaning, lubricating, maintenance and repair of vehicles; anti-rust 

treatment for vehicles, engines and machines; cleaning, polishing, greasing, lubricating, maintenance and 

repair of aircraft and trailers; cleaning of motor vehicles; mounting and repair of tires for vehicles; installation 

and maintenance of wireless electronic communication networks (hardware); installation and repair of 

computer hardware; real estate construction services, including construction and refitting of houses, leisure 

facilities, commercial premises and office complexes, shopping centers, luxury yachts and pleasure boats; 

construction, installation and repair of sports fields of natural or artificial turf; construction and maintenance 

of electric power plants; construction and maintenance of pipelines; installation and assembly of structures for 

the extraction of crude oil; installation of equipment for the extraction of crude oil; installation of solar panels; 

installation of wind power systems; installation of hydraulic power systems; mining extraction services. 

  

38  Telecommunication services; communications by telephones and mobile telephones; electronic 

communication services by telephone; radio communications; paging services; teleconferencing services; 

television program broadcasting; radio program broadcasting; press and news agency services; rental of 

telephone apparatus, facsimile and other telecommunication apparatus; transmission of commercial Internet 

pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; radio and television programming and 

broadcasting services provided via satellite, cable or wireless networks; electronic transmission of messages; 

providing access time to a blog, chat room, bulletin board or discussion service; providing access to live chat 

rooms online and electronic bulletin boards enabling transmission of messages, comments and multimedia 

content among users, for creating a network of contacts; providing access time to Internet sites containing 

road maps, information about driving directions and the location of businesses; computer-aided transmission 

of messages and images; rental of access time to private and commercial purchasing and ordering services via 

computer, a global computer network and/or interactive communication technologies; electronic mail 

services; providing connections for telecommunications via data banks or the Internet; providing access time 

to websites for listening to digital music on the Internet via wireless electronic communication devices; 

transmission (or broadcasting) of radio and television programs relating to sports and sports events; 

broadcasting of radio or television programs related to sports and sports events; providing connections to 

computer installations (telecommunications services); rental of access time to a centralized computer and to 

data banks; rental of access time on the Internet via a global computer network or via wireless electronic 

communication devices; real-time transmission (streaming) of video and audio material from the Internet; 

real-time transmission (streaming) of audio, video and television material; providing access time to search 

engines; telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of virtual reality data and content. 

  

39  Travel agency services, namely, travel arrangement and reservation; reservation of travel tickets, 

information relating to travel and sale of travel tickets; airplane, train, boat, bus and truck transportation 

services; logistics services with respect to transport; air transportation services featuring a frequent flyer bonus 

program; boat excursion services; tour operation services; vehicle rental services; rental of parking spaces; 
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taxi services; merchandise delivery services; transport of goods by motor vehicles, trucks, trains, boats and 

airplanes; packaging of goods; transport and delivery of goods; postal services, messenger and courier 

services; warehousing; replenishing vending machines with food and beverages; distribution of water, heating, 

gas or electricity; distribution (delivery) of films and sound and image recordings; distribution of tickets; 

satellite-assisted navigation services; distribution (transport), delivery and storage of gasoline, petroleum, 

hydrocarbons, gas, lubricants, solvents, paraffin, wax and bitumen; transmission and distribution of electricity; 

transport of oil or gas through pipelines; transport and disposal of waste; consultancy relating to the delivery 

of energy and electricity. 

  

40  Processing of cinematographic films; photograph enlargement; printing of photographs, development of 

photographic films; rental of machines and instruments for development, printing, enlarging or finishing of 

photographs, printing services, waste disposal; waste management services (recycling); tailoring services 

(clothing); refining of oil (petroleum); services for the treatment and processing of oil and used lubricants; gas 

and electricity production services; petroleum and gas processing services; processing and refining of organic 

substances; production of energy; gas production; gas generation; treatment and processing of oil and gas; 

treatment and processing of natural gas; treatment and processing of fuel oil and gasoline (fuel); refining of 

petrochemical products for others, namely, of petroleum derivatives, particularly of various kinds of brake 

fluids; professional consultancy services relating to the generation of power and electricity.  

 

41  Education; training; providing training courses; entertainment; entertainment services in the nature of 

public projections of sports events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of 

lotteries and competitions; organization of sporting competitions and events in the field of football; providing 

sports facilities; fun park services; health and fitness club services; rental of audio and video equipment; 

production, presentation, publication and/or rental of films, sound and video recordings; publication and/or 

rental of interactive educational and entertainment products, namely films, books, compact discs, DVDs, mini-

discs, CD-ROMs; publication of statistics and other information on sports performances; publication of radio 

and television reviews of sporting events; production and editing services for radio and television programs; 

photography services; photographic, audio and video recording services; production of cartoons; production 

of animated television programs; seat booking services for entertainment and sporting events; ticket 

reservation services for entertainment and sporting events; ticket sales agency services for sports events; 

timing of sports events; recording of sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive entertainment; 

gambling services; providing raffle services; online game services; providing online entertainment in the 

nature of tournaments; organization of computer game competitions including online game competitions; 

information relating to entertainment or education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet 

or on wireless electronic communication devices; electronic game services provided by means of the Internet 

or on wireless electronic communication devices (entertainment); editing of books; electronic publication of 

books and journals online; entertainment services provided via chat rooms on a global computer network (the 

Internet) or through wireless electronic communication devices; entertainment services in the form of cinema 

performances; translation services; interpreter services; corporate hospitality services in the form of 

entertainment services; ticket agency services in connection with sports or entertainment events; providing 

entertainment services in VIP lounges and sky boxes both within and outside stadiums; providing online 

information concerning sports or sports events from a computer data bank or the Internet; entertainment 

services, namely, online providing of footwear, headwear, eyewear, clothing, bags, sports bags, backpacks, 

sports equipment, balls for football games, works of art, trophies, non-downloadable virtual games and toys 

for use in virtual environments, virtual reality games, interactive video games; coordinating and conducting 

competitions for promoting the use and development of entertainment in the nature of electronic games, virtual 

reality games, augmented reality games, electronic game pieces, and entertainment-related computer hardware 

and software with respect to entertainment in the nature of video games; entertainment services in the form of 

public gatherings during the retransmission of sports events; providing entertainment content for the purpose 

of forming virtual communities and engaging in social networking activities; entertainment services (virtual 

reality content and experience) provided via the Internet and other communication networks; organizing and 
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conducting conferences in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video 

games.  

 

42  Rental of computer software and computer hardware; computer consulting services; computer 

programming for data processing purposes; computer software development; creation, design, compilation 

and maintenance of websites or sites on wireless electronic communication networks; installation and 

maintenance of computer software; creation and maintenance of electronic communication networks; 

compilation of websites in computer networks (particularly the Internet) or via wireless electronic 

communication devices; introduction of websites on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication 

networks; hosting of websites on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication sites; providing 

software; providing search engines for the Internet; providing downloadable software enabling users to create 

and share texts, documents, images, photos, videos, maps and road maps; development of computer systems, 

namely creating virtual communities for users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions and 

engage in social, business and community networking; hosting websites on the Internet enabling others to 

organize colloquiums, events and interactive discussions via communication networks; application service 

provider (ASP) services, namely hosting software applications for others; development of software 

applications for computers; cloud computing services; design and development of operating software for 

accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing software to enable or facilitate the uploading, 

downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic 

media or information over communication networks; providing customized platforms (software) on the 

Internet as well as on mobile telephone networks, including a content generated by the user or a specific 

content, personal profiles, sound, videos, images, texts, graphics and data; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio and 

video data, photographic images, texts, graphics and data; providing software through a web site featuring a 

technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and 

to transfer and share such information among multiple websites; exploration services to locate oil and gas; 

geological exploration; analysis services for exploiting oilfields; research, development, analysis, advice, 

design and consultancy relating to technology in the oil industry; technical consulting, design and planning in 

the field of photovoltaic installations; technical consulting, design and planning of wind installations; research, 

development and analysis, expertise and consultancy in relation to electronic control units for managing solar 

electric and/or wind power installations; design of energy and power systems; analysis relating to energy and 

power needs of others; development of energy and power management systems; project study and professional 

consultancy services relating to power and energy needs of others; design services for power plants; computer 

security services for protection against unauthorized network access; services for providing temporary use of 

non-downloadable software giving users the ability to download, modify and share virtual reality, augmented 

reality and mixed reality content, information, data; services for hosting digital content on the Internet; 

services providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for a virtual marketplace; services for 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for the electronic exchange of digital currency, virtual 

currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, cryptographic tokens 

and utility tokens.  

 

43  Restaurant services, fast food restaurant services; services for providing food and beverages at a counter 

or a window, to a table, on-site outside or for home delivery; snack bar services; reception and hospitality 

services, namely, providing temporary accommodation, food and beverages at sports venues, outside and 

during sporting events; hospitality services for temporary accommodation, providing food and drink, both on- 

and off-site at sports sites; take-away food and drink services (take-out) in supermarkets, grocery stores and 

service stations; catering services; hotel services; lodging and boarding services, reservation of hotels and 

temporary lodgings; rental of meeting rooms, namely, VIP lounges and boxes inside and outside stadiums. 

  

45  Copyright management of audio and visual recordings, computer programs and computer games; security 
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services for protection of property and individuals; costume and clothing rental; Internet-based social 

networking services. 
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(511) Goods/Services : 1  Chemical products used in industry, science and/or in manufacturing processes; 

synthetic materials for absorbing oil; detergent additives for motor fuel; chemical additives for motor 

fuel, for lubricants and for greases; oils and fluids for hydraulic power transmission; fluids for hydraulic 

circuits; hydraulic oils; transmission fluid; brake fluid; anti-freeze solution; coolant for vehicle engines; 

unexposed films; tanning materials; artificial sweeteners; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.  

3  Cosmetic products; soaps; cosmetic preparations; perfumes; pre-shave and after-shave lotions; shaving 

creams; shampoos, hair rinsing lotions; dentifrices, mouthwashes; dental rinsing products, breath freshening 

products; dental bleaching creams; dental whitening products (strips and pastes); non-medicated denture 

cleanser tablets; deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; hand creams, foot creams; treatment creams, 

beauty creams; facial cleansing creams; facial masks; anti-wrinkle creams; anti-aging lotions and moisturizers; 

skin care oils; skin care gels; skin cleanser preparations for face and body; make-up removing products; 

sunscreen lotions and sun care creams; cosmetic sprays for the skin; wipes impregnated with baby cosmetics; 

baby wipes; cotton swabs for cosmetic use; cotton wool for cosmetic use; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; 

make-up products for the face; hair lotions, hair sprays; make-up products, make-up removing products; make-

up foundations, foundations, eye shadows, mascaras; eye contour creams; eye shadows, blush, concealers 

(cosmetics); eye shadows, face powders, cosmetic pencils; decorative transfers for cosmetic use; lip care 

preparations; lip glosses; lip pomades; lipsticks; lip liner pencils; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 

preparations for household use; powdered laundry preparations; synthetic household detergents; polish 

(creams) and waxes for footwear; polishing agents for preservation of leather; leather waxes; cream for leather; 

pastes for polishing leather.  

 

4  Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; motor oils and fuels; gasoline (fuel); natural petroleum; gasoline for 

motors and engines; kerosene; liquefied petroleum gas; raw or refined petroleum; motor oils, industrial oils, 

fuel oils, refined oils; diesel oil; diesel fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; biofuel; natural gas; non-chemical additives for 

engine gasoline; candles; waxes.  

 

5  Pharmaceutical products and preparations; creams, balms and sprays for the treatment of rheumatic pain, 

muscle sprains, bruises; molding wax for dental use; hygienic products for medical use; eye care medicines; 

medicinal tea; food additives for medical use or dietetic food additives for medical use; food for babies; 

vitamin preparations; beverages enriched with added vitamins (for medical purposes); babies' diapers of paper; 
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nutritional drinks for consumption as meal substitutes for medical purposes; foodstuffs made with minerals 

for medical purposes; products for air purification; vehicle deodorizers; adhesive dressings, liquid dressings 

for skin wounds, dressings for household or personal use; first-aid creams, gels, liquids and sprays for the 

treatment of wounds, burns, blisters, itching and sunburn; antiseptic and antibacterial treatments; filled first-

aid kits; diaper rash treatment ointments; skin care ointments; dental adhesives; tissues impregnated with 

pharmaceutical lotions; calcium supplements in chewable solid form; sanitary tampons, sanitary panties and 

pads; hygienic lubricants; breast-feeding pads; eye drops, eye drops for contact lenses; medical blood testing 

strips; antibiotic preparations; disinfectants for sterilization; nutritional, dietetic and/or food supplements.  

 

6  Key rings and chains of metal; figurines; festive ornaments of common metals other than tree ornaments; 

statues, statuettes, sculptures and trophies made of common metals; badges of metal for vehicles; all the 

aforesaid goods made of common metals or their alloys; license plates of metal for vehicles; number plates, 

of metal; printed metal covers for collection purposes (pogs). 

  

7  Aerated beverage making machines; electric can openers; electric knives, electric food processors; 

dishwashers; washing machines for household use; spin driers; vacuum cleaners; automatic electronic 

dispensers; electric generators; bulldozers; tractor loaders; steamrollers. 

  

8  Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); electric and non-electric razors, including razor blades; cutlery, 

forks, spoons; pocket knives; pincers; scissors; flat irons. 

  

9  Eyeglasses, sunglasses, diving and swimming goggles, cases, cords and chains for sunglasses and 

eyeglasses; binoculars; magnets and decorative magnets; directional compasses; electronic monitoring 

instrument clusters; electronic control mechanisms for automobile propellants; electronic control mechanisms 

for automobile bodies and chassis; remote door locking systems; Hi-Fi audio systems and components; 

apparatus for recording, transmitting, editing, mixing and reproducing of sound and images; radios; television 

apparatus; flat screens; liquid crystal display screens; high-definition and plasma screens; home-cinema 

system apparatus; video recorders; compact disc players; portable CD players; DVD players; MP3 players; 

players containing music in digital format; cassette players; mini-disk players; loudspeakers; headphones; 

earphones; microphones; remote controls, voice-activated remote controls; navigation apparatus; PDAs 

(personal digital assistants); computers; data processing apparatus; computer keyboards; computer screens; 

modems; computer carrying cases; computer mice; mouse pads; electronic pocket translators; dictating 

apparatus; electronic notebooks and agendas; scanners; printers; photocopiers; facsimile machines; telephone 

apparatus; telephone answering machines; video telephones; cellular telephones; cases for cellular telephones; 

devices for handsfree use of mobile phones; earphones and headsets for cellular telephones; keyboards for 

cellular telephones; cellular telephone straps; special bags for carrying cellular telephones; mobile telephone 

handsets which include a camera feature; photographic cameras and video cameras integrated into cellular 

telephones; smart watches; calculating machines; credit card readers; cash exchanging machines; automated 

teller machines; automated teller machine (ATM); video cameras, portable video cameras with built-in 

videocassette recorders (camcorders); photographic equipment, photographic apparatus, cameras 

(cinematographic apparatus), projectors, exposed films, photographic slides, flash-bulbs (photography); 

special cases and cords for photographic apparatus and instruments; electric batteries and cells; karaoke 

apparatus and programs for karaoke; video game disks; voice-activated or manually-activated remote controls; 

software (recorded computer programs), including software for games; computer programs; data bank 

management software; screensaver software; magnetic, digital or analog recording media, recorded or not, for 

sounds or images; video disks, video tapes, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, DVDs, floppy disks, optical disks, 

compact disks, mini-disks, CD-ROMs, all the aforesaid goods being blank or pre-recorded with music, sound 

or images (which may be animated); holograms; magnetic cards (encoded), including gift vouchers; memory 

adapters (computer equipment); smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; memory sticks (blank or prerecorded); 

integrated circuit cards (smart cards); microchip or magnetic credit cards, microchip or magnetic phone cards, 

magnetic or microchip cards for cash dispensers, magnetic or microchip cards for automated teller machines 
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and currency conversion machines, prepaid magnetic or microchip cards for cellular telephones, magnetic or 

microchip travel and show admission cards, magnetic or microchip check guarantee cards and microchip or 

magnetic debit cards; coded credit cards; digital dashboards; alarms; remote control apparatus for opening and 

closing vehicle doors; windsocks (for indicating wind direction); photovoltaic cells and solar electric panels; 

gauges; distance-measuring apparatus; apparatus for measuring and displaying speed; downloadable 

electronic publications; downloadable electronic road maps; audio receivers, sound amplifiers; computer 

software and hardware, including set-top boxes, which can convert, supply, receive and transmit audio and 

video data; disk drives for computers; rechargeable batteries; protective helmets for sports; magnetic 

identification bracelets; electronic tickets; tickets in the form of magnetic cards; virtual reality headsets for 

game consoles; downloadable computer software for enabling consumers and businesses to manage digital 

collectibles using blockchain-based software technology and smart contracts featuring players, games, 

recordings, statistics, information, photos, images, game sequences, highlights and experiences in the field of 

soccer.  

 

10  Personal diagnostic apparatus for medical use; medical measurement apparatus and instruments; massage 

apparatus for personal use; physical exercise apparatus for medical use; imaging apparatus for medical 

diagnosis; condoms; support bandages; ice and thermal bags for medical use; devices for monitoring glucose 

for medical use; devices and equipment used in minimally invasive surgery; orthopedic products (internal 

subcutaneous implants only), excluding any form of footwear or insoles; wound closure products; blood typing 

and screening equipment; artificial implants.  

 

11  Air conditioning installations and apparatus, including air filters for air conditioning units; flashlights; 

flashlights for lighting; table lamps; decorative lamps; lamp shades; fog lights; incandescent lamps; light 

bulbs; lighting apparatus; lights for bicycles; searchlights; lanterns; refrigerators; freezers; ovens; cookers 

(cooking stoves); gas stoves; electric cookers; barbecue grills, cooking ranges, microwave ovens; electric 

coffee machines; electric kettles; electric bread toasters; electric deep fryers; electric laundry or hair dryers; 

drying machines; water filters; drinking water fountains; air conditioning apparatus, air-cooling fans for 

personal use; toilet seats; sterilization devices for medical use; solar collectors for heating.  

 

12  Bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, electric bicycles, electric vehicles, electric scooters, particularly electric 

skateboards and scooters; automobiles, recreational vehicles (including SUVs), trucks, vans, motor homes, 

buses, minibuses, trailers, refrigerated vehicles; camping cars; airplanes; boats; air balloons, dirigible balloons 

[airships]; tires, materials and kits for repairing tires and inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing 

tires and inner tubes, valves for tires, tire inflation apparatus, non-skid devices for vehicle tires such as spikes 

and snow chains; wheels, wheel rims, spacers for wheel rims, hubcaps; solid tires for vehicle wheels; vehicle 

wheel spokes; accessories for vehicles, namely, sun screens, roof racks, ski racks, bicycle racks, seat cushions 

and covers for vehicles; protective covers for vehicles (vehicle accessories); protective covers for tail lights; 

spoilers for vehicles; convertible tops; retractable roofs for vehicles; spoilers; grille guards; air bags for 

vehicles; safety belt cushions; steering wheels; number plate holders; alarm systems for motor vehicles; 

padding for automobile safety belts; rear view mirror covers; baby carriages, strollers; safety seats for babies 

and children (for vehicles); anti-skid chains.  

 

14  Jewelry ("joaillerie"); necklaces; jewelry; precious stones; jewelry articles made of crystal; gemstones; 

watches; wristwatches; clocks; wall clocks; chronographs; chronometers, cases for watches, pendulums; 

medallions, pendants, brooches; bracelets, bracelets of leather; silicone bracelets (jewelry); pins (jewelry); 

team and player pins (jewelry); tie clips and tie pins; cuff links; medals; commemorative medals of precious 

metal; medallions, trophies, statues and sculptures of precious metal; decorative pins (jewelry) for hats, all of 

precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; coins; medals and badges for clothing of precious metal; decorative 

key holders; lanyards [key cords]; medallions, not of precious metal; collectors  printed caps (pogs) made of 

precious metal. 
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15  Musical instruments; musical boxes; electric and electronic musical instruments. 

  

16  Money clips for holding bank notes; tablecloths of paper; towels of paper; bags of paper; invitation cards; 

greeting cards; cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; gift-wrapping paper; coasters of paper, doilies 

and place mats of paper; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic shopping bags; food wrappers; labels of 

paper or cardboard, hand towels of paper; tissues of paper for removing make-up; boxed tissues; handkerchiefs 

of paper; writing materials and school supplies (except apparatus); magnetic boards; typewriters; paper for 

typewriters, paper for copiers and letter paper (stationery); envelopes, themed pads of paper; notepads; writing 

books; scribble pads; binders, archiving boxes; document sleeves, book covers; bookmarkers; lithographs; 

framed or unframed paintings (pictures); painting pads, drawing pads, books of games, crosswords and 

puzzles; luminous paper; self-adhesive labels, not of textile; crêpe paper; tissue paper, staples; staplers; flags 

of paper; bunting of paper; writing instruments; nibs; pencils; pens; pen sets; pencil sets; felt pens, felt-tip 

pens; ballpoint pens; felt-tip markers; ink; inking pads; rubber stamps; paint boxes; coloring and drawing 

pencils; chalks; decorations for pencils (stationery articles); printing blocks; magazines; newspapers; books 

and journals, particularly concerning athletes and sports events; printed teaching material; schedules (for 

recording results); event programs; event albums; photograph albums; autograph books; address books; diaries 

(planners); diaries (personal journals), road maps; entry tickets; airplane tickets and boarding passes; bank 

checks; printed timetables; circulars and pamphlets; comic strips; collectable trading cards; collectable trading 

cards in the field of sports; stickers for cars; stickers; sticker albums; calendars; posters; photographs; 

postcards; stamps; commemorative stamp sheets; advertising signs and banners of paper or cardboard; 

transfers (decalcomanias); office requisites (except furniture); correcting fluids; rubber erasers; pencil 

sharpeners; stands for pens and pencils; paper clips; thumbtacks; drawing rulers, adhesive tapes for stationery; 

adhesive tape dispensers; stencils; stencil plates; clipboards; notepad holders; bookends; stamps (seals); credit 

cards without magnetic coding; suitcase labels; passport holders; cords for identity cards of paper; neck 

pouches made of paper or plastic for packaging; lanyards for holding visiting cards. 

  

18  Leather and imitations of leather; leather straps; umbrellas, parasols; sports bags (other than those adapted 

for products they are designed to contain); sports bags with wheels; duffel bags; leisure bags; traveling bags; 

backpacks; carrier bags; school bags; bags for hanging on belts; handbags; leather bags; ball-shaped leather 

bags; beach bags; garment bags for travel; suitcases; belts for suitcases; tote bags; briefcases of leather; toiletry 

cases (vanity cases) (empty); toiletry bags; key cases made of leather; business card cases; identity card 

holders; luggage tags of leather; document cases; wallets; purses (coin purses); check holders; clothing for 

pets; collars for pets; leashes for animals. 

  

20  Mirrors; souvenir statues, statuettes, figurines, ornaments, trophies of wood, wax, plaster or plastics; 

registration plates, not of metal; identification cards, badges, bracelets and key cards (not encoded), all the 

aforesaid goods of plastic materials; cushions; furniture (furnishings); seats and chairs for indoor and outdoor 

use; shelves; carts (furniture); display stands for merchandise; fixed towel dispensers (not of metal); clothes 

hangers; fans for personal use; inflatable advertising objects made of plastic; frames for photographs; 

collector's printed plastic caps (pogs); tool boxes of plastic. 

  

21  Household or kitchen utensils and containers (non-electric); portable cooking kits for outdoor use; glass 

bottles (containers); spoons for mixing (kitchen utensils); fruit presses (non-electric) for household needs; 

cutting boards for the kitchen; trays for household needs; ice buckets; manual mixers (shakers); shakers; sugar 

bowls; beer mugs, beer jugs, mugs, cups and drinking glasses; decanters; plates and dishes, coasters for glasses 

or bottles, saucers, glasses; teapots; household gloves; corkscrews; bottle openers; bottle cap removers; 

bottles; insulating flasks; non-electric containers for food and beverages; combs and hair brushes; 

toothbrushes; dental floss; flossing devices; interdental stimulators; statues, sculptures, figurines, ornaments 

and trophies of terracotta or glass; decorative bottles for cosmetic use; drying racks for laundry; waste paper 
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baskets; piggy banks (not of metal); souvenir table plates; feeding bowls and cages for pets; commemorative 

plates.  

 

24  Bed linen; sheets; eiderdowns [quilts]; bed covers; pillowcases; curtains of textile materials or of plastic 

materials; shower curtains; linen; dish towels for drying; blankets; handkerchiefs of textile; wall hangings of 

textile materials; flags; flags for cars (not of paper); banners of textile materials; pennants; table linen of 

textile; labels of cloth; hand towels of textile materials; sleeping bags; children's sleeping bags (bunting bags); 

banners of textile materials or of plastic materials. 

  

25  Clothing; shoes; headwear; shirts; knitwear (clothing); pullovers, sweatshirts; slipovers; tee-shirts; vests; 

jerseys; dresses; sports dresses; skirts; sports skirts; underwear; swimsuits, two-piece swimsuits (bikinis); 

tankinis; dressing gowns (robes); shorts; trousers; sweaters; stocking caps; caps; hats; scarves; headscarves; 

long scarves; shawls; visors; peaked caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets; sports jackets; stadium jackets; 

blazers; waterproof clothing; coats; uniforms; neckties; wristbands (clothing); wristbands against perspiration; 

bandeaux (clothing); gloves; aprons; bibs (not of paper); pajamas; play suits for infants and children; clothing 

for babies; socks and stockings; garters; belts; suspenders; sandals, flip-flops; sports shoes, namely, outdoor 

shoes, hiking shoes, basketball shoes, cross-training shoes, cycling shoes, indoor sports shoes, footwear for 

track and field athletics, tap shoes, football shoes (indoor and outdoor), football boots, canvas shoes, tennis 

shoes, street sports shoes, sailing shoes, aerobic shoes; clothing for athletic use, namely, fleece sweaters, 

jogging suits, sports knitwear, sports pants, polo shirts, sweatshirts, running pants, football style jerseys, rugby 

style jerseys, socks, bathing suits, warming tights and stockings, tracksuits, functional underwear, jerseys, tops 

with integrated bra, leotards, snow suits, snow jackets, snow pants. 

  

26  Braids; tassels (haberdashery); ribbons; ribbons for clothing; buttons; needles; sewing boxes; brooches 

(clothing accessories); decorative pins and needles not of precious metal; ornament pins for hats not of 

precious metal; hair bands; hair pins of non-precious metal, hair ribbons; bands for clothing (suspenders); 

competitors' numbers; shoe ornaments not of precious metal; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile 

articles (haberdashery). 

  

27  Covering for sports grounds made of artificial turf; artificial turf; carpets; doormats; mats; linoleum and 

other floor coverings. 

28  Games and toys; finger trainers; balls for games; table-top games; tables for indoor football; dolls and 

plush toys; miniature replica football kits being toys; vehicles (toys); jigsaw puzzles; balloons; inflatable toys; 

playing cards; confetti; gymnastic and sporting articles; appliances for gymnastics; football equipment, 

namely footballs, gloves, knee, elbow and shoulder pads, shin guards and football goals; kick-at-goal walls; 

bags and covers specially adapted for transporting sporting articles; party hats (toys); hand-held electronic 

games adapted for use with television receivers only; joysticks for video games; video game consoles; 

apparatus for video games; game consoles; electronic game machines with liquid crystal displays; hand-held 

electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only; game pads; steering wheels 

and dancing mats for video games; foam hands (toys); robots (toys) for entertainment, arcade games; scale 

model airplanes; toys for pets; scratch cards for playing lottery games; kites; roller skates; scooters (toys); 

skateboards.  

 

29  Meat; fish; poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 

canned fruits and vegetables; deep-frozen meat, fish and poultry; edible oils and fats; potato chips; French 

fries; prepared walnuts; preserved soybeans for food; jams; marmalades; jellies; canned fish and meat; milk 

and milk beverages with milk predominating; drinking yogurts; milkshakes; dairy products; cheeses; soy milk 

(milk substitute); soups; broths. 

  

30  Coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea; cocoa; sugar; honey; molasses, yeast; coffee substitutes; flours; soy 

flour; soy sauce; cereal-based preparations; cereals; bread; marzipan; pastries; cakes, cookies (biscuits); 
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crackers; candy; edible ices; confectionery; chocolate confectionery; chocolate; rice; dried cereal flakes; corn 

chips; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; salt; natural and low-calorie sweeteners; pizzas; pizza 

crusts; pizza dough; hamburgers (sandwiches); sandwiches; hotdogs (sandwiches); cheeseburgers 

(sandwiches); ice (hard or soft); tea-based beverages; iced tea; chocolate-based beverages. 

  

31  Foodstuffs for animals; grass seeds; fresh fruits; fresh berries; fresh vegetables; flowers; natural turf; 

natural turf for sports fields. 

  

32  Non-alcoholic beverages; juices, beverages containing juice and flavored with juice; concentrates, syrups 

and powders for making non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; energy drinks, isotonic drinks, 

hypertonic drinks, hypotonic drinks; diet beverages; flavored, iced drinks, non-carbonated and non-alcoholic; 

beverages enriched with added vitamins (not for medical purposes); beers; lagers and ales; strong beer (stout); 

low-alcohol beers; non-alcoholic beers. 

  

33  Alcoholic beverages, except beers. 

  

34  Matches; lighters for smokers; cigarette cases, ashtrays, smokers' articles. 

  

35  Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; employment agency services; 

personnel recruitment; advertising services through sponsorship; sales promotion of media rights; promotion 

of sports events in the field of soccer; online advertising services; information and advisory services in relation 

to commercial business management and commercial administration provided online or via the Internet; 

advertising and promotional services; dissemination of advertising and promotional materials; provision and 

rental of advertising space and advertising material; publication of advertising material and texts; rental of 

advertising time in film credits; television advertising, radio advertising; promotion of sports events in the 

field of football; promotion of the goods and services of third parties; company sponsorship research 

(sponsoring via advertising promotion) in relation to football competitions; compilation of advertisements for 

use as web pages on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication devices; providing space on web 

sites for advertising goods and services; providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 

services; online auction services; collection of directories for publication on the Internet and on wireless 

electronic communication networks; promotional marketing services; services provided by an agency for 

sports promotion and public relations; market study services; marketing research services; public opinion 

polling services; organization of events, exhibitions, trade fairs and shows for commercial, promotional 

purposes; organization of advertising for trade fairs; data bank management services; compilation of statistics; 

collection of data, statistics and other information on sports performances; organization advice and business 

management; business consulting for companies; organization of promotional competitions; providing 

commercial information; advertising for sports events in the field of football; retailing services, including 

online retailing services, in relation to articles of common metals, tools and utensils, optical, audiovisual, 

magnetic, electric and electronic apparatus and equipment, medical apparatus and equipment, lighting, 

heating, cooking, refrigeration, drying and ventilation apparatus and equipment, vehicles and accessories 

therefor, articles of precious metals, jewelry and horological and chronometric instruments, badges and pins, 

musical instruments, articles of paper and cardboard, printed and stationery articles, tickets for sports events, 

articles of leather and imitation leather, luggage and bags, umbrellas, furniture, promotional and exhibition 

articles, textile articles, clothing, headgear and footwear, ribbons, cords and derivatives, floor coverings, 

games, toys, sports articles, food and foodstuffs, non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, solvents, paraffin, 

wax, bitumen and petroleum, motor spirits, oils, lubricants, transmission fluids, brake fluids, antifreeze 

solution, coolant fluids, hydraulic fluids, fats, gasoline, gasoline for engines, diesel fuel, mazut, fuel gas, 

combustible gas, biofuel, hubcaps, tires, tire casings, alloys for wheels, sun screens, roof rails, carriers for 

transporting sports equipment, seat covers, car covers, potato chips, French fries, milk, milk beverages, 

drinking yogurts, milkshakes, dairy products, cheeses, soy milk (milk substitute), non-alcoholic beverages, 

mineral and aerated waters, energy drinks, isotonic drinks, fruit and vegetable drinks and juices, beers, lagers 
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and ales, alcohol-free beers, coffee, tea, cocoa, cakes, cookies (biscuits), crackers, candy, edible ices, 

confectionery, chocolate confectionery, chocolate, corn chips, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), 

hamburgers (sandwiches), cheeseburgers (sandwiches), sandwiches with fish, meat or vegetables, hotdogs 

(sandwiches), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in stores or on the Internet 

or via wireless electronic communication; retail services for foodstuffs and beverages; retail sale of food and 

beverages enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase these food and beverages; retailing services 

for food in restaurants, school dining rooms, cafeterias, bakeries, delicatessens, company dining rooms, 

specialty food stores (ice cream stores, yogurt stores, cafés, cookie stores); retail services, including online 

retail services, in connection with fuel, kerosene, fuel gas, bio-fuel, motor oils and greases, lubricants and 

greases, hydraulic transmission oils and fluids, fluids for hydraulic circuits and hydraulic oils, enabling 

customers to view and purchase those goods in stores or via the Internet or via wireless electronic 

communication; commercial administration services for the processing of sales made on the Internet or on 

wireless electronic communication devices; business administration services, namely, billing; sales 

promotion, namely creation of preferential programs for customers; ticket sale promotion services; customer 

loyalty services and customer club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; 

compilation of data into a central file, namely still or animated images; retailing service for footwear, 

headwear, eyewear articles, articles of apparel, bags, sports bags, backpacks, sports equipment, balls for 

football games, works of art, trophies, toys and non-downloadable virtual accessories; services providing 

online marketplaces for the sale and purchase of virtual goods via Internet sites; services for organizing and 

conducting events and exhibitions for commercial purposes in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual 

reality, consumer electronics and video games; online retailing service for virtual reality and augmented reality 

software and hardware; online retail service of virtual reality content and digital content, particularly, pre-

recorded music, video, images, text, audiovisual content and virtual reality game and augmented reality game 

software.  

 

36  Insurance services; financial services; monetary affairs; real estate management; payment management; 

issuing of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty, that can hold personal information about the 

identity of the card holder and enabling control of access to sports stadiums; issuance and management of 

credit cards and travelers' checks; banking services; automatic teller machine services (ATM); processing of 

electronic payments carried out by means of prepaid cards; mobile commerce payment services; credit and 

investment services; check guarantee card services; financial services relating to cyber cash; electronic wallet 

services (payment services); electronic fund transfer services; processing of standing orders (including giro 

accounts); telegraphic transfer services (banking); online and remote bill payment services; trading of financial 

derivatives; foreign currency exchange services; safe deposit services; remote online home banking services; 

checking account services; deposits of valuables; subscription services for stocks and bonds (creating an 

online virtual environment for stock trading); financial consultation; stock and bonds brokerage; fiduciary 

services for corporates and individuals; financial sponsorship of sports events; provision of online information 

in relation to financial, banking, insurance and investment services; Internet banking; payment services via 

wireless electronic communication apparatus and equipment; credit card, debit card and electronic check 

transaction processing services; retail banking, namely, loans and leasing, mortgages and lending against the 

net value of real estate, personal loans and student loans and credit margins relating thereto, business and 

commercial credit and related factoring services, real estate loans, financing and leasing of equipment, 

management and syndication of mortgages and loans, financing and leasing of automobiles, negotiation of 

financial products, investment deposit, financial guarantees (deposits); currency and exchange services, letters 

of credit and documentary credit, commission and trading services, asset management; digital currency 

(cryptocurrency) asset management services; financial services with respect to financial trading and exchange 

of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital assets and blockchain, digitized assets, digital 

tokens, cryptographic tokens and utility tokens; facilitating transfers of electronic cash equivalents. 

  

37  Service station services, namely cleaning, lubricating, maintenance and repair of vehicles; anti-rust 

treatment for vehicles, engines and machines; cleaning, polishing, greasing, lubricating, maintenance and 
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repair of aircraft and trailers; cleaning of motor vehicles; mounting and repair of tires for vehicles; installation 

and maintenance of wireless electronic communication networks (hardware); installation and repair of 

computer hardware; real estate construction services, including construction and refitting of houses, leisure 

facilities, commercial premises and office complexes, shopping centers, luxury yachts and pleasure boats; 

construction, installation and repair of sports fields of natural or artificial turf; construction and maintenance 

of electric power plants; construction and maintenance of pipelines; installation and assembly of structures for 

the extraction of crude oil; installation of equipment for the extraction of crude oil; installation of solar panels; 

installation of wind power systems; installation of hydraulic power systems; mining extraction services. 

  

38  Telecommunication services; communications by telephones and mobile telephones; electronic 

communication services by telephone; radio communications; paging services; teleconferencing services; 

television program broadcasting; radio program broadcasting; press and news agency services; rental of 

telephone apparatus, facsimile and other telecommunication apparatus; transmission of commercial Internet 

pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; radio and television programming and 

broadcasting services provided via satellite, cable or wireless networks; electronic transmission of messages; 

providing access time to a blog, chat room, bulletin board or discussion service; providing access to live chat 

rooms online and electronic bulletin boards enabling transmission of messages, comments and multimedia 

content among users, for creating a network of contacts; providing access time to Internet sites containing 

road maps, information about driving directions and the location of businesses; computer-aided transmission 

of messages and images; rental of access time to private and commercial purchasing and ordering services via 

computer, a global computer network and/or interactive communication technologies; electronic mail 

services; providing connections for telecommunications via data banks or the Internet; providing access time 

to websites for listening to digital music on the Internet via wireless electronic communication devices; 

transmission (or broadcasting) of radio and television programs relating to sports and sports events; 

broadcasting of radio or television programs related to sports and sports events; providing connections to 

computer installations (telecommunications services); rental of access time to a centralized computer and to 

data banks; rental of access time on the Internet via a global computer network or via wireless electronic 

communication devices; services for streaming video and audio material from the Internet; real-time 

transmission (streaming) of audio, video and television material; providing access time to search engines; 

telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of virtual reality data and content. 

  

39  Travel agency services, namely, travel arrangement and reservation; reservation of travel tickets, 

information relating to travel and sale of travel tickets; airplane, train, boat, bus and truck transportation 

services; logistics services with respect to transport; air transportation services featuring a frequent flyer bonus 

program; boat excursion services; tour operation services; vehicle rental services; rental of parking spaces; 

taxi services; merchandise delivery services; transport of goods by motor vehicles, trucks, trains, boats and 

airplanes; packaging of goods; transport and delivery of goods; postal services, messenger and courier 

services; warehousing; replenishing vending machines with food and beverages; distribution of water, heating, 

gas or electricity; distribution (delivery) of films and sound and image recordings; distribution of tickets; 

satellite-assisted navigation services; distribution (transport), delivery and storage of gasoline, petroleum, 

hydrocarbons, gas, lubricants, solvents, paraffin, wax and bitumen; transmission and distribution of electricity; 

transport of oil or gas through pipelines; transport and disposal of waste; consultancy relating to the delivery 

of energy and electricity. 

  

40  Processing of cinematographic films; photograph enlargement; printing of photographs, development of 

photographic films; rental of machines and instruments for development, printing, enlarging or finishing of 

photographs, printing services, waste disposal; waste management services (recycling); tailoring services 

(clothing); refining of oil (petroleum); services for the treatment and processing of oil and used lubricants; gas 

and electricity production services; petroleum and gas processing services; processing and refining of organic 

substances; production of energy; gas production; gas generation; treatment and processing of oil and gas; 

treatment and processing of natural gas; treatment and processing of fuel oil and gasoline (fuel); refining of 
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petrochemical products for others, namely, of petroleum derivatives, particularly of various kinds of brake 

fluids; professional consultancy services relating to the generation of power and electricity. 

  

41  Education; training; providing training courses; entertainment; entertainment services in the nature of 

public projections of sports events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of 

lotteries and competitions; organization of sporting competitions and events in the field of football; providing 

sports facilities; fun park services; health and fitness club services; rental of audio and video equipment; 

production, presentation, publication and/or rental of films, sound and video recordings; publication and/or 

rental of interactive educational and entertainment products, namely films, books, compact discs, DVDs, mini-

discs, CD-ROMs; publication of statistics and other information on sports performances; publication of radio 

and television reviews of sporting events; production and editing services for radio and television programs; 

photography services; photographic, audio and video recording services; production of cartoons; production 

of animated television programs; seat booking services for entertainment and sporting events; ticket 

reservation services for entertainment and sporting events; ticket sales agency services for sports events; 

timing of sports events; recording of sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive entertainment; 

gambling services; providing raffle services; online game services; providing online entertainment in the 

nature of tournaments; organization of computer game competitions including online game competitions; 

information relating to entertainment or education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet 

or on wireless electronic communication devices; electronic game services provided via a global computer 

network (the Internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices (entertainment); editing of books; 

electronic publication of books and journals online; entertainment services provided via chat rooms on a global 

computer network (the Internet) or through wireless electronic communication devices; entertainment services 

in the form of cinema performances; translation services; interpreter services; corporate hospitality services 

in the form of entertainment services; ticket agency services in connection with sports or entertainment events; 

providing entertainment services in VIP lounges and sky boxes both within and outside stadiums; providing 

online information concerning sports or sports events from a computer data bank or the Internet; entertainment 

services, namely, online providing of footwear, headwear, eyewear, clothing, bags, sports bags, backpacks, 

sports equipment, balls for football games, works of art, trophies, non-downloadable virtual games and toys 

for use in virtual environments, virtual reality games, interactive video games; coordinating and conducting 

competitions to promote the use and development of entertainment in the nature of electronic games, virtual 

reality games, augmented reality games, electronic game articles and computer hardware and software with 

respect to entertainment in the nature of video games; entertainment services in the form of public gatherings 

during the retransmission of sports events; providing entertainment content for the purpose of forming virtual 

communities and engaging in social networking activities; entertainment services (virtual reality content and 

experience) provided via the Internet and other communication networks; organizing and conducting 

conferences in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video games. 

  

42  Rental of computer software and computer hardware; computer consulting services; computer 

programming for data processing purposes; computer software development; creation, design, compilation 

and maintenance of websites or sites on wireless electronic communication networks; installation and 

maintenance of computer software; creation and maintenance of electronic communication networks; 

compilation of websites in computer networks (particularly the Internet) or via wireless electronic 

communication devices; introduction of websites on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication 

networks; hosting of websites on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication sites; providing 

software; providing search engines for the Internet; providing downloadable software enabling users to create 

and share texts, documents, images, photos, videos, maps and road maps; development of computer systems, 

namely creating virtual communities for users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions and 

engage in social, business and community networking; hosting websites on the Internet enabling others to 

organize colloquiums, events and interactive discussions via communication networks; application service 

provider (ASP) services, namely hosting software applications for others; development of software 

applications for computers; cloud computing services; design and development of operating software for 
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accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing software to enable or facilitate the uploading, 

downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic 

media or information over communication networks; providing customized platforms (software) on the 

Internet as well as on mobile telephone networks, including a content generated by the user or a specific 

content, personal profiles, sound, videos, images, texts, graphics and data; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio and 

video data, photographic images, texts, graphics and data; providing software through a web site featuring a 

technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and 

to transfer and share such information among multiple websites; exploration services to locate oil and gas; 

geological exploration; analysis services for exploiting oilfields; research, development, analysis, advice, 

design and consultancy relating to technology in the oil industry; technical consulting, design and planning in 

the field of photovoltaic installations; technical consulting, design and planning of wind installations; research, 

development and analysis, expertise and consultancy in relation to electronic control units for managing solar 

electric and/or wind power installations; design of energy and power systems; analysis relating to energy and 

power needs of others; development of energy and power management systems; project study and professional 

consultancy services relating to power and energy needs of others; design services for power plants; computer 

security services for protection against unauthorized network access; services for providing temporary use of 

non-downloadable software giving users the ability to download, modify and share virtual reality, augmented 

reality and mixed reality content, information, data; services for hosting digital content on the Internet; 

services providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for a virtual marketplace; services for 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for the electronic exchange of digital currency, virtual 

currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, cryptographic tokens 

and utility tokens. 

  

43  Restaurant services, fast food restaurant services; services for providing food and beverages at a counter 

or a window, to a table, on-site outside or for home delivery; snack bar services; reception and hospitality 

services, namely, providing temporary accommodation, food and beverages at sports venues, outside and 

during sporting events; hospitality services for temporary accommodation, providing food and drink, both on- 

and off-site at sports sites; take-away food and drink services (take-out) in supermarkets, grocery stores and 

service stations; catering services; hotel services; lodging and boarding services, reservation of hotels and 

temporary lodgings; rental of meeting rooms, namely, VIP lounges and boxes inside and outside stadiums.  

45  Copyright management of audio and visual recordings, computer programs and computer games; security 

services for protection of property and individuals; costume and clothing rental; Internet-based social 

networking services. 
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(511) Goods/Services : 9  Computers; quantum computers; computer hardware and software; computer 

hardware and software for information technology analysis and data management; computer hardware and 

software for application development; computer hardware and software for cloud computing; computer 

hardware and software for cognitive computing; computer hardware and software for artificial intelligence; 

computer hardware and software for blockchain technology; computer hardware and software for quantum 
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computing and quantum programming; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape units (data processing), 

magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact disks (audio-video), optical 

disks, couplers (data processing), diskettes, magnetic data carriers; computer hardware, namely, video screens, 

scanners (data processing equipment), computer printers, interfaces (data processing), readers (data 

processing), software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors (hardware), computers, 

computer memories, computer peripherals; computer adapters; computer components; data processing 

equipment; data processing equipment for data and information management; semiconductors; machine-

readable electronic data media; magnetic disks; disk drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash 

registers; facsimile machines; video recorders; videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips; 

boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, namely, computer communication servers; computer 

carrying cases; computer interface boards; computer cables and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for 

computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, mouse pads, radio pagers, joysticks; electric 

converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches; computer mice; 

integrated circuit cards and smart cards, adapters for integrated circuits and adapters for smart cards; readers 

for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electrical power supplies; projectors (projection 

apparatus); remote controls for computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power supplies; 

point-of-sale terminals (payment terminals); computer servers; computer storage devices, namely high-speed 

storage subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunication 

network; recorded and downloadable computer programs and software; video game software; operating 

system software and programs; software used for accessing a global computer network; document 

management software; database management software; software used for locating, retrieving and receiving 

text, electronic documents, graphics and audiovisual information on enterprise-wide internal computer 

networks and local and wide-area global computer networks; software used for software development and 

web authoring and user manuals in electronic format sold as a unit with these products; computer software for 

use in controlling the operation and execution of computer systems, programs, and computer networks; 

computer software for use in connecting disparate computer networks and systems, computer servers and 

storage devices; computer programs for linking computers together and for enabling computer activities across 

a global computer network; computer software for managing systems, software and processes that exist within 

an information technology environment; computer systems combining computer hardware and software for 

use in management and analysis of data and instruction manuals in electronic format sold with these products; 

cloud computing systems, namely networks integrating computer hardware and software for dynamic 

provisioning, virtualization and consumption metering of computer resources; recorded and downloadable 

cloud computing software for deploying and managing virtual machines on a cloud computing platform; 

computer systems, namely, computer hardware and computer software for developing and integrating artificial 

intelligence, namely, machine learning, deep learning and natural language processing which are capable of 

collecting, organizing and analyzing data; computer systems, namely, computer hardware and computer 

software for integrating Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information 

Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) which is capable of understanding general human queries and 

formulating responses; software for developing, building and operating blockchain applications; computer 

hardware and computer software for developing and testing quantum algorithms; documentation and 

instruction manuals recorded on machine-readable electronic data media and relating to computers or 

computer programs; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic publications on computer media, 

namely, user manuals, guide books, brochures, information sheets, written presentations and teaching 

materials in the field of computing, computer networks, computer storage, computer operating systems, 

information technology, database management, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, blockchain 

technology and quantum computing. 

  

35  Advertising; sales promotion services (for third parties); commercial business management and advice 

regarding commercial business management; business information; distribution of prospectuses; distribution 

of samples; arranging newspaper subscriptions for third parties; accounting; document reproduction; 

systematization of data in a central file; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
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business management consulting services and business consulting services; business development service; 

analysis of market research data and statistics; electronic data processing; computer data processing services 

for artificial intelligence; computer data processing services for cognitive computing; computer data 

processing services for cloud computing; computer data processing services for blockchain technology; 

computer data processing services for data management; computer data processing services for quantum 

computing and quantum programming; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of 

computers, computer services, information technology, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, blockchain 

technology, quantum computing, database management and electronic business transactions via a global 

computer network; business consulting services for companies regarding artificial intelligence; business 

consulting services for companies regarding computer systems that integrate Natural Language Processing 

(NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) functions 

and capable of understanding general human queries and formulating responses; business consulting services 

for companies relating to cloud computing; business consulting services for companies regarding blockchain 

technology; business consulting services for companies regarding quantum computing, quantum 

programming and for developing and testing quantum algorithms; business consulting services for companies 

regarding information technology; analyzing and compiling business data; systemization of data in computer 

databases; technical support services, namely computer hardware problem solving; business management 

consultancy in the field of information technology; advisory services for companies relating to business 

organization; organizing and conducting incentive reward programs for companies and professionals in order 

to promote and reward company performance, productivity and recognition; organizing and conducting 

incentive reward programs to promote the sale of information technology; offering reward programs for 

companies and professionals through the distribution of loyalty points with the aim of promoting and 

rewarding loyalty; organizing and conducting (promotional) reward programs for customers, companies and 

professionals; provision of business information via a website. 

  

42  Computer programming; Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for data management; 

software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for cloud computing; software as a service (SaaS) 

services featuring software for artificial intelligence; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software 

for cognitive computing; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for blockchain technology; 

software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for quantum computing and quantum programming; 

software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for constructing, analyzing and running quantum 

programs and quantum algorithms; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for developing 

and testing quantum algorithms; computer programming and computer consulting services for artificial 

intelligence; computer programming and computer consulting services for cognitive computing; computer 

programming and computer consulting services for information management; computer programming and 

computer consulting services for data management; computer programming and computer consulting services 

for cloud computing; computer programming and computer consulting services for blockchain technology; 

computer programming and computer consulting services for quantum computing; computer programming 

and computer consulting services for software as a service (SaaS); design, installation, updating and 

maintenance of software; computer software and hardware design for the benefit of third parties, and 

professional advisory services in the field of computers; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting 

of computer program and software problems; computer services, namely, design, creation and maintenance of 

websites for third parties; analysis of computer systems, integration of computer networks and databases, 

computer programming for third parties, all intended for commercial interactions on global computer 

networks; design of systems for interconnection of computers and software, namely, electronic connection of 

computers and software to each other; computer software and hardware testing services (quality and technical 

controls); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; consultancy services in the 

field of computer hardware, namely consultancy regarding computing research and development; computer 

advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial 

research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, 

chemical research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technological research, 
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pharmaceutical research, scientific research for medical purposes; information technology consulting; 

computer system integration services; consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and 

use of computer hardware and software systems for third parties; technical support services, namely, 

troubleshooting computer program problems; computer system design services for third parties; design of 

systems for interconnection of computers and computer programs, namely, integration of computer systems 

and computer networks; computer program and computer hardware testing services, namely testing of 

software, computers and servers to ensure proper functioning thereof; cloud computing services, namely, 

integrated computer hardware and network software services for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and 

consumption metering of computer resources; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer 

environments through cloud computing; design and development of software for cloud storage of data; cloud 

computing hosting provider services; electronic storage of electronic data and data recovery; data security 

service; computer support services with respect to computer programs provided by computer specialists; 

design of computer hardware for computer networks; providing information relating to information 

technology via a website. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770570 

(220) Application Date :22/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : MRL TYRES LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : 70/50 a, first floor rama 

road indl. area najafgarhroad, moti nagar new delhi 

110015, India 

(750) Representative: B-41, Nizamuddin East New 

Delhi 110013 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): MRL 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Tyres, tubes, flaps tyre and tube patches; tyres composed of tread rubbers and 

precurred tread rubbers included in class 12. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770574 

(220) Application Date :27/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : HOUSSAM EL 

BADAOUI 

(731) Applicant Address : Rua Nanau, n° 92, apt° 

102, Água Fria 02335-040 São Paulo, Brazil 

(750) Representative: Rua Sete de Setembro, n° 112 

- 3, 4 e 6 Andares - Centro 20050-002 RIO DE 

JANEIRO 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Pink and gray. 

(310)(320)(330):  931490910  10/08/2023  BR 

 

 

 
 

(540): amaleen 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Acetone [nail polish removers]; nail art stickers; astringents for cosmetic purposes; 

scented water; eau de cologne; lavender water; toothpaste water; depilatory water; micellar water; hydrogen 

peroxide for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool impregnated with make-up removing preparations; cotton for 

personal hygiene; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; musk [perfumery]; amber [perfume]; cosmetic clay; 

aromatics [essential oils]; balms, other than for medical purposes; basma [cosmetic dye]; lipsticks; lip glosses; 

nail glitter; wax melts [fragrancing preparations]; moustache wax; depilatory wax; bath tea for cosmetic 

purposes; false eyelashes; artificial nail glue; conditioner [cosmetic]; hair conditioners; algae-based cosmetic; 
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mascara; cosmetics; copaiba-based cosmetics; coconut oil-based cosmetics; eyebrow cosmetics; skin 

rejuvenating and protective cream, paste and cleansing liquid, being organic, inorganic or synthetic; buriti-

based creams; copaiba-based creams; essential oil-based creams for aromatherapy use; cosmetic creams; skin 

whitening creams; bath crystal for personal use; dressings for nail reconstruction; decorative transfers for 

cosmetic purposes; antiperspirant deodorant [antiperspirant deodorant]; deodorants for human beings or for 

animals; nail varnish; copaiba essence [essential oil]; mint essence [essential oil]; ethereal essences; cases for 

cosmetic rice powder; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; massage gels, 

other than for medical purposes; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; geraniol; greases for cosmetic 

purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; henna [cosmetic dye]; skin hydrators for cosmetic purposes; 

eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; hair spray; liquid latex body paint for cosmetic purposes; almond milk for 

cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing 

preparations; baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; copaiba-based lotions; hair lotions; lotions 

for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; make-up; beauty masks; eyelash mascaras; sheet masks for 

cosmetic purposes; disposable steam-heated masks, not for medical purposes; mint for perfumery; deodorants 

for personal use; almond oil; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; guava oil for cosmetic purposes; jasmine oil; 

lavender oil; rose oil; essential oils; buriti-based essential oils; copaiba-based essential oils; essential oils of 

cedarwood; essential oils of citron; essential oils of lemon; essential oils for aromatherapy use; oils for 

cleaning purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; make-up palettes containing 

cosmetics; paper impregnated with a substance for personal hygiene; gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; 

chewing gum for whitening teeth; shaving stones [astringents]; pumice stone; alum stones [astringents]; 

perfumes; copaiba-based perfumes; make-up powder; pomades for cosmetic purposes; lipstick cases; cosmetic 

preparation for localized fat reduction; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for skin care; 

cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; aloe preparations 

for cosmetic use; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene 

purposes, non medicated; depilatory preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; hair straightening 

preparations; bubble bath preparations, other than for medical purposes; immersion bath preparations for 

personal use, except for medical purposes; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; shaving preparations; 

sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; toiletry preparations; cleaning preparations; hair waving preparations; 

sunscreen preparations; breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; propolis-based personal hygiene 

product; non-medicated skin cleansing and moisturizing product; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; 

perfumery; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; neutralizers for permanent waving; 

fumigation preparations [perfumes]; make-up preparations; nail care preparations; make-up removing 

preparations; buriti-based sunscreens; cosmetic remover; nail varnish removers; soap; antiperspirant soap; 

soap for foot perspiration; almond soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; cakes of toilet soap; cakes of soap; 

buriti-based soaps; copaiba-based soaps; bath salts, not for medical purposes; serums for cosmetic purposes; 

cooling sprays for cosmetic purposes; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; 

adhesives for cosmetic purposes; terpenes [essential oils]; body paint for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic dyes; 

beard dyes; hair dyes; hair colorants; toners for cosmetic purposes; false nails; massage candles for cosmetic 

purposes; dry shampoos; buriti-based shampoos; shampoos. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770611 

(220) Application Date :27/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way, MS: 

39-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: The color(s) black, purple, 

pink, lavender blue, orange, salmon pink is/are 
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claimed as a feature of the mark.The mark consists of 

a black square with rounded corners with a stylized 

design of two curved pages, the first page on the left 

changing in color, from top to bottom, from purple to 

pink to lavender blue, and the second page on the 

right changing, from top to bottom, from orange to 

salmon pink. 

(310)(320)(330):  2023-350  27/04/2023  LI 

 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Downloadable and recorded computer software for creating, capturing, recording, 

editing, modifying, storing, displaying and viewing personal journals, diaries, photos, images, graphics, 

documents, data, videos, audio, and multimedia content; downloadable and recorded computer software for 

keeping a multimedia diary or personal journal; downloadable and recorded intelligent personal assistant 

software for providing reminders, notifications and curated suggestions for writing a diary or personal journal. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770625 

(220) Application Date :14/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : AL FURAT FZE 

(731) Applicant Address : Jafza One Jebel Ali Free 

Zone, P.O. Box 449804 Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

(750) Representative: PO BOX 66046 DUBAI 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  AE/404944  29/08/2023  AE 

 
 

 

 
 

(540): ESCAPE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34  Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigarettes, cigars, 

cigarillos, tobacco for roll cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes 

(not for medical purposes); flavored tobacco; snuff tobacco; electronic cigarettes; lighters; smokers articles 

including absorbent paper for tobacco pipes, cigarette cases, cigar cutters, cigar holders, gas containers for 

cigar lighters, cigarette filters, cigarette holders, mouthpieces for cigarette holders, cigarette paper, cigarette 

tips, pocket machines for rolling cigarettes, firestones, humidors, pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes, pipe racks 

for tobacco pipes, tobacco pouches, snuff boxes, spittoons for tobacco users, tips of yellow amber for cigar 

and cigarette holders, tobacco jars, mouthpieces of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders, ashtrays for 

smokers, cigarettes tubes; herbs for smoking; matches; match boxes; match holders; substances for smoking, 

none being for medical or curative purposes; electronic smoking pipes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1770708 

(220) Application Date :07/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Beijing Cavan New 

Energy Vehicle Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Room 901, Building 2, 

No.5 Yingcainanyi Street, Future Science City, 

Beiqijia Town, Changping District 102299 Beijing, 

China 

(750) Representative: 10/F, OCEAN PLAZA, 158 

FUXINGMENNEI STREET 100031 BEIJING 

(526) Disclaimer :  

 

 
 

(540): cavan 
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(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Anode batteries; solar batteries; photovoltaic cells; ignition batteries; high tension 

batteries; batteries, electric, for vehicles; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; accumulators, electric; batteries, 

electric.  

 

12  Electric vehicles; jet engines for land vehicles; hoods for vehicle engines; engines for land vehicles; 

motors, electric, for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; 

clutches for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; hydrogen-

fueled cars; motor homes; automobile chassis; camping cars; trucks; automobile bodies; automobiles; cars. 

  

35  Publicity; advertising; business management and organization consultancy; marketing; provision of an 

online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; personnel 

management consultancy; systemization of information into computer databases; tax filing services; 

sponsorship search. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771094 

(220) Application Date :01/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Finesse US Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : 734 S. Main Street, Floor 

4 Los Angeles CA 90014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 11414 Thurston Circle Los 

Angeles CA 90049 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  98026071  02/06/2023  US and 

98026073  02/06/2023  US 

 
 

 
 

(540): FINESSE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 25  Bandanas; bodysuits; coats; dresses; hats; jumpsuits; rompers; scarves; shoes; 

swimwear; bottoms as clothing; clothing jackets; short sets; tops as clothing; clothing, namely, hand-warmers. 

  

35  On-line retail store services featuring clothing, footwear, and accessories. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771103 

(220) Application Date :19/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : CITIC Dicastal Co., Ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 185 Longhai Ave, 

Economic and Technological Development Zone, 

Qinhuangdao City Hebei Province, China 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Dicastal 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Vehicle wheel hubs made of aluminum alloys. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771206 

(220) Application Date :17/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : JOINT STOCK 

COMPANY BRAND BUILDING GROUP 

 
 

 

(540): WELLBAR 
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(731) Applicant Address: per. Bolshoj Savvinskij, 

d. 11, pom. 1/3/4, vn.ter.g. municipalnyj okrug 

Xamovniki RU-119435 Moscow, Russian Federation 

(750) Representative: p.o. box 21, for Grigoryeva 

Anna RU-125476 Moscow 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2023788574  19/09/2023  RU 

(511) Goods/Services : 30  Vanilla flavourings for culinary purposes; flavourings, other than essential oils, 

for cakes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; coffee flavourings; food flavourings, other than 

essential oils; aspartame for culinary purposes; star aniseed; baozi; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; filled 

biscuits; pancakes; savoury pancakes; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being pasta; freeze-dried 

dishes with the main ingredient being rice; noodle-based prepared meals; buns; bulgur; bread rolls; pains au 

chocolat; edible paper wafers; edible rice paper; edible paper; burritos; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; waffles; 

vermicelli; natural sweeteners; sausage binding materials; binding agents for ice cream; orange blossom water 

for culinary purposes; seawater for cooking; seaweed [condiment]; edible beeswax; malt biscuits; cloves 

[spice]; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; cake frosting [icing]; glucose for culinary purposes; mustard; croûtons; 

buckwheat, processed; gluten additives for culinary purposes; doenjang [condiment]; yeast; yeast for brewing 

beer; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; leaven; rice-based snack food; cereal-based snack food; cocoa 

substitutes; coffee substitutes; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; sugar substitutes for culinary 

purposes; tea substitutes; dressings for salad; roasted coffee beans; fruit jellies [confectionery]; candy 

decorations for cakes; confectionery in the form of mousses; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; 

cakes; Danish pastries; pastries; peanut confectionery; almond confectionery; confectionery; fruit 

confectionery; pasta; ground ginger; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; cocoa; cocoa nibs; cream of tartar for 

culinary purposes; capers; coffee capsules, filled; caramels [sweets]; curry [spice]; ketchup [sauce]; kimbap; 

quinoa, processed; quiches; gluten prepared as foodstuff; flour-based dumplings; kombucha; sweets; liquorice 

[confectionery]; peppermint sweets; mints for breath freshening; liqueur chocolates; dulce de leche; cinnamon 

[spice]; coffee; unroasted coffee; gochujang; starch for food; crackers; rice crackers; custard; crème brûlée; 

flavoured jelly crystals for making jelly confectionery; croissants; hominy grits; semolina; oatmeal; crushed 

barley; groats for human food; ice cubes; corn, milled; corn, roasted; meat pies; fruit coulis [sauces]; turmeric; 

couscous; laksa; noodles; soba noodles; udon noodles; ice for refreshment; ice, natural or artificial; edible 

ices; ice pops; potato-based flatbreads; rice cakes; mayonnaise; macaroons [pastries]; macaroni; maltose; 

hominy; piccalilli; marinades; marzipan; honey; miso; royal jelly; ice cream; bean meal; buckwheat flour; 

tapioca flour; potato flour; corn flour; nut flours; flour; wheat flour; soya flour; barley meal; chocolate 

mousses; muesli; mint for confectionery; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee beverages with milk; coffee-based 

beverages; cocoa-based beverages; chamomile-based beverages; tea-based beverages; tea beverages with 

milk; chocolate beverages with milk; chocolate-based beverages; infusions, not medicinal; nougat; gnocchi; 

crushed oats; husked oats; kimchi pancakes; onigiri; chocolate-coated nuts; nutmegs [spice]; stick liquorice 

[confectionery]; ginger paste [seasoning]; lozenges [confectionery]; molasses for food; pâtés en croûte; 

pelmeni; pepper; allspice; peppers [seasonings]; pesto; biscuits; coconut macaroons; petit-beurre biscuits; 

bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]; pies; noodle-based prepared meals for toddlers; pizzas; meat 

gravies; artificial sweeteners for culinary purposes; spelt, processed; fondants [confectionery]; popcorn; 

powders for making ice cream; baking powder; mustard meal; pralines; aromatic preparations for food; 

condiments; cereal preparations; oat-based food; propolis; profiteroles; gingerbread; spices; petits fours; rice 

pudding; puddings; milk puddings; cake powder; ravioli; meat tenderizers for culinary purposes; ramen; 

chewing gum; chewing gum for breath freshening; relish [condiment]; rice; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; 

instant rice; wheat germ for human consumption; spring rolls; sago; sugar; crystallized rock sugar; palm sugar; 

saccharin for culinary purposes; processed hemp seeds [seasonings]; sesame seeds [seasonings]; linseed for 

culinary purposes [seasoning]; processed seeds for use as a seasoning; processed squash seeds [seasonings]; 

aniseed; agave syrup [natural sweetener]; golden syrup; savoury pancake mixes; batter mixes; baking soda 

[bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; crystallized lemon juice [seasoning]; malt for human 
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consumption; salt for preserving foodstuffs; cooking salt; celery salt; sorbets [ices]; ham glaze; edible 

honeycombs; cranberry sauce [condiment]; soya sauce; tomato sauce; apple sauce [condiment]; sauces 

[condiments]; pasta sauce; spaghetti; seasonings; chocolate-based spreads; chocolate spreads containing nuts; 

preparations for stiffening whipped cream; shaved ice with sweetened red beans; rusks; breadcrumbs; sushi; 

sandwiches; tabbouleh; tacos; tamarind [condiment]; tapioca; tarts; dough; pastry dough; almond paste; rice 

pulp for culinary purposes; cake batter; tortillas; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; chocolate decorations 

for cakes; vinegar; beer vinegar; ferments for dough; halvah; harissa [condiment]; bread; gluten-free bread; 

unleavened bread; corn flakes; oat flakes; hot dog sandwiches; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; 

jiaozi; chicory [coffee substitute]; herbal teas; tea; kelp tea; iced tea; chutneys [condiments]; minced garlic 

[condiment]; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chips [cereal products]; chocolate-covered potato chips; chow-

chow [condiment]; saffron [seasoning]; chocolate; malt extract for food; essences for foodstuffs, except 

etheric essences and essential oils; husked barley; small spelt, processed. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771207 

(220) Application Date :17/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : JOINT STOCK 

COMPANY BRAND BUILDING GROUP 

(731) Applicant Address : per. Bolshoj Savvinskij, 

d. 11, pom. 1/3/4, vn.ter.g. municipalnyj okrug 

Xamovniki RU-119435 Moscow, Russian Federation 

(750) Representative: p.o. box 21, for Grigoryeva 

Anna RU-125476 Moscow 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2023785484  11/09/2023  RU 

 
 

 

(540): WellDrink 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 32  Aperitifs, non-alcoholic; carbonated water; lithia water; seltzer water; soda water; 

waters [beverages]; mineral water [beverages]; table waters; kvass; cocktails, non-alcoholic; lemonades; non-

alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic dried fruit beverages; isotonic beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based 

beverages; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; soya-based beverages, other than milk 

substitutes; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; whey beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; soft drinks; 

non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; non-alcoholic 

fruit juice beverages; energy drinks; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; orgeat; powders for effervescing beverages; 

powders for making soft drinks; sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]; cider, non-alcoholic; syrups for 

lemonade; syrups for beverages; starch-based dry mixes for beverage preparation; smoothies; tomato juice 

[beverage]; vegetable juices [beverages]; fruit juices; preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages; 

preparations for making carbonated water; grape must, unfermented; pastilles for effervescing beverages; 

shandy; sherbets [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic essences for making beverages. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771297 

(220) Application Date :13/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ROLEX SA 

(731) Applicant Address : Rue François-Dussaud 3-

5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland 

(750) Representative: Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 

CH-1211 Genève 26 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  801477  28/07/2023  CH 

 
 

 

(540): LAND-DWELLER 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 14  Horological instruments, namely, watches, wristwatches, component parts of 

timepieces and accessories for timepieces not included in other classes, clocks and other chronometric 

instruments, chronometers, chronographs (horological instruments), watch bands, dials (horological 
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instruments), watch movements and parts thereof, boxes and presentation cases for horological instruments 

and jewelry; jewelry; precious stones and semi-precious stones; precious metals and alloys thereof; pins 

(jewelry); cuff links; key rings. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771456 

(220) Application Date :14/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ARISE IIP INDIA 

PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : 1010, indra prakash, 21 

barakhamba road new delhi 110001, India 

(750) Representative: b 33, lgf, kailash colony new 

delhi 110048 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  6088803  30/08/2023  IN 

 

 
 

(540): Vida Soja 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 29  Oils and fats for food; soybean oil; soybean oil for food; soybean oil for cooking. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771511 

(220) Application Date :06/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Stropus Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Lizantia Court, office 

310, Agioi Omologites CY-1087 Nicosia, Cyprus 

(750) Representative: P.O. Box 295 Kyiv 01054 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Pink, lilac, dark blue, purple, 

silver, orange and yellow. 

(310)(320)(330):  018906207  26/07/2023  EM 

 

 

 
 

(540): PayBall 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Computer programs, downloadable; computer software, recorded; computer 

operating programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; computer software platforms, 

recorded or downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer screen saver 

software, recorded or downloadable; computer game software, downloadable; computer game software, 

recorded; betting software; interactive casino games provided through a computer or mobile platform; 

computer gaming software; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software 

for the administration of on-line games and gaming; computer game software downloadable from a global 

computer network; downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing computer games; 

downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices. 

  

41  Videotaping; video imaging services by drone; arranging and conducting of entertainment events; 

providing user reviews for entertainment or cultural purposes; entertainment information; recreation 

information; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing online electronic publications, not 

downloadable; providing online images, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; 

providing user rankings for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing casino facilities [gambling]; booking 

of seats for shows; game services provided online from a computer network; scriptwriting, other than for 

advertising purposes; writing of texts; organization of electronic sports competitions; organization of 

competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of lotteries; video editing services for events; 

providing amusement arcade services; games library services; e-sports services; gambling services; games 

equipment rental; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; directing of shows; film 
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directing, other than advertising films; entertainment services; production of shows; production of music; 

production of podcasts; production of radio and television programmes; film production, other than 

advertising films; on-line gambling services; gambling information services; providing of casino and gaming 

facilities; casino, gaming and gambling services; on-line gaming services. 

  

42  Computer system analysis; recovery of computer data; graphic arts design; computer graphic design for 

video projection mapping; off-site data backup; research in the field of artificial intelligence technology; 

duplication of computer programs; electronic data storage; providing virtual computer systems through cloud 

computing; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; installation of 

computer software; computer programming; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 

conversion; computer technology consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer security 

consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; web site design consultancy; 

artificial intelligence consultancy; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of 

computer system operation by remote access; writing of computer code; maintenance of computer software; 

updating of computer software; user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online 

software applications; computer programming services for data processing; information technology [it] 

support services [troubleshooting of software]; software engineering services for data processing; 

technological consultancy services for digital transformation; hosting computer sites [web sites]; data 

encryption services; design of computer-simulated models; computer system design; computer software 

design; rental of computer software; development of video and computer games; development of computer 

platforms; software development in the framework of software publishing; creating and maintaining web sites 

for others; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology 

services]; software as a service [saas]; platforms for gaming as software as a service [saas]; platform as a 

service [paas]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771608 

(220) Application Date :07/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Beijing Cavan New 

Energy Vehicle Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Room 901, Building 2, 

No. 5 Yingcainanyi Street, Future Science City, 

Beiqijia Town, Changping District 102299 Beijing, 

China 

(750) Representative: 10/F, OCEAN PLAZA, 158 

FUXINGMENNEI STREET 100031 BEIJING 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services: 9  Anode batteries; solar batteries; photovoltaic cells; ignition batteries; high tension 

batteries; batteries, electric, for vehicles; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; accumulators, electric; batteries, 

electric.  

 

12  Electric vehicles; jet engines for land vehicles; hoods for vehicle engines; engines for land vehicles; 

motors, electric, for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; 

clutches for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; hydrogen-

fueled cars; motor homes; automobile chassis; camping cars; trucks; automobile bodies; automobiles; cars. 

  

35  Publicity; advertising; business management and organization consultancy; marketing; provision of an 

online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; personnel 

management consultancy; systemization of information into computer databases; tax filing services; 

sponsorship search. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771631 

(220) Application Date :12/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Fenling. Lv 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 9, Lane 17, West 

road of Hedong, Lugang, Lugang Town, Chaonan 

Dist., Shantou City Guangdong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3201, Block B, Futian 

Ginza, Futian Street, Yiwu City, Jinhua City 

Zhejiang 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  

 

 

 
 

(540): Million Pauline 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 3  Shampoos; cakes of toilet soap; stain removers; shoe polish; cosmetics; lipsticks; 

perfumes; skin whitening creams; toothpaste; incense. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771636 

(220) Application Date :01/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : LILANG (CHINA) CO., 

LTD 

(731) Applicant Address : Science and Technology 

Industrial Park, Jinjiang City, Quanzhou City Fujian 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 2105, M1 Building, 

Shimao Yulongwan Office Building, Shuanglong 

Road, Jinyang Community, Meiling Street, Jinjiang 

City, Quanzhou City Fujian Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  

 

 

 
 

(540): LESS IS MORE 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 25  Clothing; gloves [clothing]; neckties; leather belts [clothing]; ready-made 

clothing; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; shoes; caps being headwear; hosiery. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771683 

(220) Application Date :12/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Qingdao Hotahota 

Imp&Exp Co.,ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : 11C, 2 households, 18th 

Floor, Building 3, No. 37, Donghai West Road, 

Shinan District 266000 Qingdao, Shandong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 612,  No. 2, 

Heilongjiang South Road,  Shibei District, Qingdao 

Shandong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 
 

(540): Sinomie 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 30  Cereal preparations; noodles; injeolmi [glutinous rice cakes coated with 

powdered beans]; udon noodles; soba noodles; vermicelli; instant noodles; instant bean starch vermicelli; 

rice noodles; bean starch vermicelli. 
 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771696 

(220) Application Date :02/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Guangdong Phonpa 

Bespoke-Design Home Group Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : F3-1,No.1-1, Jiahe South 

Road, Lubao Town, Sanshui District, Foshan City 

Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: 45/F, CTF Finance Center, 

No.6 Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 6  Sheets and plates of metal; aluminium; aluminium ingots; alloys of common metal; 

tubes of metal; steel buildings; steel formworks; shutters of metal; windows of metal; window frames of metal; 

gates of metal; jalousies of metal; metal guard barriers; construction materials of metal; doors of metal; door 

panels of metal; door casings of metal; door frames of metal; casement windows of metal; palings of metal; 

turnstiles of metal; bars for metal railings; folding doors of metal; insect screens of metal; cabanas of metal; 

street gutters of metal; outdoor blinds of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; porches [structures] of 

metal; aviaries [structures] of metal; rails of metal; railway material of metal; wire gauze; cable joints of metal, 

non-electric; pins [metal hardware]; rivets of metal; ironmongery; window casement bolts; fittings of metal 

for windows; window pulleys of metal; fittings of metal for beds; hooks of metal for clothes rails; window 

pulleys of metal; furniture casters of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; safety chains of metal; window 

fasteners of metal; door closers, non-electric; hinges of metal; chains of metal; window openers of metal, non-

electric; door openers of metal, non-electric; door handles of metal; door bolts of metal; door knockers of 

metal; latch bars of metal; latches of metal; clothes hooks of metal; window stops of metal; towel dispensers 

of metal; door stops of metal; door fittings of metal; knobs of metal; split rings of common metal for keys; 

locks of metal, other than electric; safes; strap-hinges of metal; containers of metal [storage, transport]; 

containers of metal for storing acids; house numbers of metal, non-luminous; bird baths [structures] of metal; 

rods of metal for welding; mooring bollards of metal; identification bracelets of metal; wind vanes of metal; 

tree protectors of metal; traps for wild animals; bronzes [works of art]; ores of metal; enclosures of metal for 

tombs. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771920 

(220) Application Date :07/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : SESAMI CASH 

MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

CORPORATION 

(731) Applicant Address : 20th Floor, 1250 RENÉ-

LÉVESQUE BLVD WEST Montreal QC H3B 4W8, 

Canada 

(750) Representative: 800 17th Street, NW, Suite 

1100 Washington DC 20006 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: The color(s) light blue and 

black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.The 

mark consists of SESAMI with a a light blue square 

next to a black square over the letter I. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

(540): SESAMI 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 6  Metal vaults for cash and safes. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

  

9  Cash recycler machines, recorded software for banks and financial institutions and their commercial 

customers in processing, managing and reporting cash on hand. 

  

36  Financial consultation services, namely, cashflow forecasting services and cash processing services, 

namely, providing cash payment processing for banks and financial institutions and their commercial 

customers.  

 

39  Armored car transport services, cash in transit services. 

  

42  Platform as a service services featuring software for processing, managing and reporting cash on hand by 

retailers and for banks to process, manage and monitor accounts. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771963 

(220) Application Date :08/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2023-495  27/06/2023  LI 

 
 

 

(540): SPATIAL CAPTURE 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Computer hardware for recording, processing, editing, and displaying photos, 

images, video, and other multimedia content; wearable peripherals for use with computers; cameras; camera 

software; application development software; multimedia development software; computer software for use in 

developing other software applications; software for recording, editing, processing and displaying photos, 

images, video, and other multimedia content; software for use in enabling computers and mobile devices to 

provide virtual reality and augmented reality experiences. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1771964 

(220) Application Date :08/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2023-495  27/06/2023  LI 

 
 

 

(540): SPATIAL CAPTURE 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 42  Providing non-downloadable software used in developing other software 

applications; providing non-downloadable software for recording, processing, editing and displaying of 

photos, images, audio visual content, and other multimedia content; providing non-downloadable software for 

use in enabling computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality and augmented 

reality experiences; design and development of computer software; computer software consulting services; 

support services in the nature of consultation services for developing software applications; providing 

computer software information online. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772324 

(220) Application Date :15/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Liu tao 

 

  

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(731) Applicant Address : Room 701, Haituo 

Shipping Building,  Huangdao Free Trade Zone, 

Qingdao City 266000 Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: No. 31-35, 3rd Floor, 

Building 1, No. 1 Tidu Street, Qingyang District, 

Chengdu City Sichuan Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): creaone 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Automobile tyres; repair outfits for inner tubes; locomotives; lorries; electric 

vehicles; two-wheeled trolleys; aeroplanes; boats; windscreens; chairlifts. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772356 

(220) Application Date :12/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Zhaohui Filter 

Technology Co., Ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 365, Guangming 

Road, Chongfu Town, Tongxiang, Jiaxing Zhejiang 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: 503, Huanbei Commercial 

Building, 732 Zhonghuan North Road, Jiaxing City 

Zhejiang Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services: 1  Filtering materials of unprocessed plastics; filtering materials of chemical 

substances; filtering materials of mineral substances; filtering materials of vegetable substances; ceramic 

materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media; filtering preparations for the beverages industry.  

 

7  Filters being parts of machines or engines; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; dust 

removing installations for cleaning purposes; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; vacuum cleaners; 

filtering machines. 

  

11  Air filtering installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; filters for air conditioning. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772357 

(220) Application Date :01/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : LILANG (CHINA) CO., 

LTD 

(731) Applicant Address : Science and Technology 

Industrial Park, Jinjiang City, Quanzhou City Fujian 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 2105, M1 Building, 

Shimao Yulongwan Office Building, Shuanglong 

Road, Jinyang Community, Meiling Street, Jinjiang 

City, Quanzhou City Fujian Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

(540): LILANZ 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 25  Clothing; gloves [clothing]; neckties; leather belts [clothing]; ready-made 

clothing; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; shoes; caps being headwear; hosiery. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772425 

(220) Application Date :12/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong FUJIZY 

Elevator Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : South End of Taishan 

Road, Economic Development Zone, Ningjin 

County, Dezhou City Shandong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 15-1, No. 37, Zhenru 

Center, Haishu District, Ningbo Zhejiang 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7  Elevators (excluding ski conveyors); elevators [lifts]; belt conveyors; elevating 

apparatus; moving staircases [escalators]; moving walkways; hoisters [machines]; wind-powered 

installations; wind turbines and accessories; wind-powered installations for generating electricity. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772554 

(220) Application Date :14/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : YiWu KeMei Electric 

Appliance CO., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 1377-1, Yinhai 

International Business Center, No. 1377 Chouzhou 

North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, 

Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., 

Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  74520986  12/10/2023  CN and 

74537095  12/10/2023  CN 

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): MPRO 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 8  Hand tools, hand-operated; crimping irons; hand implements for hair curling; 

manicure sets, electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric 

and non-electric; razors, electric or non-electric; curling tongs; beard clippers; flat irons.  

 

11  Hair driers; electric fans for personal use; nail lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; fabric steamers; 

water purifying apparatus and machines; cooking apparatus and installations; radiators, electric; steam facial 

apparatus [saunas]; air purifying apparatus and machines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772557 

(220) Application Date :13/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  98279107  20/11/2023  US 

 
 

(540): A17 PRO 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 9  Computer hardware, namely, integrated circuits and computer chips, sold as a 

component of mobile electronic devices. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772569 

(220) Application Date :14/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ARISE IIP INDIA 

PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : 1010, indra prakash, 21 

barakhamba road new delhi 110001, India 

(750) Representative: b 33, lgf, kailash colony new 

delhi 110048 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  6088806  30/08/2023  IN and 

6088807  30/08/2023  IN 

 

 
 

(540): Texafri 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 24  Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; fabric; fabrics for textile use; 

cotton fabrics.  

 

25  Clothing, footwear, headwear; clothing; garments; dresses; ready-made clothing. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772572 

(220) Application Date :20/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : iFIT Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : 1500 South 1000 West 

Logan UT 84321, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 60 E. South Temple, Suite 

1000 Salt Lake City UT 84111 

(526) Disclaimer:  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

(540): CARBON 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 28  Exercise machines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1772639 

(220) Application Date :28/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Teison Energy 

Technology Co.,Ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : No.9 Meihu Road, 

Yangzhou City 225000 Jiangsu Province, China 

(750) Representative: NO.689 Yangzijiang Middle 

Road, Yangzhou City Jiangsu Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Teison 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 9  Chips [integrated circuits]; automation systems for power plants; theft prevention 

installations, electric. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773087 

(220) Application Date :27/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Dongguan LingChao 

Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Room 101, Building 1, 

No. 9, First Street, Zhenxing West Road, Changping 

Town, Dongguan City 523581 Guangdong Province, 

China 

(750) Representative: A and B, 5th floor, 

Hongfulou West District, Nancheng District, 

Dongguan City, Guangdong Province (cluster 

registration) 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

(540): SOONBOX 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Computer software applications, downloadable; couplers [data processing 

equipment]; computer peripheral devices; cases for smartphones; headphones; thin film speakers; 

loudspeakers; portable media players; personal stereos; megaphones; horns for loudspeakers; smart speakers; 

portable speakers; digital photo frames; cabinets for loudspeakers; wearable speakers; selfie sticks [hand-held 

monopods]; wires, electric; cables, electric; electrical adapters; battery chargers; accumulators, electric; 

portable power chargers; batteries, electric. 

  

35  Advertising / publicity; online advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods on 

communication media, for retail purposes; layout services for advertising purposes; providing business 

information via a website; import-export agency services; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 

sellers of goods and services; systemization of information into computer databases; book-keeping / 

accounting; sponsorship search. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773381 

(220) Application Date :14/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ARISE IIP INDIA 

PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : 1010, indra prakash, 21 

barakhamba road new delhi 110001, India 

(750) Representative: b 33, lgf, kailash colony new 

delhi 110048 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  6088805  30/08/2023  IN 

 

 
 

(540): Viand'Or 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 29  Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; processed meat; processed meat 

products. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773474 

(220) Application Date :21/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : MedImpact Healthcare 

Systems, Inc. 

 
 

 

 

 

(540): MEDIMPACT 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(731) Applicant Address : 10181 Scripps Gateway 

Court San Diego CA 92131, United States of 

America 

(750) Representative: 101 West Broadway, Suite 

2000 San Diego CA 92101 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

(511) Goods/Services : 36  Pharmacy benefit management services, namely, pharmacy claims processing for 

insurance companies, employer groups, government programs, and health maintenance organizations via a 

global computer network and enrollment eligibility administration for healthcare plans and medical plans 

provided on-line; organization and administration of a network of pharmacy providers; pharmacy benefit 

management services, namely, providing information in the field of pharmacy benefits for customers via 

online databases; formulary administration of health plan covered drug benefits, namely, administration of a 

list of medications covered by a specific health benefits plan; healthcare benefit management services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773659 

(220) Application Date :05/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ERUSLU SAĞLIK 

ÜRÜNLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET ANONİM 

ŞİRKETİ 

(731) Applicant Address : BAŞPINAR 

(ORGANİZE) OSB MAH. O.S.B. 4. BÖLGE 83424 

NOLU CAD. ERUSLU SAĞLIK ÜRÜNLERİ 3 

ŞEHİTKAMİL GAZİANTEP, Turkey 

(750) Representative: İvedik Osb Mah.1371 Sk. 

No:4, Yenimahalle Ankara 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): Sleepy easy clean 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations namely wipes impregnated with 

cleaning preparations, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, pre-moistened wipes with cleaning 

preparations for household purposes, pre-moistened cleansing wipes, pre-moistened or impregnated cleaning 

pads, tissues or wipes, pre-moistened cosmetic wipes, baby wipes, face wipes, disposable wipes impregnated 

with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use, disposable wipes impregnated with 

cleansing chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; 

bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 

preparations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773879 

(220) Application Date :07/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : HONOR MACHINERY 

CO., PTE. LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : 7 TEMASEK 

BOULEVARD, #12-07 SUNTEC TOWER ONE 

SINGAPORE 038987, Singapore 

(750) Representative: 10 COLLYER QUAY, #10-

01 OCEAN FINANCIAL CENTRE Singapore 

049315 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

 
 

 

(540): JASCALE 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(310)(320)(330):  40202314584V  04/07/2023  SG 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Scales; weighing machines; weighbridges; letter scales; weighing apparatus and 

instruments; weights; balances [steelyards]; steelyards [lever scales]; precision balances; baby scales; scales 

with body mass analysers; bathroom scales; automatic measuring instruments; body fat scales for household 

use; digital bathroom scales; weighing scales; weights for use with weighing scales; talking scales; portable 

digital electronic scales; pocket scales; electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; refrigerant scales; hand-

held electronic scales; test weights; digital spoon scales; portable digital luggage scales. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773901 

(220) Application Date :30/06/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : General Climate DOO 

Novi Sad 

(731) Applicant Address : Novi Sad, Zheleznichka 

13, RS 

(750) Representative: PO BOX 107 RU-121059 

Moscow 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Red and white. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 
 

(540): DAHACI 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 11  Water heating apparatus; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; air-

conditioning apparatus for industrial and household purposes; portable fans; ventilating fans for industrial 

purposes; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; water heaters; coils [parts of distilling, heating or 

cooling installations]; evaporators; heat pumps; air purifiers for household and industrial purposes; cooling 

appliances and installations; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heat exchangers, other than 

parts of machines; air intake and distribution installations; industrial and residential calorifier units (systems); 

cooling installations for water; cooling installations for liquids; air filtering installations; heating installations; 

electrical and electronic devices for air conveying, moving, ventilating, cleaning, conditioning, heating and 

cooling, namely remote controls, air conditioner screens, air conditioner modules, air conditioner controllers, 

air conditioner filters (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 

Regulations); filters of domestic or industrial installations; air filters for domestic or industrial conditioning 

systems. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1773903 

(220) Application Date :22/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : TOYOTA JIDOSHA 

KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA 

MOTOR CORPORATION) 

(731) Applicant Address : 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-

shi Aichi-ken 471-8571, Japan 

(750) Representative: 12-1, Omiya-cho 2-chome, 

Gifu-shi Gifu-ken 500-8731 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2023-125493  10/11/2023  JP 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12  Driving motors for land vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; engines for 

land vehicles; jet engines for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; 

turbines for land vehicles; drive chains for land vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts 

of motors and engines; gear boxes for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for 

automobiles; reduction gears for land vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; transmission chains for 

land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; power transmission belts 

for land vehicles; brake discs for land vehicles; brake linings for land vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

brake segments for land vehicles; brake shoes for land vehicles; brakes for land vehicles; brake systems for 

land vehicles; AC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; DC motors for land vehicles not including 

their parts; motors, electric, for land vehicles; automobiles and structural parts thereof; buses; structural parts 

for buses; trucks; structural parts for trucks; dune buggies [vehicles]; vans [vehicles]; sports utility vehicles; 

coaches; electric cars; hybrid cars; ambulances; racing cars; amphibious vehicles; snowmobiles; armored 

vehicles; fork lift trucks; camping cars; tractors; trolley buses; hearses; fuel cell cars; automobile bodies; 

automobile bumpers; automobile chassis; automobile dashboards; automobile doors; automobile door 

handles; automobile hoods; automobile horns; automobile seats; automobile seat covers; automobile sunroofs; 

automobile tires; automobile wheels; spokes for automobile wheels; inner tubes for automobile tires; 

automobile wheel rims; rearview mirrors for automobiles; automobile windows; automobile windscreens; 

automobile windshields; automobile convertible tops; safety belts for automobile seats; safety harnesses for 

automobile racing; safety harnesses for automobile seats; security harness for automobile seats; steering 

wheels for automobiles; steering wheel covers for automobiles; air bags for automobiles, buses and trucks; 

seat belt pre-tensioners for automobiles; direction signals for automobiles; leather upholstery for automobile 

seats; leather upholstery for automobiles; cigar lighters for automobiles; shaped automobile covers; 

mudguards for automobiles; luggage carriers for automobiles; spare wheel holders for automobiles; 

automobile roof racks; headlight wipers; windscreen wipers; windscreen wiper blades; motor vehicle brake 

control systems for applying emergency braking at low vehicle speeds; electronic brake control apparatus for 

automobiles; trailers. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1774335 

(220) Application Date :16/02/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Hyundai Doosan 

Infracore Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : 489, Injung-ro, Dong-gu 

Incheon, Republic of Korea 

(750) Representative: 6F, Chinyang Bldg., 47 

Kyonggidae-ro, Seodaemun-gu Seoul 03752 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  4020220177839  27/09/2022  KR 

and 7020220001315  30/09/2022  KR 

 
 

 

(540): DEVELON 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 1  Hydraulic oils; anti-freezing liquids.  

 

4  Engine oils; gear oils; lubricating grease. 

  

7  Backhoes (excavating machines); excavator parts; front-end loaders; loaders [earth moving machines]; 

wheel loader; skid-steer loaders; payloaders; backhoes; bulldozers; pumps as parts of machines, motors and 

engines; agricultural machines; woodworking machines; mining machines; civil engineering machinery; 

brakes for industrial machines; DC generators; ac generators [alternators]; DC motors other than for vehicles; 

DC motors for ships or aircrafts; AC motors for ships or aircrafts; diesel engines (other than for vehicles); 

gasoline engines (other than for vehicles); diesel engines not for land vehicles; engines for machines relating 

to gas injection type power generation; engines for marine vessels; engines, not for land vehicles; exhaust gas 

treatment systems for diesel engines; exhaust valves (parts of engines); exhausts for engines; exhausts for 

engines of forklift trucks; exhausts for motors and engines; cranes; attachment for excavators; fuel filters for 

vehicle engines. 

  

9  Inverter for land vehicles; inverters; inverters [electricity]; inverters for power supply; batteries for vehicles; 

large battery pack; lithium secondary battery pack; battery packs; auxiliary battery packs; medium and large 

size battery packs; computer software for data processing; computer software for digital information and data 

access; electrical controllers; electric mobile digital communication devices; computer operating system 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

software; computer software to maintain and operate computer systems; computer operating programs; 

computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; downloadable database management software 

applications; GPS terminals; NFC terminal; data terminals; data collection terminals; pda for industrial 

purposes; computer e-commerce software; data collecting apparatus for ship. 

  

12  Diesel engines for land vehicles; gasoline engines for land vehicles; gasoline engines for use in 

construction land vehicles for transportation purposes; gas engines for use in construction land vehicles for 

transportation purposes; diesel engines for use in construction land vehicles for transportation purposes; 

electric engines for use in construction land vehicles for transportation purposes; natural gas engines for use 

in constructions land vehicles for transportation purposes; electric motors for motor cars; alternating current 

(AC) motors for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; motor drive units 

for land vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; direct current (DC) motors for land vehicles; dump trucks; 

tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles]; mine-car pushers; anti-theft devices for vehicles; suspension shock 

absorbers for vehicles; braking devices for vehicles; motive power machines for land vehicles; motor cars; 

anti-theft warning apparatus for motor cars; automobile engines; parts and fittings for automobiles; fork lift 

trucks; parts and accessories for railway vehicles; car dumpers; mobile railcar movers; luggage carriers for 

automobiles.  

 

35  Wholesale store services featuring filling machines; wholesale store services featuring direct current 

motors; wholesale store services featuring battery charging devices for motor vehicles; wholesale store 

services featuring inverters; wholesale store services featuring electric power converters; wholesale store 

services featuring power distributors [electrical]; wholesale store services featuring power dividers [electric]; 

wholesale store services featuring batteries; wholesale store services featuring battery packs; commercial 

information agency services; provision of information concerning commercial sales; providing of product 

information including cost and shop information; providing consumer product information; providing 

information via the internet relating to the sale of automobiles; providing consumer information relating to 

goods and services; price comparison services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for 

third parties; advertising services; digital advertising services; collating of data in computer databases; 

business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications; promoting the goods and 

services by means of operating an on-line comprehensive shopping mall. 

  

37  Repair of elevators; repair or maintenance of excavators; repair or maintenance of construction machines 

and apparatus; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; repair or maintenance of 

construction equipment; maintenance of GPS; repair and maintenance of mining machines; large truck 

maintenance and repair; vehicle breakdown repair services; installation and repair of remote control apparatus 

for the steering and control simulators of vehicles; installation and maintenance of transport machinery; repair 

of machines for civil engineering and construction; maintenance of apparatus for loading and unloading; repair 

of apparatus for loading and unloading; providing information relating to the installation of machinery; 

providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of power generators; providing information 

relating to vehicle repair; providing information relating to the repair of land vehicles; repair or maintenance 

of automobiles and providing information relating thereto; repair and maintenance of engines for motor 

vehicles; repair of marine engines. 

  

38  Computer terminals (communications by -); electronic transmission of data via computer terminals relating 

to the provision of financial services; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals; 

providing telecommunication services for e-commerce platforms on the internet and other electronic media. 

  

39  GPS navigation services; vehicle transport; transport; providing transportation information; transport by 

land; providing traffic information; providing road and traffic information; providing traffic information 

through vehicle navigation; car transport; physical storage of electronically-stored data; depot services for the 

storage of vehicles; providing traffic informaiton through computer network; truck transport; transportation 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

of waste; stevedoring; rental of navigational systems; shipping of goods; cargo unloading; advisory services 

relating to the tracking of goods in transit [transport information]; providing information relating to car 

transport.  

 

42  Design of products; computer software design; design of computer software; maintenance of computer 

software; computer programming and maintenance of computer programs; programming (computer -); 

development of computer programmes; research relating to construction machinery; mechanics research; 

providing information on computer technology via a web site; information services relating to the application 

of computer networks; providing information, advice and consultancy services in the field of computer 

software; providing information about the design and development of computer systems. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1774367 

(220) Application Date :09/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : TAMARA LEISURE 

EXPERIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : innovations, 58, 1st floor, 

15th cross, 2nd phase, j.p. nagar, bangalore-560078 

karnataka, India 

(750) Representative: 74/f, venus, worli sea face 

mumbai – 400018 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 
 

(540): THE TAMARA 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 43  Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1774371 

(220) Application Date :09/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : TAMARA LEISURE 

EXPERIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : innovations, 58, 1st floor, 

15th cross, 2nd phase, j.p. nagar, bangalore-560078 

karnataka, India 

(750) Representative: 74/f, venus, worli sea face 

mumbai – 400018 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): THE TAMARA 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 43  Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1774666 

(220) Application Date :24/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ERİŞLER GIDA 

SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş. 

(731) Applicant Address : Murat Çeşme Mahallesi 

Eski Silivri Caddesi 58/1, Büyükçekmece İstanbul, 

Turkey 

 

 
 

(540): e eriş 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(750) Representative: Altunizade Mah. Fahrettin 

Kerim, Gökay Cad. Okul Sok., Altunizade Sitesi 1 A 

Blok, Daire 12, 34662 Üsküdar İstanbul 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

(511) Goods/Services : 30  Coffee; cocoa; coffee or cocoa based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; pasta; 

stuffed dumplings; vermicelli; noodles; pastries and bakery products based on flour; desserts based on flour 

and chocolate; bread; simit [Turkish ring-shaped bagel covered with sesame seeds]; poaça [Turkish bagel]; 

pita; sandwiches; katmer [Turkish pastry]; pies; cakes; baklava [Turkish dessert based on dough coated with 

syrup]; kaday1f [Turkish dessert based on dough]; desserts based on dough coated with syrup; puddings; 

custard; kazandibi [Turkish pudding]; rice pudding; ke_kül [Turkish pudding]; honey; bee glue for human 

consumption; propolis for food purposes; condiments for foodstuff; vanilla (flavoring); spices; sauces 

(condiments); tomato sauce; yeast; baking powder; flour; semolina; starch for food; tea; ice tea; chewing 

gums; ice-cream; edible ices; salt; cereal-based snack food; popcorn; crushed oats; corn chips; breakfast 

cereals; processed wheat for human consumption; crushed barley for human consumption; processed oats for 

human consumption; processed rye for human consumption; rice. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1774872 

(220) Application Date :17/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Yomaro Freundeskreis 

GmbH & Co. KG 

(731) Applicant Address : Karl-Anton-Straße 16 

40211 Düsseldorf, Germany 

(750) Representative: Alte Bonbonfabrik 

Schanzenstraße 20a 40549 Düsseldorf 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  018900765  13/07/2023  EM 

 
 

 

(540): YOMARO 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 30  Edible ices; powders for making edible ices.  

 

43  Provision of food and drink. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1774961 

(220) Application Date :25/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : CJ CheilJedang 

Corporation 

(731) Applicant Address : 330, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu 

Seoul, Republic of Korea 

(750) Representative: 12F, Daelim Acrotel, 13 

Eonju-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  4020230058563  03/04/2023  KR; 

4020230058564  03/04/2023  KR; 4020230058566  

03/04/2023  KR; 4020230058567  03/04/2023  KR; 

4020230069391  18/04/2023  KR; 7020230000563  

18/04/2023  KR; 7020230000564  18/04/2023  KR; 

7020230000566  18/04/2023  KR; 7020230001235  

28/08/2023  KR and 7020230001236  28/08/2023  

KR 

 
 

 

 
 

(540): bibigo 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 29  Potato dumplings; kimchi; Korean sliced cucumber preserved in soy sauce or 

soybean paste (Jangajji); radish cubed kimchi (Kkakdugi); pickled vegetables; pickled cabbage; gherkins; 

cucumber Kimchi [Oi-sobagi]; meat boiled down in soy sauce (tsukudani meat); squid, not live; squid 

processed foods; anchovy, not live; anchovy fillets; dried filefish fillet; ox bone based broth (Seolleongtang); 

kimchi jjigae [Korean dish consisting primarily of fermented vegetables, pork and tofu]; cooked dish 

consisting primarily of soybean paste and tofu (Doenjang-jjigae); spicy sausage stew (budae jjigae); spicy 

beef broth (Yukgaejang); loach soup; short rib soup (galbi tang); dokani tang [ox bone soup]; ox-tail soup; 

beef soup; pork rib hangover soup; samgyetang [Korean ginseng chicken soup]; pork-on-the-bone soup (gamja 

tang); bouillon; preparations for making bouillon; bouillon concentrates; broth; broth concentrates; veal stock; 

beef stock; broth concentrates of cattle bone; beef stew; meat stock; soups; instant or pre-cooked soup; fish-

based foodstuffs; fish fillets; fish, not live; grilled short rib patties; quenelles; sliced and seasoned barbequed 

beef (Bulgogi); processed nuts; processed laver; potato-based dumplings; meat jellies; meat extracts; fruit-

based snack food; eggs; pork; tofu; tofu patties; butter; bacon; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 

vegetables; laver, preserved; fish, preserved; beans, preserved; sausages; preparations for making soup; jellies 

for food; oils and fats for food; sesame oil for food; soya bean oil for food; marinated grilled beef ribs; cooked 

dish consisting primarily of stired-fried beef marinated in soy sauce (Sogalbi); meat, fish, poultry and game; 

yogurt; milk; lactic acid drinks; milk products; curd; jams; shellfish, not live; seasoned nuts; prepared pulses; 

vegetable-based meat substitutes; vegetable soup preparations; cheese; compotes; soya patties; croquettes; 

fish croquettes; chicken croquettes; pickles; laver-based snack foods; ham; sheets of dried laver (hoshi-nori); 

seasoned laver (Jaban-gim); oils for food; fish cakes; beans cooked in soy sauce (Kongjaban); processed meat 

products; processed vegetable products; fruit-based concentrate for cooking; potatoes, processed; potato-

based snack foods; chicken nuggets; chicken skewer; frozen appetizers consisting primarily of chicken; 

chicken; prepared side dishes consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetable; frozen beans; pollen 

prepared as foodstuff; foods prepared from bean curds (tofu); pulses, processed; processed egg foodstuffs; 

food products made from worm; processed dairy products; food products mainly based on dried, processed or 

preserved vegetables and fruits; processed meat; processed organ meat; food products mainly based on 

processed meat; food products mainly based on fish and shellfish (preserved); processed seaweed products; 

food products made from fish and shellfish. 

  

30  Flour-based dumplings; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat (niku-manjuh); Chinese steamed 

dumplings (shumai, cooked); mandu [Korean-style dumplings]; jiaozi; shrimp dumplings; pasties; boiled 

dumplings (mul mandu); fried dumplings; Chinese steamed dumplings; Dumplings; fish dumplings; dumpling 

skins; porridge; gruel made of powdered sesame; mung bean porridge; sweet red-bean porridge; sweet 

pumpkin porridge; chicken rice porridge; shrimp rice porridge; beef mushroom rice porridge; vegetable rice 

porridge; tuna vegetable porridge; abalone rice porridge (jeonbok juk); sesame porridge; red bean porridge 

(patjuk); pumpkin porridge (Hobak-juk); noodles; stir-fried noodles with vegetables (Japchae); noodle-based 

prepared meals; processed herbs [seasonings]; soya sauce; seasoned bean paste; ja-jang [black bean paste for 

use as noodle sauce]; chips [cereal products]; cereal-based snack food; flour and preparations made from 

cereals; golden syrup; confectionery; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; kimchi pancakes; honey and treacle; 

marinades; baking powder; bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]; biscuits; sorbets [ices]; bread; 

breadcrumbs; sago; sandwiches; dressings for salad; sugar; salt; spring rolls; edible ices; vinegar; yeast; food 

flavourings, other than essential oils; rice; rice noodles; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being 

rice; rice-based snack food; ice cream; ice; artificial coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages; tea; 

chocolate; coffee; cakes; cocoa; tapioca; pasta; pies; pastries; ferments for dough; puddings; pizzas; pepper; 

hot dog sandwiches; dried cooked rice; stir-fried rice; fermented hot pepper paste (gochujang); doenjang 

[condiment]; rice cakes; cooked dish consisting primarily of stir-fried rice cake with fermented hot pepper 

paste (Topokki); wheat flour; sauces; curry sauces; sauces [condiments]; seasonings; spices; curry pastes; 

wheat germ for human consumption; chemical seasoning; hot dogs (sausages in a bread roll); wheat-based 

snack foods; processed cereals for food for human consumption; dough; frozen noodles; rice balls; rice cakes 

for stir-fried rice cake; stir-fried rice cake with ramen noodles (rabokki); seasonings made of chemical 

compounds; instant noodles; cup noodle; churros; hamburgers [sandwiches]; almond paste; glass noodles in 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

seaweed; Chinese pancake stuffed with sugar (Hotteok); fish-shaped bread; pancakes; jeon [Korean-style 

pancakes]; meat tenderizers for culinary purposes; egg roll; Chinese spring rolls (chungwon); instant rice; 

polished cereals; chocolate products. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775021 

(220) Application Date :05/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : BYD COMPANY 

LIMITED 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 1, Yan’an Road, 

Kuichong Street, Dapeng New District, Shenzhen 

Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: A, 20/F, Building B, Lvjing 

Square (NEO), 6009 Shennan Middle Road, Futian 

District, Shenzhen City 518048 Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  74490839  10/10/2023  CN 

 

  

 

 

 
 

(540): BYD DOLPHIN MINI 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Cars; motor coaches; lorries; motor buses; forklift trucks; automobile bodies; 

automobile chassis; motors, electric, for land vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; driverless cars 

[autonomous cars]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775089 

(220) Application Date :20/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : STAVROS MITSIS 

SINGLE MEMBER P.C.; CHRISTINA MITSI 

SINGLE MEMBER P.C. and EYGENIA MITSI 

SINGLE MEMBER P.C. 

(731) Applicant Address : FILOTHEIS 12 

STREET,  GALATSI GR-111 47 ATHENS, Greece; 

FILOTHEIS 12 STREET,  GALATSI GR-111 47 

ATHENS, Greece and FILOTHEIS 12 STREET,  

GALATSI GR-111 47 ATHENS, Greece 

(750) Representative: FILOTHEIS 12 STREET,  

GALATSI GR-111 47 ATHENS 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Gold. 

(310)(320)(330):  N282673  18/10/2023  GR 

 

  
 

(540): MITSIS 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 43  Temporary accommodation; providing information about temporary 

accommodation services; temporary accommodation services; rental of social event facilities; providing 

facilities for exhibitions and conferences; temporary room rental; vacation accommodation rental; 

organization of temporary accommodation; vacation lodgings; travel agency services for booking hotel 

accommodation; hospitality services [temporary accommodation]; reception services for temporary 

accommodation [management of arrivals and departures]; reception services for temporary lodging 

[conferment of keys]; providing food and drink; hotel accommodation reservation services; hotel reservation 

services; information services for accommodation reservation; providing online information relating to hotel 

reservations; booking of temporary accommodation via the Internet; booking of hotel accommodation; making 

hotel reservations for others; consultancy and advisory services relating to the provision of temporary 

lodgings. 
 

 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775092 

(220) Application Date :29/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Automobili Lamborghini 

S.p.A. 

(731) Applicant Address : Via Modena 12 I-40019 

Sant' Agata Bolognese (Bologna), Italy 

(750) Representative: Via di Corticella 87 I-40128 

Bologna 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  018900715  13/07/2023  EM 

 
 

 

 
 

(540): SC 63 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Electronic sensors; electronic regulators; electronic meters; electronic amplifiers; 

relays, electric; electronic components; electronic controllers; electronic tags; electronic chips; integrated 

electronic circuits; electronic power supplies; optical electronic components; electronic burglar alarms; 

transmitters of electronic signals; games software; electronic cruise control apparatus; electrical and electronic 

components; electronic power transformers; downloadable electronic game programs; electronic navigation 

systems; electronic sports training simulators; electronic components used in machines; electronic data 

processing equipment; programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; information carriers [electric or 

electronic]; electrical remote control apparatus; testing apparatus for electronic equipment; electronic control 

systems for machines; optical sensors; sensors, detectors and monitoring instruments; liquid level sensors; 

sensors for measuring speed; spectacles; anti-glare glasses; goggles; goggles for sports; fire extinguishing 

apparatus; measuring apparatus; electronic distance meters; pressure measuring apparatus; dynamometers; 

audio amplifiers; audio speakers for automobiles; car televisions; car telephones; car aerials; fire extinguishing 

apparatus for automobiles; car audio apparatus; car stereos; protective helmets for sports; fireproof automobile 

racing suits for safety purposes; traffic sign recognition systems; image recognition software; electronic keys 

for automobiles; protective helmets for motorists; computer applications for automotive control; car automatic 

driving control devices; computer applications for car audio video navigation; automated car parking control 

devices; tablet holders adapted for use in cars; control devices for car audio video navigation; integrated 

electronic hazard and collision avoidance systems for automobiles; car navigation computers; telemetry 

apparatus; car batteries; rechargeable electric batteries; power packs [batteries]; power units [batteries]; 

battery testers; anode batteries; batteries for electric vehicles; battery booster cables; solar-powered 

rechargeable batteries; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; electric batteries for powering electric 

vehicles; computer gaming software; computer software that permits games to be played; pre-recorded DVDs 

featuring games; game programs for arcade video game machines; cell phone covers; spectacle cases; 

wearable audio equipment; audio processing apparatus; surround sound systems; audio transmitter units; audio 

speakers for vehicles; audio effects apparatus; audiovisual headsets for playing video games; audio/visual and 

photographic devices; audio devices and radio receivers; parts and fittings for audio apparatus. 

  

12  Cars; electric cars; automobile tyres; spray prevention flaps for vehicles; motor car convertible tops; 

steering wheels for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; bumpers for automobiles; horns for motor cars; 

automobile bodies; car seats; automobile engines; motor racing cars; automobile chassis; shock absorbers for 

automobiles; upholstery for automobiles; electric motors for motor cars; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; 

wheel rims [for automobiles]; automobiles and structural parts therefor; racing seats for automobiles; interior 

trim parts of automobiles; automatic gearboxes for motor cars; gear shifts for automobiles; powerboats; cycle 

cars; bicycles; electric vehicles; hybrid cars; brakes for motor cars; disc brake pads for land vehicles; spoilers 

for vehicles; spoilers for water vehicles; spoilers for land vehicles; air flow spoilers for vehicles; spoilers for 

air vehicles; hydraulic brake pressure regulators for vehicles; aerodynamic attachments for vehicle bodies; 

self-balancing boards; civilian drones; camera drones; delivery drones; push scooters [vehicles]; motorized 

and non-motorized scooters for personal transportation; folding bikes; electric bicycles; sports bicycles; racing 

bicycles; children's bicycles; mountain bikes; bicycle frames; engines for bicycles; motorcycles; folding 

electric bicycles; electrically operated wheelchairs; wheelchairs; yachts; water scooters; electric one wheel 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

scooters; motorised scooters for the disabled and those with mobility difficulties; boats; jet boats; ships; 

inflatable boats. 

  

25  Clothing; gloves [clothing]; belts [clothing]; shorts; shoulder wraps [clothing]; underwear; fingerless 

gloves; visors being headwear; cowls [clothing]; sportswear; waterproof clothing; motorists' clothing; 

children's wear; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of leather; work clothes; thermally insulated clothing; 

layettes [clothing]; training shoes; sports caps and hats; sports jerseys and breeches for sports; gym suits; 

bathing suits; sandals; shoes; scarves; boots; foulards [clothing articles]. 

  

28  Toy cars; scale model vehicles; racing car games; toy pedal cars; toy vehicle tracks; kits of parts [sold 

complete] for making toy model cars; radio controlled toy model cars; sports equipment; arcade games; sports 

games; electronic games; electronic hand-held game units; hand-held electronic games; electronic educational 

game machines for children; toys, games, and playthings; mosaic puzzles; drones [toys]; scooters [toys]; toy 

bicycles; toy boats. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775112 

(220) Application Date :18/01/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Beijing New Oriental 

Xuncheng Network Technology Co., Ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : Room 1801-08, Floor 18, 

No. 2, Haidian East Third Street, Haidian District 

Beijing, China 

(750) Representative: 23rd Floor, Tower C, Office 

Park, No. 5 Jinghua South Street, Chaoyang District 

Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  66533501  11/08/2022  CN; 

66536079  11/08/2022  CN; 66538837  11/08/2022  

CN; 66545636  11/08/2022  CN; 66545652  

11/08/2022  CN and 66546263  11/08/2022  CN 

 
 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services: 3  Cosmetics for animals; cosmetics; potpourris [fragrances]; hand soap; dish 

detergents; abrasives; air fragrancing preparations; soap; shoe polish; dentifrices; essential oils. 

  

5  Ginseng for medicinal use; cordyceps sinensis for medicinal use; antibacterial hand sanitizer; lycium 

chinensis for medicinal use; air purifying preparations; dietary fiber; saffron (Chinese herbal medicine); ejiao 

[donkey-hide gelatin] for Chinese medicinal use; cod liver oil; traditional Chinese medicinal preparations; 

medicines for human purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; food for babies; pesticides; dental 

lacquer; tonics [medicines]; depuratives; disinfectant wipes. 

  

8  Swords; pruning scissors; scissors; hand tools, hand-operated; apparatus for destroying plant parasites, 

hand-operated; fulling tools [hand tools]; blade sharpening instruments; sharpening instruments; graving tools 

[hand tools]; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons].  

 

15  Musical instruments; cases for musical instruments; buccins [trumpets]; horsehair for bows for musical 

instruments; wooden fish [wooden percussion instrument]; tuning hammers; Chinese flute membranes; reeds 

[musical instruments]; wind instruments; pianos; skins for drums.  

 

16  Copybooks; writing materials; writing utensils; ink for calligraphy; bookmarkers; books; book jacket; 

bookbinding material; memo blocks; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; memorandum books; pads 

[stationery]; plastic wrap; mosaic cardboard; envelopes; envelopes [stationery]; letter paper (finished product); 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

children's story book; children's game book; children's drawing set; pencil sharpening machines, electric or 

non-electric; paper cutting crafts; scrapbook albums; paper bags for packaging; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 

paper or plastics, for packaging; paper for packaging bag; printed comic strip; bank check; printing paper 

(including offset paper, newsprint paper, paper for books and periodicals, bond paper, gravure printing paper, 

letterpress printing paper); stamp pads; inkpad; stamps [seals]; pencil sharpener; kitchen paper; foldable 

cardboard packaging box; 3d decal can be used on any surface; paper coffee filters; pictures; printed 

geographical maps; atlases; map paper; terrestrial globes; plastic gift wrap; freezer bags of plastic for food 

storage; colouring books; indian inks; duplicating paper; household plastic food storage bag; household paper 

garbage bag; children's books with electronic sound generating mechanism; architects' models; letter opener; 

stapling presses [office requisites]; punches [office requisites]; typewriter; book holders [stationery]; story 

book; wallchart for teaching purpose; folders for papers; wrappers [stationery]; gummed tape [stationery]; 

travel books; calendars; postcards; paper for postcard; desktop cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; 

modelling materials; modelling clay; stencil cases; song books; drawing rulers; writing brushes; canvas for 

painting; statuettes of papier mâché; filter paper; comic books; comic storybook; laser printing paper; cooking 

books; paint boxes for use in schools; encyclopedia; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; magnetic tablet; pop-up books; 

pencil holders; pen cases; note books; candy wrapper; tear-off calendar; event albums; pennants made of 

paper; boxes of paper; paper name card; containers of paper; bunting of paper; cream containers of paper; 

paper gift tag; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; packing [stuffing, padding] 

materials of paper or cardboard; stuffing of paper or cardboard; handkerchiefs of paper; cardboard box; 

cardboard gift box; paper bag; table napkins of paper; exercise book; drawing instruments; paintings and 

calligraphic works; papers for painting and calligraphy; drawing sets; drawing boards; painting paper; drawing 

pens; adhesive note paper; gift bags for wine; crayon; notebook; prospectuses; stickers [stationery]; greeting 

cards; staple removers (office requisites); comic strip; comic strip magazine; sketch book; steel pens; pencils; 

silver paper; conical paper bags; apparatus for mounting photographs; musical greeting cards; paint trays; food 

packaging paper; stencils for decorating food and beverages; recipe books, binders and cards; napkin paper; 

periodicals; writing instruments; plastic film for wrapping; wrapping paper; toilet paper; printed publications; 

printed matter; tissues of paper for removing make-up; lithographic works of art; teaching materials [except 

apparatus]; teaching aid for maths; stationery; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; posters; pen; paper; face 

towels of paper; table linen of paper; towels of paper; placards of paper or cardboard; drawing materials. 

  

18  Umbrellas; bags; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; leather, unworked or semi-worked; 

trimmings of leather for furniture; valises; walking sticks; leather thongs; rucksacks; harness fittings 

.  

21  Mangers for animals; cosmetic utensils; trash cans; pet feeding bowls; litter trays for pets; indoor 

terrariums [vivariums]; containers for household or kitchen use; insect traps; washing boards; racks for drying 

clothes; combs; crystal handicraft; sweeper; perfume burners; flat-iron stands; toothbrushes; toothpicks; 

porcelain ware; household containers of precious metal; liqueur sets; thermally insulated containers for food; 

birdcages; bags for microwave cooking. 

  

24  Cloths for removing make-up; compressed textile towel; cotton hand towels; dish towels; bath towels; 

textile sports towel; face towels of textile; table napkins of textile; tea towels; washcloth; household linen; bed 

linen; tablecloths, not of paper; felt; sleeping bags; wall hangings of textile; towels of textile; fabric; quilts; 

metal fiber fabrics. 

  

25  Underwear; underpants; scarfs; hats; gloves [clothing]; shawls; clothing; sleep masks; pajamas (Am.); 

girdles; hosiery; shoes; neckties. 

  

26  Numerals or letters for marking linen; artificial flowers; false hair; heat adhesive patches for decoration of 

textile articles [haberdashery]; buttons; lace trimmings; trimmings for clothing; needles; sewing boxes; shoe 

trimmings.  



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

28  Ice skates; machines for physical exercises; archery implements; shin guards [sports articles]; knee guards 

[sports articles]; chess sets; baseball gloves; games; toys; in-line roller skates; playing balls; fishing tackle; 

body-training apparatus; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery.  

 

29  Pumpkin seed, processed; edible seaweed, processed; fish, processed; canned lunch meat; potato-based 

dumplings; dried sweet potato; dried seaweed; prawns, not live; fruit, dried; roast beef; beef; beef balls; beef 

jerky; beef slices; extra virgin olive oil; pork steak; octopus balls; mutton balls; meatballs; fish, preserved; 

dried shrimp; olive oil for food; fish balls; fish sausage, not live; codfish, not live; chicken; chicken meatball; 

silkworm chrysalis, for human consumption; fruit and vegetable-based snacks; freeze-dried meat; freeze-dried 

vegetables; processed betel nut; fruit, processed; vegetables, processed; potato flakes; sausage casings, natural 

or artificial; milk; powdered milk; cheese; poultry, not live; crayfish, not live; vegetables, dried; jams; dried 

durian; aquatic products, tinned; fruits, tinned [canned (Am.)]; sea-cucumbers, not live; mixed fruit, dried; 

condensed milk; preparations for making bouillon; tripe; lard; pork; preserved egg; rice milk; dried meat; dried 

meat floss; meat slice; jerky; meat, preserved; preserved garlic; ajvar (preserved peppers); dried mango; tahini 

[sesame seed paste]; peanut butter; vegetable-based meat substitutes; vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; 

shrimps, not live; crab, not live; crab meat; blood sausage; soy milk; deep frozen instant dishes consisting 

primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; frozen sweet corn; yogurt; linseed oil for food; edible oils; 

seaweed extracts for food; colza oil for food; sausages; fish-based foodstuffs; fish, tinned [canned (Am.)]; 

squid (not live); quail egg; butter; lobsters, not live; salted vegetables; salted egg; bacon; milk products; dried 

shellfish; dried edible mushroom; fruit jellies; jellyfish body; dried whelk meat; ham; charcuterie; meat; meat 

jellies; meat extracts; broth; broth concentrates; meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]; fruit, preserved; vegetables, 

preserved; dried shrimp floss; dried clam meat; eggs; dried razor clam; beancurd products; cocoa butter for 

food; edible fats; edible birds' nests; fish, not live; dried fish floss; shark's fin; dried fish; nuts, prepared; prawn 

slices; red mung beans, processed; green beans, processed; pepper oil; soy beans, processed. 

  

30  Frozen coffee; rice flour with snail meat (strip); coffee-based beverages; coffee capsules, filled; loquat 

syrup being non-medicated confectionery; pralines; longan jelly being non-medicated confectionery; coconut 

macaroons; espresso; mixed biscuits; coffee filter bags, filled; charcoal roasted coffee; non-medicated 

confectionery in the nature of bird's nest stewed with pear; corn syrup for culinary purposes; pear syrup with 

added tuckahoe; rice noodles; pear syrup containing poria and fritillaria cirrhosa; litchi jelly being non-

medicated confectionery; flavourings for foodstuff containing Chinese caterpillar fungus-supplemented 

chicken essence [condiments]; flour; crunchy candy; flour-based dumplings; macarons; black coffee; black 

bean flour; udon noodles; oolong tea [Chinese tea]; rice-based snack food; drinks based on tea; rice glue ball; 

Chinese rice pudding; rock candy; edible bird's nest flavoured rock candy; iced tea; corn flakes; potato flour; 

nut flours; meat tenderizers, for culinary purposes; sushi; millet grains, processed; chocolate; spaghetti; ramen; 

fine dried noodles; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; instant maize slurry; instant noodle; moon 

cakes; tapioca flour; fruit vinegar; bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes [baking soda]; oat flakes; flowers 

or leaves for use as tea substitutes; white tea; rice; rice noodles (strip); rice flour; dry vermicelli; porridge; 

zongzi [glutinous rice wrapped in bamboo leaves]; candy; brown sugar; black tea; green tea; pepper; mustard; 

jasmine tea; tea-based beverages; soba noodles; saffron [seasoning]; lotus root starch; cakes; peppers 

[seasonings]; macaroni; yeast; tieguanyin tea; papads made of rice flour [crispy breads]; bread; rusks; noodles; 

wheat flour; edible fructose; gluten prepared as foodstuff; onigiri [rice balls]; dumpling; cookies; konjac 

starch; yellow tea; tortoise jelly being non-medicated confectionery; freeze-dried dishes with main ingredient 

being rice; cereal-based snack food; ice cubes; ice cream; burritos; leaven; cocoa-based beverages; coffee; 

chocolate sauce; chocolate-based beverages; instant rice; pizzas; confectionery; boxed lunches consisting of 

rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; sugar; tea; honey; condiments; cereal preparations; soya sauce; 

vinegar; fermented glutinous rice; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; starch 

for food; cooking salt; shrimp sauce; bechamel [white sauce]. 

  

31  Copra; lemons, fresh; strawberry, fresh; blueberries, fresh; fresh honeydew melon; algae (wakame), 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

unprocessed; coconuts; live chicken; fresh date; cod (live); barley; sanded paper [litter] for pets; wheat; 

crayfish, live; fresh cherry tomatoes; citrus fruit, fresh; fresh pear; durian, fresh; fresh cherry; pitaya, fresh; 

fresh muskmelon; fresh mango; fresh apples; fresh litchi; fresh pineapple; grapes, fresh; fresh watermelon; 

fresh beans; fresh bananas; cereal seeds, unprocessed; poultry, live; fish, live; oats; maize; seedlings; shrimp 

(alive); malt for brewing and distilling; edible fresh mushrooms; animal foodstuffs; nuts, fresh; fruit, fresh; 

garden herbs, fresh; vegetables, fresh; plants; plant seeds; live animals; flowers, natural; grains [cereals]; 

fodder.  

 

32  Non-alcoholic essences for making beverages; fruit juice beverages; lemon juice drink; kvass; fruit juice 

concentrate; drinks consisting of a blend of fruit juice; non-alcoholic soda beverages flavored with tea; 

blueberry juice drink; sports energy drink; smoked plum juice drinks; beer-based cocktails; protein-enriched 

sports beverages; fruity beer; smoothies; fruit juices; sparkling water; pure water (drink); energy drinks; non-

alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; vegetable juices [beverages]; cola beverages; non-alcoholic fruit 

extracts; vegetable drink; aerated water; mineral water [beverages]; soda water; must; soy-based drinks, other 

than milk substitutes; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; beer. 

  

33  Vodka; rum; light sparkling wine; spirits [beverages]; distilled beverages; cocktails; whisky; aperitifs; fruit 

extracts, alcoholic; sake; arrack [arak]; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; rice alcohol; wine; 

alcoholic beverages, except beer; yellow rice wine. 

  

35  Commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; accounting; 

office machines and equipment rental; sponsorship search; publicity; advertising planning; organization of 

trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; employment agency services; rental of vending machines; 

demonstration of goods and services by electronic means in order to facilitate teleshopping and 

homeshopping; rental of sales stands; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 

services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business management assistance; 

import and export agent; marketing; advertising; outsourcing services for merchandising for others; sales 

promotion for others; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; retail 

services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775413 

(220) Application Date :07/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGZHOU 

SHANGKE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

CO., LTD 

(731) Applicant Address : 12th Floor, R&F To-Win 

Building, No.30 Huaxia Road, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou Guangdong Province, China 

(750) Representative: 45/F, CTF Finance Center, 

No. 6 Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 

(540): TBOLT 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  All-in-one computers; stylus pens for touchscreens; memory cards; solid-state drive 

[SSD]; portable solid state drive; computers; computer keyboards; computer software, recorded; computer 

peripheral devices; computer graphics cards; random access memory [RAM] cards; graphics cards; tablet 

computers; covers for tablet computers; data processing apparatus; liquid crystal displays; intercoms; portable 

audio players; earphones; juke boxes for computers; portable media players; microphones; cabinets for 

loudspeakers; audiovisual teaching apparatus; mobile power supply [rechargeable batteries]; plugs, sockets 

and other contacts [electric connections]; power adapters; USB flash drives; notebook computers. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775421 

(220) Application Date :09/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Yuanxin Tyre Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Residence Of Chen’guan 

Town Government, Guangrao County, Dongying 

Shandong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 1-15, Building A10, 

Yiwu Commodity City, Guangrao County, Dongying 

City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 
 

(540): TERAFLEX 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Vehicle tires. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775475 

(220) Application Date :14/11/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : K. MITSIS FILOXENIA 

S.A. 

(731) Applicant Address : FILOTHEIS 12 

STREET, GALATSI GR-111 47 ATHENS, Greece 

(750) Representative: FILOTHEIS 12 STREET,  

GALATSI GR-111 47 ATHENS 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): CREATE YOUR OWN STORY 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 43  Hotel, motel and resort services; providing information about temporary 

accommodation services; arranging hotel accommodation; vacation lodgings; hotel accommodation 

reservation services; hotel reservation services; information services for accommodation reservation; 

providing online information relating to hotel reservations; booking of temporary accommodation via the 

Internet; booking of hotel accommodation; consultancy and advisory services relating to the provision of 

temporary lodgings; reservation of rooms for travelers; reservation of hotel rooms for travelers; hotel services 

for preferred customers. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775757 

(220) Application Date :21/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : MedImpact Healthcare 

Systems, Inc. 

(731) Applicant Address : 10181 Scripps Gateway 

Court San Diego CA 92131, United States of 

America 

(750) Representative: 101 West Broadway,  Suite 

2000 San Diego CA 92101 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): MEDOPTIMIZE 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 36  Providing pharmacy benefits information via a global computer network (terms 

considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing 

healthcare benefits information via a global computer network (terms considered too vague by the 

International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations). 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775802 

(220) Application Date :12/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Kia Corporation 

(731) Applicant Address : 12, Heolleung-ro, 

Seocho-gu Seoul 06797, Republic of Korea 

(750) Representative: Jeongdong Building, 17F, 21-

15 Jeongdong-gil, Jung-gu Seoul 04518 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  4020230211687  21/11/2023  KR 

 

 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12  Automobiles; self-driving cars; structural parts for automobiles; automobile 

running boards; wheels for automobiles; parts and fittings for automobiles; coachwork for motor vehicles; 

doors for automobiles; wheel rims for automobiles; shaped or fitted car seat covers; shaped steering wheel 

covers for automobiles; interior trim for automobile; seats for automobiles; automotive interior trim. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1775809 

(220) Application Date :12/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : LESAFFRE ET 

COMPAGNIE 

(731) Applicant Address : 41 Rue Etienne Marcel 

F-75001 Paris, France 

(750) Representative: 62 Rue de Bonnel F-69448 

LYON CEDEX 03 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  4953380  12/04/2023  FR 

 

 

 

 
 

(540): LESAFFRE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 1  Cultures of microorganisms other than for medical or veterinary use; enzymes and 

enzyme preparations other than for medical or veterinary use; Bacteria and bacterial preparations other than 

for medical or veterinary use; bread improvers for industrial or artisanal use; manures and fertilizers.  

5  Dietary foodstuffs for medical use; dietetic substances for medical use and vitamin preparations; nutritional 

supplements; food supplements; nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements, namely: mixes for making 

bakery products; food supplements made with probiotics and/or enriched with minerals; cultures of 

microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; enzymes and enzyme preparations for medical, veterinary or 

food use; bacteria and bacterial preparations for medical or veterinary use; bark yeast, yeast and yeast extracts 

for medical or veterinary use; preparations of trace elements for human consumption or animal consumption; 

plant extract preparations for medicinal use; probiotic preparations or other nutrients for human consumption; 

probiotic compositions for human consumption; cultures of micro-organisms (lactic bacteria and/or ferments) 

having a probiotic effect on the human body, for medical purposes; food and/or food integrators of animal 

origin consisting of microorganism cultures (lactic bacteria and/or ferments) having a probiotic effect on the 

human body; food and/or food integrators of plant origin consisting of microorganism cultures (lactic bacteria 

and/or ferments) having a probiotic effect on the human body.  
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29  Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; broths and soups; preparations for thick soup; preserved, dried 

and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats. 

  

30  Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flours and preparations made from cereals, 

bread, pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, golden syrup; yeast, yeast extracts; yeast crusts, baking-

powder; bread improvers for domestic use, leaven, ferments; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 

spices; ice for refreshment; flavorings and aromatic preparations for food; aromatics other than essential oils; 

molasses for food; bakery mixes (ready-to-use bread-making mixes). 

  

31  Live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; residue in a still after 

distillation; animal foodstuffs; yeast and yeast extracts for animal consumption; malt; residue in a still after 

distillation used as fertilizer. 

  

32  Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; 

syrups and other preparations for making beverages. 

  

35  Advertising; commercial information management; commercial administration; administrative services; 

commercial and economic information services in the fields of chemistry, physics, biology, microbiology, 

bacteriology, biotechnology and genetics; assistance in the business management and commercial activities 

of industrial or commercial companies; advice for business organization and management. 

37  Advice with respect to the construction of factories and facilities. 

  

38  Telecommunications. 

  

39  Transport; packaging and storage of merchandise; travel organization. 

  

41  Education and training in the baking, bread-making and fermentation trades; education; training; 

entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. 

  

42  Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto, namely, plant and 

facility design (construction drafting), advice with respect to plant and facility design; industrial analysis and 

research services, design and development of computers and software; technical analysis, research, advice and 

expertise in the fields of chemistry, physics, biology, microbiology, fermentation, bacteriology and genetics. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1776705 

(220) Application Date :27/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Niu Yabing 

(731) Applicant Address : Room 25-2-101, Yue’an 

Jiafu, Dingqiao, Shangcheng District, Hangzhou City 

310000 Zhejiang, China 

(750) Representative: Suite 1208, 12 / F, Building 

5A, Shenzhen Bay Science and Technology 

Ecological Park, Gaoxin Nanhuan Road, Nanshan 

District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  73358477  09/08/2023  CN 

 
 

 

 

 

(540): MNTLKIDS 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 28  Toys; apparatus for games; building blocks [toys]; magnetic building blocks being 

toys; infant toys; chess games; draughts [games]; backgammon games; balls for games. 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1776726 

(220) Application Date :07/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Yifar Industrial and 

Trading (Fuzhou) Co., Ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : NO.5002, 5th Building, 

No.130 Jinda Road, Jianxin Town, Cangshan 

District, Fuzhou City Fujian Province, China 

(750) Representative: 5/F, Shanhai Dasha, No. 92, 

Guping Road, Fuzhou City Fujian Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): aiwibi 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12  Strollers; fold-up pushchairs; baby strollers; trolleys; wheelchairs; pushchair 

covers; covers for baby strollers; pushchair hoods; pushchair covers and hoods; stroller covers.  

 

20  Furniture of metal; trolleys [furniture]; cradles; rocking chair; baby bed; baby diaper changing table; 

playpens for babies; infant walkers; cradles; high chairs for babies. 

  

24  Cotton fabrics; household linen; bed covers; quilts; bed linen; mosquito nets; bed blankets; baby buntings; 

sleeping bags; bedspreads. 

  

25  Shoes; sweaters; gloves [clothing]; hats; socks; skirts; scarfs; clothing straps; shower caps. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1776772 

(220) Application Date :08/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Guizhou Chenhou Liquor 

Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Guogui Liquor Industry 

Office Building, Yantan Village, Maotai Town, 

Renhuai City Guizhou Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, 

Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., 

Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services: 33  Baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; spirits [beverages]; liqueurs; wine; 

brandy; soju; aperitifs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer based; yellow rice wine; fruit extracts, 

alcoholic. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1776777 

(220) Application Date :15/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Henan Dalin Rubber and 

Telecommunications Apparatus Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 1 Donghuan Road, 

Huixian City, Xinxiang City 453000 Henan, China 

(750) Representative: 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 

12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 

100080 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): Rubflex 
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(310)(320)(330):   

(511) Goods/Services : 7  Pneumatic transporters; machines for geological, mining and ore exploration; fan 

clutch for automobile engines; clutches, other than for land vehicles; brake pads, other than for vehicles; 

transmission components other than for land vehicles; transmissions for machines; couplings, other than for 

land vehicles; torque converters, other than for land vehicles; brake shoes, other than for vehicles.  

17  Rubber, raw or semi-worked; gaskets; sealant compounds for joints; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; 

clutch linings; brake lining materials, partly processed; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; flexible hoses, 

not of metal; insulators; padding materials of rubber or plastics. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1776806 

(220) Application Date :19/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Honor Device Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Suite 3401, Unit A, 

Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli 

West Road, Xiangmihu Street, Futian District, 

Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: B1007, 10th Floor, No. 27, 

Financial Street, Xicheng District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  74325307  27/09/2023  CN 

 
 

 

(540): Magic Capsule 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Downloadable mobilephone software applications; computer software applications, 

downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; 

computer operating programs, recorded; tablet computers; data processing apparatus; computer software for 

database management; smartwatches; smartglasses; notebook computers; computer software, recorded; face 

identification apparatus; fax devices; cell phones; folding screen smartphones; smartphones; cellular phones; 

equipment for communication network; apparatus for transmission of communication; cabinets for 

loudspeakers; earphone; gauges; USB cables; chips [integrated circuits]; batteries, electric; mobile power 

supply (rechargeable batteries); computer programs for access or entry control; monitors [computer 

programs]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1776811 

(220) Application Date :12/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Laien Filtration 

System Co., LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 2599, Fazhan Road, 

Taihu Avenue, Changxing, Huzhou 313100 

Zhejiang, China 

(750) Representative: Room 401-021, Building 1, 

4th Floor, A6 Outer Street, Chaoyang District 

Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): FOCUSFILTER 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7  Oil filters being parts of engines; fuel filters being parts of engines; diesel oil filters 

being parts of engines; fuel filters; carburetters; air filters being parts of engines; air filters for automobile 

engines; filters for cleaning air, for engines; pressure washing machines; immersion blenders. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777223 

(220) Application Date :12/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Tianjin Pharmaceutical 

Da Ren Tang Group Corporation Limited 

Lerentang Pharmaceutical Factory 

(731) Applicant Address : No. 2, Daming Road, 

Xiqing District 300000 Tianjin, China 

(750) Representative: 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 

12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 

100080 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5  Tonics [medicines]; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; 

ginseng for medicinal use; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; traditional Chinese medicines; medicinal roots; 

plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes; herbal extracts for medical purposes; crude drugs. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777232 

(220) Application Date :21/08/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ZAZAYOU Technology 

Co., Ltd 

(731) Applicant Address : Yaochuan Industrial 

Zone 209, Industrial Avenue, Tangwei Community 

Industrial Zone, Fuhai Street, Bao’an District, 

Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 4A, Shangtian 

Building, No.70 Nanyuan Road, Futian District, 

Shenzhen Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  72855315  14/07/2023  CN; 

73081586  26/07/2023  CN; 73089232  26/07/2023  

CN; 73104840  27/07/2023  CN and 73418813  

11/08/2023  CN 

 
 

 

 
 

(540): ZAZAYOU 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Bath preparations, not for medical purposes; wipes impregnated with a cleaning 

preparation; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; ethereal oils/essential oils; cosmetics and make-

up; beauty gels; toothpaste; incense; air fragrancing preparations.  

 

5  Bacterial poisons; anti-itch gels; aloe vera gel for therapeutic purposes; medical preparations for the 

treatment of skin diseases in the form of gels; vaginal lubricants; medicinal hair growth preparations; 

medicinal preparations for stimulating hair growth; nutritional supplements; menstruation tampons; sanitary 

pads.  

 

8  Sharpening instruments; garden tools, hand-operated; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; laser 

hair removal apparatus, other than for medical purposes; razors, electric or non-electric; hair clippers for 

personal use, electric and non-electric; shearers [hand instruments]; tweezers; scissors; handles for hand-

operated hand tools. 

  

10  Skin testing instruments for medical diagnostic purposes; medical skin abraders; electric massage 

apparatus for household use; lasers for the cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; facial aesthetic treatment 

apparatus using ultrasonic waves; LED facial aesthetic treatment apparatus; lasers for skin treatment; laser 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

therapy helmets for treating alopecia; LED masks for therapeutic purposes; disposable steam-heated masks 

for therapeutic purposes. 

  

21  Sound wave vibration hair brushes; combs; hair combs; sonic vibration hair brushes; electric combs; combs 

for brushing hair back; combs for back-combing hair; large-toothed combs for the hair; wide tooth combs for 

hair; cleaning combs. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777391 

(220) Application Date :19/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Falkenstein 

Rechtsanwälte PartmbB 

(731) Applicant Address : Talstraße 108 70188 

Stuttgart, Germany 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  0089922  28/06/2023  JM 

 
 

 

(540): TOURBILLON 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Vehicles and their parts.  

28  Toy cars; model vehicles. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777394 

(220) Application Date :22/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Martin Pott 

(731) Applicant Address : Falkensteinstr. 21 54329 

Konz, Germany 

(750) Representative: Yale-Allee 26 42329 

Wuppertal 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 
 

(540): MP.S 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 7  Machine-tools, saw blades for electric saws, compass saws.  

8  Hand-tools, hand saws, bow saws, metal saws and blades for all before-mentioned goods. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777408 

(220) Application Date :05/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Arada Developments LLC 

(731) Applicant Address : P.O. Box 2680 Sharjah, 

United Arab Emirates 

(750) Representative: P.O. Box 44046 Abu Dhabi 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 
 

(540): ARADA 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 36  Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; accommodation 

bureaux (apartments), apartment house management, rental of apartments and offices (real estate), real estate 

appraisal, real estate agencies, real estate management, real estate brokers, financial evaluation of real estate; 

financial consultancy, financial management, financial sponsorship, financing services; guarantees; hire-

purchase financing; housing agents; brokerage, insurance brokerage, insurance consultancy, insurance 

information; lease-purchase financing, leasing of real estate; mortgage banking; organization of collections; 

rent collection; credit bureaux; credit card services; debit card services; debt collection agencies; financing of 

loans. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777681 

(220) Application Date :04/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy 

otvetstvennostyu "Set data-tsentrov "Selektel" 

(731) Applicant Address : Tsvetochnaya Street, 21, liter A RU-196006 

Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation 

(750) Representative: Tsvetochnaya Street, 21, liter A RU-196006 Saint 

Petersburg 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  2023741819  17/05/2023  RU 

 
 

 

(540): Selectel 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  3D glasses; 3D scanners; accelerometers; altimeters; ammeters; 

amplifiers; anemometers; anode batteries; anodes; anti-glare glasses; apparatus and instruments for 

weighing; apparatus for transmission of sound; asbestos screens for firemen; autonomous 

navigation systems for ships; azimuth instruments; baby scales; barometers; batteries for electronic 

cigarettes; batteries, electric, for vehicles; beacons, luminous; betatrons; binoculars; biochips; 

bioreactors for laboratory use; black boxes [data recorders]; breathing apparatus for underwater 

swimming; breathing apparatus, not for medical purposes; buzzers; cables, electric; calculators; 

calorimeters; cameras; capillary tubes for laboratory use; cases for contact lenses; cases for 

smartphones; cases for spectacles; cash registers; cassette players; cathodes; cell phones; chains 

for spectacles; chips [integrated circuits]; circular slide rules; clothing for protection against fire; 

coaxial cables; collectors, electric; commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; comparators; 

compasses for measuring; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; 

computers; conductors, electric; connections for electric lines; connectors [electricity]; contact 

lenses; control panels [electricity]; controllers for servo motors; copper wire, insulated; correcting 

lenses [optics]; counters; covers for smartphones; covers for tablet computers; crucibles 

[laboratory]; cyclotrons; decompression chambers; decorative magnets; densitometers; detectors; 

diaphragms [photography]; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; digital photo frames; digital 

weather stations; disk drives for computers; disks, magnetic; distillation apparatus for scientific 

purposes; distribution boards [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; distribution consoles 

[electricity]; DNA chips; dosimeters; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable 

electronic wallets; downloadable image files; DVD players; dynamometers; ear pads for 

headphones; e-books; electric actuators; electric capacitors; electric contacts; electric converters; 

electric switches; electrical adapters; electrical connections; electrical plugs; electrified fences; 

electronic pocket translators; epidiascopes; Ergometers; evacuation chairs; eyeglass frames; 

eyepieces; fire detectors; fire extinguishers; fire pumps; fire sprinklers; floppy disks; flow meters; 

fluorescent screens; frequency meters; galvanometers; gloves for divers; gloves for protection 

against accidents; gloves for protection against x-rays for industrial purposes; goggles for sports; 

graduated glassware; headphones; heliographic apparatus; high-frequency apparatus; holograms; 

humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; hygrometers; 

inclinometers; inductors [electricity]; infrared detectors; ink cartridges, unfilled, for printers and 

photocopiers; integrated circuits; interfaces for computers; inverters [electricity]; knee pads for 

workers; laboratory pipettes; laboratory robots; laboratory trays; lenses for astrophotography; 

levelling instruments; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; lifeboats; light-emitting 

diodes [LED]; lightning arresters; limiters [electricity]; locks, electric; logs [measuring 

instruments]; luminous beacons; magnetic encoders; magnetic identity cards; magnetic tapes; 

magnetic wires; magnets; marine compasses; mathematical instruments; measuring devices, 

electric; mechanical signs; megaphones; mercury levels; metal detectors for industrial or military 

purposes; meteorological instruments; metronomes; micrometer screws for optical instruments; 

micrometers; microphones; microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; mobile phones; modems; 

monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; mouth guards for sports; needles 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

for record players; nets for protection against accidents; octants; ohmmeters; optical discs; optical 

glass; optical lenses; oscilloscopes; pagers; particle accelerators; pedometers; periscopes; personal 

digital assistants [PDA]; Petri dishes; photometers; piezoelectric sensors; pince-nez; Pitot tubes; 

plotters; plumb lines; portable computers; portable document scanners; portable media players; 

portable speakers; pressure indicators; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; prisms [optics]; 

projection apparatus; projection screens; protractors [measuring instruments]; pyrometers; 

quantum computers; radar; radios; radios for vehicles; rectifiers; reducers [electricity]; relays, 

electric; respirators for filtering air, not for medical purposes; respiratory masks not for medical 

purposes; revolution counters; rheostats; rulers [measuring instruments]; safety signs [luminous]; 

satellite navigation devices; scanners [data processing equipment]; screens [photography]; 

semiconductors; sensors; sextants; signal whistles; signalling buoys; signs, luminous; sirens; slide 

projectors; slide rules; smart glasses; smart speakers; smart watches; smartphones; smoke 

detectors; snorkels; solar batteries; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; sonars; sound 

mixers; sound recording apparatus; special furniture for laboratories; spectacles [optics]; 

spectroscopes; speedometers; spools [photography]; sports whistles; stereoscopic apparatus; 

subwoofers; sunglasses; sunglasses for pets; tablet computers; tachometers; taximeters; teaching 

robots; telegraph wires; telegraphs [apparatus]; telephone answering machines; telephone 

apparatus; telephone transmitters; telephone wires; teleprompters; telescopes; telescopic sights for 

artillery; televisions; theodolites; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; totalizators; transformers 

[electricity]; transmitters of electronic signals; transparencies [photography]; transponders; triodes; 

tripods for cameras; USB flash drives; vacuum gauges; variometers; video cameras; video game 

cartridges; video phones; video projectors; video screens; viewfinders for cameras; visors for 

helmets; voltage regulators for vehicles; water level indicators; weighbridges; weights; wires, 

electric; x-ray apparatus for industrial purposes; juke boxes, musical; fire engines; actinometers; 

alidades; breathalyzers; apparatus for testing breast milk, other than for medical or veterinary use; 

nanoparticle size analysers; aerials; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; testing apparatus not for 

medical purposes; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-

dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical 

purposes; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; remote control apparatus; air analysis 

apparatus; apparatus to check franking; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, 

not for medical purposes; electric apparatus for commutation; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] 

apparatus, not for medical purposes; intercommunication apparatus; stills for laboratory 

experiments; fire extinguishing apparatus; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; flashing 

lights [luminous signals]; fermentation apparatus for laboratory use; igniting apparatus, electric, 

for igniting at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; aerometers; 

battery jars; automated teller machines [ATM]; galvanic batteries; ignition batteries; solar panels 

for the production of electricity; balances [steelyards]; bioreactors for cell culturing for scientific 

research; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; magnetic tape units for computers; computer 

memory devices; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; connected bracelets 

[measuring instruments]; safety tarpaulins; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; 

bullet-proof clothing; life buoys; marking buoys; directional compasses; internal cooling fans for 

computers; letter scales; precision balances; scales with body mass analysers; levelling staffs 

[surveying instruments]; video baby monitors; verniers; video cassettes; video mixing desks; 

viscosimeters; circuit closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; flash lamps for smartphones; digital signs; 

switchboxes [electricity]; gas testing instruments; gasometers [measuring instruments]; hands-free 

kits for telephones; headsets; headsets for playing video games; apparatus for generating gas for 

calibration purposes; ozonizers for calibration purposes; wet suits; dry suits; dive skins; 

hydrometers; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; hairdressing training heads [teaching 

apparatus]; sounding leads; plumb bobs; range finders; parking sensors for vehicles; densimeters; 

holders adapted for mobile telephones and smartphones; counterfeit coin detectors; joysticks for 

use with computers, other than for video games; dictating machines; thin film speakers; wearable 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

speakers; quantum dot light-emitting diodes [QLED]; organic light-emitting diodes [OLED]; 

phonograph records; juke boxes for computers; head-mounted displays; wearable video display 

monitors; electronic numeric displays; electronic interactive whiteboards; electronic notice boards; 

electric wire harnesses for automobiles; bullet-proof vests; reflective safety vests; identification 

threads for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; biometric locks; padlocks, 

electronic; bells [warning devices]; alarm bells, electric; electric door bells; signal bells; acoustic 

conduits; mirrors for inspecting work; road signs, luminous or mechanical; warning signs 

[luminous]; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; marine depth finders; probes for scientific 

purposes; needles for surveying compasses; eyewear; reflective articles for wear, for the prevention 

of accidents; measures; wheel alignment meters; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; 

automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres; temperature indicators; incubators for bacteria 

culture; cosmographic instruments; surveying instruments; audio interfaces; ionization apparatus 

not for the treatment of air or water; satellite finder meters; spark-guards; fibre optic cables; slide 

calipers; screw-tapping gauges; pocket calculators; rearview cameras for vehicles; 

cinematographic cameras; thermal imaging cameras; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; 

electronic pens [visual display units]; holders for electric coils; biometric identity cards; toner 

cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; memory cards for video game machines; 

encoded magnetic cards; riding helmets; carriers for dark plates [photography]; choking coils 

[impedance]; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; cinematographic film, exposed; computer 

keyboards; wire connectors [electricity]; thin client computers; downloadable cryptographic keys 

for receiving and spending crypto assets; encoded key cards; electronic agendas; push buttons for 

bells; Mouse pads; dashboard mats adapted for holding mobile telephones and smartphones; 

calibrating rings; smart rings; mobile phone ring holders; mobile phone ring stands; ring sizers; 

protective suits for aviators; compact discs [read-only memory]; laptop computers; wearable 

computers; home automation hubs; musical instrument digital interface controllers being audio 

interfaces; electronic controllers for servo motors; wind socks for indicating wind direction; traffic 

cones; branch boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; cabinets for 

loudspeakers; Diving suits; haptic suits, other than for medical purposes; galena crystals 

[detectors]; covers for electric outlets; lasers, not for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; 

lactometers; vacuum tubes [radio]; darkroom lamps [photography]; selfie ring lights for 

smartphones; thermionic valves; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; lanyards for cell 

phones; head cleaning tapes [recording]; videotapes; surveying chains; fire escapes; square rulers 

for measuring; optical condensers; sounding lines; electricity conduits; measuring spoons; 

magnifying glasses [optics]; thread counters; close-up lenses; crash test dummies; resuscitation 

mannequins [teaching apparatus]; mouse [computer peripheral]; trackballs [computer peripherals]; 

security tokens [encryption devices]; computer network routers; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; 

protective masks, not for medical purposes; dust masks incorporating air purification; materials for 

electricity mains [wires, cables]; voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material 

testing instruments and machines; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; 

rules [measuring instruments]; carpenters' rules; dressmakers' measures; mechanisms for coin-

operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for 

television sets; shutter releases [photography]; wireless speaker microphones; selfie sticks [hand-

held monopods]; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; data sets, recorded or 

downloadable; teeth protectors; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; earpieces 

for remote communication; surveyors' levels; sound recording carriers; magnetic data media; 

optical data media; electronic sheet music, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; 

computer software, recorded; downloadable computer software for managing crypto asset 

transactions using blockchain technology; software as a medical device [SaMD], downloadable; 

sheaths for electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; weighing machines; computer 

hardware; punched card machines for offices; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation 

and fire; objectives [lenses] [optics]; selfie lenses; egg-candlers; rescue laser signalling flares; 
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clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; asbestos clothing for protection 

against fire; clothing especially made for laboratories; survival blankets; wrist rests for use with 

computers; mirrors [optics]; spectacles for correcting colour blindness; electronic collars to train 

animals; finger sizers; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; biometric passports; wah-wah 

pedals; effects pedals for guitars; transmitters [telecommunication]; data gloves; asbestos gloves 

for protection against accidents; insulating gloves for protection against accidents; furnaces for 

laboratory use; droppers for measuring, other than for medical or household purposes; planimeters; 

plane tables [surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; computer software platforms, recorded 

or downloadable; wafers for integrated circuits; compact disc players; protective films for computer 

screens; protective films for smartphone screens; sound recording strips; mobile phone screen 

protectors; X-ray films, exposed; life-saving rafts; animal signalling rattles for directing livestock; 

gimbals for smartphones; gimbals for digital cameras; stands adapted for laptops; in-car telephone 

handset cradles; cooling pads for laptop computers; airbags for safety purposes for fall protection; 

polarimeters; weight belts for divers; life belts; telerupters; food analysis apparatus; diagnostic 

apparatus, not for medical purposes; distance recording apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; 

speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; 

apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; teaching 

apparatus; time recording apparatus; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; surveying apparatus 

and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; optical apparatus 

and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; 

boiler control instruments; naval signalling apparatus; observation instruments; navigation 

apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; regulating apparatus, electric; telecommunication 

apparatus in the form of jewellery; precision measuring apparatus; electric linear actuators; audio- 

and video-receivers; computer software applications, downloadable; wireless portable printers for 

use with laptops and mobile devices; ticket printers; printers for use with computers; hemline 

markers; retorts' stands; apparatus for changing record player needles; drainers for use in 

photography; cleaning apparatus for phonograph records; fire beaters; sighting telescopes for 

firearms; test tubes; pressure indicator plugs for valves; fuse wire; computer game software, 

downloadable; computer operating programs, recorded; computer screen saver software, recorded 

or downloadable; record players; processors [central processing units]; rods for water diviners; 

baby monitors; masts for wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; frames for 

photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; frequency extenders; walkie-talkies; 

voltage surge protectors; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed 

regulators for record players; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; T-squares 

for measuring; time switches, automatic; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports 

equipment; body harnesses for support when lifting loads; X-ray photographs, other than for 

medical purposes; retorts; refractometers; refractors; grids for batteries; security surveillance 

robots; telepresence robots; user-programmable humanoid robots, not configured; humanoid robots 

with artificial intelligence for preparing beverages; humanoid robots having communication and 

learning functions for assisting and entertaining people; electric sockets; height measuring 

instruments; speaking tubes; saccharometers; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; traffic-

light apparatus [signalling devices]; dog whistles; safety nets; signals, luminous or mechanical; fog 

signals, non-explosive; rescue flares, non-explosive and non-pyrotechnic; electronic access control 

systems for interlocking doors; missile warning systems; scanners [apparatus] for performing 

automotive diagnostics; hand-held electronic dictionaries; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; 

foldable smartphones; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; 

spectrograph apparatus; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific purposes; protection devices for 

personal use against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; charging stations for electric 

vehicles; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; spectacle lenses; personal stereos; 

stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; stroboscopes; fire boats; sulfitometers; bags 

adapted for laptops; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; parking meters; mileage recorders 
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for vehicles; portable ultrafine dust meters; abacuses; egg timers [sandglasses]; ear plugs for divers; 

teleprinters; cordless telephones; ticket dispensing terminals, electronic; credit card terminals; 

interactive touchscreen terminals; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; 

climate control digital thermostats; tone arms for record players; transistors [electronic]; step-up 

transformers; resuscitation training simulators; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; starter cables 

for motors; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; neon signs; X-ray tubes not for medical 

purposes; telephone receivers; headgear being protective helmets; squares for measuring; quantity 

indicators; petrol gauges; electric loss indicators; light-emitting electronic pointers; spirit levels; 

urinometers; amplifiers for servo motors; electric installations for the remote control of industrial 

operations; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; balancing apparatus; video recorders; sound 

reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; protection devices against X-rays, not 

for medical purposes; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; oxygen 

transvasing apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric; devices for the projection of virtual 

keyboards; film cutting apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character 

readers; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; battery chargers; mobile phone 

chargers; chargers for electric accumulators; chargers for electronic cigarettes; portable power 

chargers; acoustic alarms; sounding apparatus and machines; life-saving apparatus and equipment; 

apparatus for editing cinematographic film; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; couplers [data 

processing equipment]; wearable activity trackers; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer 

peripheral devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; dosage dispensers, not for medical use 

[measuring apparatus]; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; alarms; 

whistle alarms; adding machines; readers [data processing equipment]; heat regulating apparatus; 

photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; electric and electronic effects units for musical 

instruments; bar code readers; head-up display apparatus for vehicles; downloadable ring tones for 

mobile phones; downloadable music files; downloadable digital files authenticated by non-fungible 

tokens [NFTs]; animated cartoons; filters for respiratory masks, not for medical purposes; filters 

for ultraviolet rays, for photography; filters for use in photography; magic lanterns; optical lanterns; 

signal lanterns; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; shutters [photography]; darkrooms 

[photography]; flash-bulbs [photography]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; 

contact lens cases incorporating ultrasonic cleaning functions; containers for microscope slides; 

cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; chromatography apparatus for 

laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; laboratory centrifuges; time clocks [time 

recording devices]; sleeves for laptops; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; cases for 

smartphones incorporating a keyboard; fire blankets; jigs [measuring instruments]; fire-

extinguishing balls; meteorological balloons; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; virtual 

reality headsets; protective helmets for sports; head guards for sports; neural helmets, not for 

medical purposes; cell phone straps; spectacle cords; switchboards; equalizers [audio apparatus]; 

workmen's protective face-shields; radiology screens for industrial purposes; exposure meters 

[light meters]; electrolysis apparatus for laboratory use; ducts [electricity]; galvanic cells; 

downloadable graphics for mobile phones; armatures [electricity]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1777937 

(220) Application Date :27/09/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : ST 1 IP Sàrl 

(731) Applicant Address : Avenue Reverdil 14 CH-

1260 Nyon, Switzerland 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  798935  09/05/2023  CH 

 
 

 

(540): STOLI SPIRIT OF 

CHANGE 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 33  Vodka; vodka-based beverages. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1778066 

(220) Application Date :18/12/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Baoding Huanhao 

Miaozhi Network Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : 2011, Block E, Shanggu 

Daguan, Huibo, 2238 Chaoyang North Road, Hi-

Tech Development District, Baoding Hebei, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, 

Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., 

Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  72504625  28/06/2023  CN and 

72512813  28/06/2023  CN 

 
 

 

(540): Parallel Space 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Downloadable software applications for mobile phones; computer software 

applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; central processing units for processing 

information, data, sound or images; security tokens [encryption devices]; computer software platforms, 

recorded or downloadable; computer operating programs, recorded; computer programs, recorded; flat panel 

displays; tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; smartwatches; smartglasses; computer 

software for authorising access to databases; electronic pens; notebook computers; computer memory devices; 

computer hardware; computer software, recorded; mouse [computer peripheral]; facial recognition apparatus; 

bathroom scales; stands adapted for mobile phones; smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; 

cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; wearable activity trackers; network communication apparatus; 

wrist-mounted smartphones; portable media players; loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; television 

apparatus; earphones; cameras [photography]; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; usb cables; usb 

cables for cellphones; batteries, electric; portable power supplies (rechargeable batteries). 

  

42  Online data storage; electronic data storage; cloud storage services for electronic files; duplication of 

computer programs; design and development of computer software for others; installation, repair and 

maintenance of computer software; software as a service [saas]; electronic data back-up services; electronic 

storage services for archiving electronic data; data migration services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1778082 

(220) Application Date :09/10/2023 

(731) Applicant Name : Manxi (Shandong) 

Cosmetics Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : 4027, 4th Floor, Building 

4, Shuangchuang Base, No. 7888 Jingshi East Road, 

Shuangshan Street, Zhangqiu District, Jinan City 

250200 Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 202, 2nd Floor, 

Building 1, Boke Group Headquarters, North of 

Gangyuan 7th Road and West of Gangxingyuan 

Road, Jinan Area China (Shandong) Pilot Free Trade 

Zone 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 
 

(540): MANSI 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Astringent for cosmetics; skin care cosmetics; perfume; makeup lotion; makeup; 

cosmetics; complete set of cosmetics containing make-up, skin and hair care preparations; beauty facial mask; 
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facial cleanser; hair conditioner; non-medical bath preparations; non-medical shower salts; liquid shampoo; 

skin cleaning lotion; conditioner; toothpaste; breath fresheners for personal hygiene; tooth whitening patch; 

breath freshening sprays; non-medical mouthwash; sunscreen; herbal cosmetics; dentifrice. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1778266 

(220) Application Date :01/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : FERRERO 

INTERNATIONAL S.A. 

(731) Applicant Address : 16, Route de Trèves L-

2633 Senningerberg, Luxembourg 

(750) Representative: Corso Emilia 8 I-10152 

Torino (TO) 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Gold, white and brown. 

(310)(320)(330):  1488538  04/08/2023  BX 

 

 
 

(540): Quality at heart FERRERO 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 41  Providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. 
 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1778551 

(220) Application Date :09/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : BioNTech SE 

(731) Applicant Address : An der Goldgrube 12 

55131 Mainz, Germany 

(750) Representative: Theatinerstraße 16 80333 

München 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  30 2023 117 586  23/10/2023  DE 

 
 

 

(540): OHERZIO 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 5  Pharmaceuticals; vaccines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1778552 

(220) Application Date :09/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : BioNTech SE 

(731) Applicant Address : An der Goldgrube 12 

55131 Mainz, Germany 

(750) Representative: Theatinerstraße 16 80333 

München 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  30 2023 117 589  23/10/2023  DE 

 
 

 

(540): OHERZYO 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 5  Pharmaceuticals; vaccines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1778553 

(220) Application Date :09/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : BioNTech SE 

(731) Applicant Address : An der Goldgrube 12 

55131 Mainz, Germany 

(750) Representative: Theatinerstraße 16 80333 

München 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

 
 

 

(540): ADCHERLO 
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(310)(320)(330):  30 2023 117 561  23/10/2023  DE 

(511) Goods/Services: 5  Pharmaceuticals; vaccines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10519 

(220) Application Date :11/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : The De-Suung 

Headquarters 

(731) Applicant Address : Metog Lam, Thimphu, 

Bhutan 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Gold, Sky Blue, White, Red, 

Dark green. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 

 
 

(540): De-Suung Logo 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 6  Metal Signboards.  

16  Cardboard signboards, paper signboards, Letterheads.  

20  Plastic signboards, wooden signboards, wood signboards.  

21  Glass signboards, porcelain signboards.  

25  Clothing, Head wear. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10520 

(220) Application Date :15/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : YIWU RASHEL 

TRADING CO., LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : ROOM 3110, 3111 

&amp; 3112, 31ST 

FLOOR, GLOBAL BUILDING, NO.168 

FINANCE 6TH STREET, FINANCIAL 

COMMERCE DISTRICT, FUTIAN 

STREET, YIWU CITY, ZHEJIANG 

PROVINCE,, China 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE, 

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang. Babesa, P.O. 

Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan Email: 

cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

(540): ESTELIN 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Cosmetics; lipsticks; perfumes; perfumery for cosmetics; leather cleaning and 

polishing preparations; facial cleansing milk; dishwashing liquid; toothpaste; cosmetics for animals; scented 

wood; skin toners; moisturizing milk; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; face creams; beauty masks; skin 

creams; essential oils for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; make-up preparations; preservatives for 

leather [polishes]; leather detergent; shampoos; hair conditioners; hair care lotions for cosmetic use; hair dyes. 
 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10521 

(220) Application Date :17/01/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Namkhar Degyal 

Gyaltshen 

(731) Applicant Address : Thimphu, Bhutan, 

Bhutan 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer : Artisan 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 

  

 
 

(540): Transcend Artisan 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 20  Wood cutting, Furniture, Polishing, Signboard, Interior design, Photo frames.  

 

42  architectural and urban planning services, interior design, graphic design, packaging design, dress design 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10522 

(220) Application Date :02/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Sandeep Rai 

(731) Applicant Address : Babesa, Thim Throm, 

Thimphu 11001, Bhutan, Bhutan 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Blue Purple and white 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 

 
 

(540): pb 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 9  E-commerce and e-payment 

  

35  Business management services, relating to ecommerce, advertising services for the promotion of 

ecommerce, publicity services for the promotion of ecommerce  

 

41  Training 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10528 

(220) Application Date :07/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Yiwu Winning Star 

Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : Rm. 1207, No.999 

Chouzhou North  

Road, Yiwu City, Zhejiang,, China 

 
 

 

 

 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,  

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang.  

Babesa, P.O. Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan 

Email: cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(540): STAR 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7  Food preparation machines, electromechanical; vacuum cleaners; food processors, 

electric; blenders, electric, for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; kitchen 

machines, electric; washing machines [laundry]; whisks, electric, for household purposes; machines and 

apparatus for cleaning, electric; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; meat choppers, electric; beverage 

preparation machines, electromechanical; vegetable peelers, electric; dishwashers; mills for household 

purposes, other than hand-operated; screwdrivers, electric; kneading machines; scissors, electric. 

  

8  Manicure sets; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; beard clippers; flat irons; scraping 

tools [hand tools]; vegetable slicers, hand-operated; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; curling tongs; 

scissors; sharpening instruments; fruit segmenters; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; hand 

implements for hair curling; knives; tin openers, non-electric; eyelash curlers; apparatus for tattooing; hair 

braiders, electric; hand tools, hand-operated. 

  

9  Loudspeakers; headphones; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; batteries, electric; electric plugs; 

electric sockets; battery chargers; Radios; inverters [electricity]; transformers [electricity]; solar panels for the 

production of electricity; pocket calculators; television apparatus; microphones; portable media players; 

spectacles; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; accumulators, electric; measures; solar batteries. 

  

11  Cooking apparatus and installations; roasting apparatus; coffee machines, electric; fabric steamers; hair 

dryers; refrigerators; bread baking machines; solar thermal collectors [heating]; pocket warmers; kitchen 

ranges [ovens]; kettles, electric; air fryers; water supply installations; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; 

lamps; soya milk making machines, electric; cooking pots, electric; multicookers; electric fans for personal 

use; humidifiers.  

 

21  Containers for household or kitchen use; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; stew-pans; kitchen 

utensils; cooking pots, non-electric; grills [cooking utensils]; kitchen grinders, non-electric; autoclaves, non-

electric, for cooking; beaters, non-electric; kettles, non-electric; deep fryers, non-electric; combs; drinking 

vessels; lint removers, electric or non-electric; aromatic oil diffusers, other than reed diffusers, electric and 

non-electric; toothbrushes; cosmetic utensils; insulating flasks; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; electric 

devices for attracting and killing insects. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10530 

(220) Application Date :09/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : IELTS AUSTRALIA 

PTY LTD; THE BRITISH COUNCI; THE 

CHANCELLOR, MASTERS, AND SCHOLARS 

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

(731) Applicant Address : 1) address: Level 10, 

Melbourne 

Quarter 2, 697 Collins Street, 

Docklands, Victoria 3008, Australia 

2) address: 1 Redman Place, Stratford, 

London, E20 1JQ, United Kingdom 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(540): IELTS 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

3) address: The Old Schools,  

Cambridge CB2 1TN, Cambridge 

United Kingdom, Australia 

(750) Representative: Yishay & Associates, PO Box 

995, Thegchen Lam,  

Mothithang, Thimphu:Bhutan 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(511) Goods/Services : 41  EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL, 

TRAINING, TEACHING, TESTING, EXAMINATION AND/OR ASSESSMENT SERVICES, 

INCLUDING ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES PROVIDED BY COMPUTER ASSISTED OR 

COMPUTER BASED MEANS OR VIA DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION IN 

BOTH ELECTRONIC AND PAPER FORMAT OF INSTRUCTIONAL, TRAINING, TEACHING, 

TESTING, EXAMINATION AND/OR ASSESSMENT MATERIALS, INCLUDING EXAMINATION 

PAPERS AND SYLLABUSES AND MATERIALS FOR THE TESTING OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

SKILLS; TESTING OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILLS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF 

CONFERENCES; EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH; PRODUCTION OF FILMS, VIDEOS, RADIO AND 

TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, ALL FOR EDUCATIONAL AND/OR ASSESSMENT PURPOSES; 

INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE 

AFORESAID SERVICES, INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM COMPUTER 

DATABASES AND/OR INTRANETS AND/OR EXTRANETS AND/OR THE INTERNET. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10531 

(220) Application Date :13/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Wangchuk Dorji 

(731) Applicant Address : Vice-Chairman, 

Tashi Commercial Corporation, 

Thimphu: Bhutan., Bhutan 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Black, Pantone Black 3, 

Pantone 443, Pantone 400, Pantone Metallic and 

White. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Pemako 
 

(511) Goods/Services: 43  Hotels 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10532 

(220) Application Date :15/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Hilton Worldwide 

Manage Limited. 

(731) Applicant Address : Maple Court Central 

Park, Reeds Crescent, Watford WD24 4QQ,, United 

Kingdom 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,  

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang.  

Babesa, P.O. Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan 

Email: cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

 

 
 

(540): WALDORF ASTORIA 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(310)(320)(330):   

(511) Goods/Services : 43  Providing temporary accommodations; rental of temporary accommodation; 

reservations of temporary accommodations; hotel, bar, cafe, restaurant, banquet and catering services; 

providing food and drinks; rental of rooms for holding functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, 

seminars and meetings. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10533 

(220) Application Date :26/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Samyang Foods Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : 104, Opaesan-ro 3-gil, 

Seongbuk-gu, 

Seoul, 02737,, Republic of Korea 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,  

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang.  

Babesa, P.O. Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan 

Email: cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

 
 

(540): Buldak 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29  Milk products; fish-based foodstuff; bean-based foodstuff; processed meat 

products; food products made primarily from cooked, preserved and dried vegetables; processed seaweed 

products; processed nuts; food products made primarily from preserved, stewed and pureed fruits; food 

products made from fish and shellfish; prepared dishes consisting mainly of poultry; laver-based snack foods; 

nut-based snack foods; sausages; sausages made from fish; eggs; tofu; jellies; squid; instant soup; kimchi. 

  

30  Noodles; instant noodles; pasta; noodle based prepared meals; sauces; ready-made sauces; mayonnaise; 

seasonings; spices; confectionery; biscuits; cookies; rice-based snack foods; cereal-based snack foods; 

dumplings; instant rice; stir fried rice; porridge; cooked dishes consisting primarily of stir fried rice cake with 

fermented hot pepper paste (topokki); coffee; tea. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10534 

(220) Application Date :26/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Samyang Foods Co., Ltd. 

(731) Applicant Address : 104, Opaesan-ro 3-gil, 

Seongbuk-gu, 

Seoul, 02737,, Republic of Korea 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,  

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang.  

Babesa, P.O. Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan 

Email: cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29  Milk products; fish-based foodstuff; bean-based foodstuff; processed meat 

products; food products made primarily from cooked, preserved and dried vegetables; processed seaweed 

products; processed nuts; food products made primarily from preserved, stewed and pureed fruits; food 

products made from fish and shellfish; prepared dishes consisting mainly of poultry; laver-based snack foods; 

nut-based snack foods; sausages; sausages made from fish; eggs; tofu; jellies; squid; instant soup; kimchi. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

  

30  Noodles; instant noodles; pasta; noodle based prepared meals; sauces; ready-made sauces; mayonnaise; 

seasonings; spices; confectionery; biscuits; cookies; rice-based snack foods; cereal-based snack foods; 

dumplings; instant rice; stir fried rice; porridge; cooked dishes consisting primarily of stir fried rice cake with 

fermented hot pepper paste (topokki); coffee; tea. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10535 

(220) Application Date :26/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : Clarios Technology and 

Recycling GmbH. 

(731) Applicant Address : Am Leineufer 51, 30419 

Hannover (DE)., Germany 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,  

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang.  

Babesa, P.O. Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan 

Email: cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims: Blue and Yellow 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Galvanic batteries; accumulators; electric primary and secondary elements, electric 

fuel elements, electric batteries, all the aforesaid goods being specially designed as parts or accessories for 

land, air and water vehicles, parts for the aforesaid goods; chargers and parts therefor, for electric batteries, 

being specially designed as parts or accessories for land, air and water vehicles; rectifiers and switching 

apparatus, and battery-regulating switches, cell switches and capacitance meters for electric batteries, being 

specially designed as parts or accessories for land, air and water vehicles; automobile accessories, namely 

starter batteries; machines and apparatus for testing galvanic elements, batteries and electric fuel cells specially 

designed as parts or accessories for land, air and water vehicles and for parts for the aforesaid goods. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10536 

(220) Application Date :26/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : BYD Company Limited. 

(731) Applicant Address : No.1, Yan'an Road, 

Kuichong Street,  

Dapeng New District, Shenzhen,  

People's Republic of China., China 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,  

Flat 3, Kuenga Samphel Zhelyehkhang.  

Babesa, P.O. Box 503, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan 

Email: cluesandcolleague@gmail.com 

PABX (9752) 325572, 335761; Fax: (9752) 325755 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): BAO 

 

(511) Goods/Services: 12  Automobiles; Motor cars; Cars; Motor coaches; Trucks; Lorries; Motor buses; 

Forklift trucks; Automobile bodies; Automobile chassis; Motors, electric, for land vehicles; Brake pads for 

automobiles; Autonomous cars; Self-driving cars. 
 

 

 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2024/10537 

(220) Application Date :28/02/2024 

(731) Applicant Name : SHANGHAI 

SPACECOM SATELLITE 

TECHNOLOGY LTD. 

(731) Applicant Address : ROOM 502-2 BLOCK 6, 

NO. 1158 JIUTING 

ZHONGXIN ROAD, JIUTING TOWN, 

SONGJIANG DISTRICT, SHANGHAI,, China 

(750) Representative: Yishay & Associates, PO Box 

995, Thegchen Lam, Mothithang, Thimphu:Bhutan 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): SPCESAIL 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 38  Television broadcasting; News agency services; Wireless broadcasting; Cable 

television broadcasting; Message sending; Communications by cellular phones; Communications by computer 

terminals; Computer aided transmission of messages and images; Transmission of electronic mail; Facsimile 

transmission; Providing information in the field of telecommunications; Rental of message sending apparatus; 

Rental of modems; Rental of telecommunication equipment; Satellite transmission; Electronic bulletin board 

services [telecommunications services]; Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer 

network; Telecommunications routing and junction services; Teleconferencing services; Providing user access 

to a global computer network; Rental of access time to global computer networks; Providing 

telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; Providing internet chatrooms; Providing access to 

databases; Voice mail services; Transmission of greeting cards online; Transmission of digital files; 

Videoconferencing services; Providing online forums; Streaming of data; Radio communications; Video-on-

demand transmission; Transmission of podcasts. 
 


